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PILBARA MINERALS LIMITED
ACN 112 425 788

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING
TIME:

11:30am (AEST)

DATE:

Friday 17 May 2013

PLACE:

The Sofitel Hotel
Edwin Flack Room
61 – 101 Phillip Street
Sydney

This Notice should be read in its entirety. If Shareholders are in doubt as to how they should
vote, they should seek advice from their professional advisers prior to voting.
Should you wish to discuss the matters in this Notice please do not hesitate to contact
the Company on (+61 2) 8252 9223.
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TIME AND PLACE OF MEETING AND HOW TO VOTE
VENUE
The General Meeting of the Shareholders to which this Notice relates will be held at 11:30am
(AEST) on 17 May 2013 at:
The Sofitel Hotel
Edwin Flack Room
61 – 101 Phillip Street
Sydney
YOUR VOTE IS IMPORTANT
The business of the General Meeting affects your shareholding and your vote is important.
VOTING IN PERSON
To vote in person, attend the General Meeting on the date and at the place set out above.
VOTING BY PROXY
To vote by proxy, please complete and sign the enclosed Proxy Form and return by the time, and
in accordance with the instructions, set out on the Proxy Form.
ELIGABILITY TO VOTE
For the purposes of Regulation 7.11.37 of the Corporations Regulations, the Directors have
determined that persons registered as Shareholders on the Company’s register at 11:30am AEST
on 15 May 2013 will be entitled to attend and vote at the General Meeting. Share transfers
registered after that time will be disregarded in determining entitlements to attend and vote at
the General Meeting.
On a show of hands every Shareholder has one vote, and on a poll, every Shareholder has one
vote for each Share held.
Voting Intentions of the Chairman
The Chairman intends to vote all undirected proxies in favour of the relevant Resolution(s).
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NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING
Notice is given that a General Meeting of Shareholders will be held at 11:30am (AEST) on
17 May 2013 at The Sofitel Hotel, Edwin Flack Room, 61 – 101 Phillip Street, Sydney.
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The Explanatory Statement provides additional information on matters to be considered at the
General Meeting. The Explanatory Statement and the Proxy Form are part of this Notice.
The Directors have determined pursuant to Regulation 7.11.37 of the Corporations Regulations
2001 (Cth) that the persons eligible to vote at the General Meeting are those who are registered
Shareholders at 11:30am (AEST) on 15 May 2013.
Terms and abbreviations used in this Notice are defined in the Glossary.
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY
The Board believes that the purchase of Sturt Resources Ltd (Sturt) will provide a very good
opportunity for Shareholders to add significant value to their Pilbara shareholding. Sturt owns
interests in, and has rights to acquire interests in, a range of projects in Papua New Guinea. Theses
interests comprise two major projects:



The Malaumanda Project, situated in and around the Malaumanda village in the north
central highlands; and
Tamo Project, situated approximately 100 km east of the Malaumanda Project.

The Directors are seeking your permission to purchase the entire issued capital of Sturt, by issuing
129,600,000 Pilbara shares to Sturt Shareholders, with a further 32,400,000 payable to Sturt’s joint
venture partner in the Tamo Project, subject to renewal of EL 1453, and other conditions. Further
details in respect of this proposed acquisition are set out in the Explanatory Statement.
To fund the projected work program, the Company intends to conduct a rights issue to raise up to
approximately $1.6 million, the details of which will be circulated to shareholders in the near future.

Sturt’s Assets
The Malaumanda Project
Sturt’s main assets are interests (ranging from 60% to 100%, see figure 3) in a number of highly
prospective gold tenements in the Malaumanda region. Together these tenements cover almost
4,300 Sq. km. Pilbara considers that EL 1989, part of the Malaumanda Project, is the most
prospective tenement held by Sturt. Sturt has already earned a 60% interest in EL 1989 and
expended approximately $1.1 million on this tenement (of the required $1.9 million required to be
spent to earn an 80% joint venture interest). The funds raised under the proposed rights issue will
enable Sturt (owned 100% by Pilbara) to increase its interest in EL 1989 from 60% to 80%.
The Tamo Project
Situated approximately 100 km to the east of the Malaumanda Project is the Tamo Project. Sturt
has the rights to acquire up to a 70% interest in a joint venture with a B&T PNG (a Korean owned
company) and local landowner group.

Figure 1 Location of Tenements
Pilbara Minerals Limited
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Figure 2 Structure of Sturt Resources

Figure 3 Status of Sturt’s Interests in PNG – March 2013

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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Budget
The Company proposes to fund the work program by raising up to approximately $1.6 million in a
rights issue. The funds will be applied in the following way:
Balance of FY
to June 2013

FY to June 2014

Australia Office

$55,000

$300,000

PNG Office

$25,000

$100,000

$80,000

$400,000

EL 1989

$ 120,000

$700,000

This plus % of PNG office take Pilbara’s interest to 80%

EL 1915

$5,000

$120,000

Minimum expenditure

West Pilbara

$-140,000

$20,000

-$15,000

$840,000

$65,000

$1,240,000
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Item/Project

Notes

Corporate

Total Corporate

At least two thirds of this will go towards joint
venture expenses for EL 1989

Exploration
PNG Projects

Total Geology
Total Net Expenditure

Fox joint venture payment of $150K

Key Risks
A non-exhaustive summary of the key risks associated with the Acquisition are set out below.
Further details of the risks factors, advantages and disadvantages of the Acquisition are set out in
the Explanatory Statement.


Inaccuracies in the public records in respect of Sturt and its subsidiaries: Sturt PNG,
NGMPNG and Star PNG (through whom the interests in the PNG Tenements are held) may
affect the interests Pilbara will acquire in the PNG Tenements as a result of the Acquisition.



Any failure by Sturt or its subsidiaries to comply with the provisions of the Investment
Promotion Act 1992 (PNG), including incomplete or inaccurate certification, is an offence,
and contracts, agreements or understandings entered into under such circumstances may
be declared unlawful or void on application to a court in certain circumstances. Further,
Sturt PNG, NGMPNG and Star PNG may not be in compliance with all of the terms and
conditions of their Investment Promotion Authority (IPA) certification, which means that
there is a risk that the IPA may issue a notice of suspension or cancellation of the certificates
granted to Sturt PNG, New Global and Star PNG to carry on business in PNG.



A search of the Register of Tenements, maintained under the Mining Act, shows that none
of the Joint Venture Agreements are registered on the title of the relevant PNG Tenement.
Under the Mining Act no legal or equitable interest is created, assigned or otherwise dealt
with by an instrument, either directly or indirectly, unless and until the instrument has been
approved by the Minister and registered under the Mining Act. To the extent that Sturt’s
interests in the PNG Tenements are not registered on the respective licences and are
contractual only, there is a risk that such interests are not valid until the relevant agreement
is registered against the respective PNG Tenement.



Pilbara may need to raise debt and/or equity from time to time in relation to the funding of
the PNG Tenements, the WA Tenements and for general working capital purposes. There is
no guarantee that funding will be available, or that it will be available on acceptable terms.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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Further Information
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In addition to the Explanatory Statement, the documents attached to this Notice, namely the
Solicitor’s Tenements Report, the Independent Geologist’s Report and the Independent Expert’s
Report, will provide you with further details relevant to the proposed transaction.
The Board is unanimous in recommending the Acquisition and we are ready and willing to discuss
any questions you may have.
Regards

Gavan H Farley
Executive Director

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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AGENDA
RESOLUTION 1 – APPROVAL OF CHANGE TO SCALE OF ACTIVITIES
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To consider, and, if thought fit, to pass the following Resolution as an ordinary resolution:
“That, subject to the passing of Resolution 2 and 3, for the purposes of Listing Rule 11.1.2 and for all
other purposes, the Company be authorised to make a significant change in the scale of its
activities by acquiring all of the issued capital of Sturt.”
Voting Exclusion: The Company will disregard any votes cast on Resolution 1 by any person, or
any associate of those persons, who may obtain a benefit, except a benefit solely in the capacity
of a holder of ordinary securities, if the Resolution is passed. However, the Company need not
disregard a vote if:
 it is cast by a person as a proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in accordance with the
directions on the Proxy Form; or
 it is cast by the person chairing the meeting as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in
accordance with a direction on the Proxy Form to vote as the proxy decides.
Recommendation: The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 1.
RESOLUTION 2 – APPROVAL OF SHARE ISSUE TO STURT SHAREHOLDERS AND BROTHERS & TOGETHER (PNG) LIMITED
To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following Resolution as an ordinary resolution:
“That, for the purposes of Listing Rule 7.1 and for all other purposes, the Shareholders approve the issue
of 162,000,000 Shares being 129,600,000 Shares to Sturt Shareholders and 32,400,000 Shares to Brothers
& Together (PNG) Limited on the terms and conditions set out in the Explanatory Statement.”
Voting Exclusion: The Company will disregard any votes cast on Resolution 2 by any person, or
any associate of those persons, who:
 may participate in the proposed issue; or
 might obtain a benefit except a benefit solely in the capacity of a holder of ordinary securities.
However, the Company need not disregard a vote if:
 it is cast by a person as a proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in accordance with the
directions on the Proxy Form; or
 it is cast by the person chairing the meeting as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in
accordance with a direction on the Proxy Form to vote as the proxy decides.
Recommendation: The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 2.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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RESOLUTION 3 – APPROVAL OF PROPOSED ISSUE OF SHARES UNDER PLACEMENT (RIGHTS ISSUE SHORTFALL)
To consider and, if thought fit, to pass t he following Resolution as an ordinary resolution:
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“That, for the purposes of Listing Rule 7.1 and for all other purposes, the Shareholders approve the
issue of up to 63,796,250 Shares at $0.025 per Share to raise up to $1,594,096, as set out in the
Explanatory Statement.”
Voting Exclusion: The Company will disregard any votes cast on Resolution 3 by any person, or
any associate of those persons, who:
 may participate in the proposed issue; or
 Might obtain a benefit, except a benefit solely in the capacity of a holder of ordinary securities.
However, the Company need not disregard a vote if:
 it is cast by a person as a proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in accordance with the
directions on the Proxy Form; or
 it is cast by the person chairing the meeting as proxy for a person who is entitled to vote, in
accordance with a direction on the Proxy Form to vote as the proxy decides.
Recommendation: The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 3.

DATED: 9 April 2013
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD
Robert J Waring
Company Secretary

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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NOTES
Explanatory Memorandum
The Notice should be read in conjunction with the accompanying Explanatory Statement.
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Eligibility to Vote
In accordance with the Corporations Act and the Constitution, a person's entitlement to vote at
the General Meeting will be determined by reference to the number of Shares registered in the
name of that person (reflected in the register of members) as at 11:30am (AEST) on 15 May 2013.
How to Vote
Each Shareholder is entitled to attend and vote at the General Meeting in person or by proxy.
Proxy Votes
Each Shareholder is entitled to appoint not more than two proxies to attend and vote in their place.
Where more than one proxy is appointed, the appointment may specify the proportion or number
of votes that the proxy may exercise; otherwise each proxy may exercise half of the votes.
A proxy need not be a Shareholder.
A Proxy Form must be signed (in the form attached to this Notice) by the Shareholder or the
Shareholder’s attorney.
Proxy Forms must reach the Company at least forty eight (48) hours before the General Meeting.
The address for lodgment of Proxy Forms is:
Delivery Address:

Postal Address:

Fax Number:

Level 5, 2 Bligh Street, Sydney

PO Box 324, Crows Nest, NSW 1585

(02) 9427 5928

Chairman as Proxy
A Shareholder may appoint the Chairman of the General Meeting as their proxy. The Shareholder
can direct the Chairman how to vote by either marking the boxes on the Proxy Form for each
Resolution, or by marking the Chairman voting direction box on the Proxy Form, in which case this
will be considered to be an express direction to the Chairman of the General Meeting to vote in
favour of the proposed Resolution.
Undirected Proxies
Subject to the above, the Chairman of the General Meeting intends to vote all undirected proxies
in favour of the Resolutions. However, the Company encourages all Shareholders who submit
Proxy Forms to direct their proxy how to vote on each Resolution by marking the boxes on the
Proxy Form for each item of business.
Directed Proxies
Under recent amendments to the Corporations Act, there are new rules relating to how a proxy
must vote directed proxies. If a Proxy Form specifies the way a proxy is to vote on a Resolution, then:

a proxy need not vote on a show of hands, but if the proxy does vote, the proxy must vote as directed;

if a proxy is appointed by two or more Shareholders who specify different ways to vote on a
resolution, the proxy must not vote on a show of hands;

if the proxy is the Chairman, the proxy must vote as directed on a poll;

if the proxy is not the Chairman, the proxy need not vote on a poll, but if the proxy does vote,
the proxy must vote as directed; and

if the proxy is not the Chairman and does not attend the General Meeting or does not vote
on a Resolution, but the Proxy Form specifies how to vote and a poll is demanded, then the
Chairman is taken to have been appointed as the proxy and must vote as directed.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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Power of Attorney
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A Shareholder’s attorney may sign the Shareholder’s Proxy Form on behalf of the Shareholder. By
signing the Proxy Form, the Shareholder’s attorney confirms that the authority under which he or
she executed the Proxy Form has not been revoked.
If the Shareholder’s attorney signs the Proxy Form, then the attorney must, when sending the Proxy
Form to the Company, also send the authority (or a certified copy of the authority) under which
the Proxy Form was signed. Each of the Proxy Form and authority must be received at least forty
eight (48) hours before the General Meeting.
Bodies Corporate
A body corporate may appoint an individual as its representative to exercise any of the powers
the body corporate may exercise at the General Meeting. The appointment may be a standing
one. Unless the appointment states otherwise, the representative may exercise on behalf of the
appointing body corporate all of the powers that the appointing body corporate could exercise
at the General Meeting or in voting on a Resolution.
Enquiries
Shareholders are invited to contact the Company Secretary, Robert Waring, if they have any
queries in respect of the matters set out in these documents.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
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This Explanatory Statement has been prepared for the information of Shareholders in connection with
the business to be conducted at the General Meeting to be held at 11:30am (AEST) on 17 May 2013 at
The Sofitel Hotel, Edwin Flack Room, 61 – 101 Phillip Street, Sydney.
The purpose of this Explanatory Statement is to provide information that the Board believes to be
material to assist Shareholders in deciding how to vote on the Resolutions.
A.

RESOLUTION 1: Approval of Change to Scale of Activities

1

Background

Pilbara Minerals Limited is an Australian public company listed on the official list of the ASX (ASX
code: PLS). Sturt Resources Ltd is an unlisted Australian public company that has a portfolio of gold
and copper‐gold projects in the Highlands region of Papua New Guinea.
(a)

Proposed Acquisition

Pilbara proposes to acquire 100% of the issued share capital of Sturt, a company with assets or
interests in assets in Papua New Guinea, including the Malaumanda Project and the Tamo
Project (Acquisition). The Acquisition will occur across two tranches:

First Tranche: issue of 129,600,000 new Shares to Sturt Shareholders as consideration for the
acquisition of 100% of the issued share capital of Sturt and acquisition of Sturt’s interest in the
Malaumanda Project; and

Second Tranche: issue of 32,400,000 new Shares to B&T PNG conditional upon the renewal of
EL 1453 in the Tamo Project and the amendment of certain joint venture agreements.
Note: All shares issued in tranches one and two above are subject to an ASX-mandated escrow
period of 12 months from the date of issue.
(b)

Proposed Disposal
As announced to the ASX on 15 January 2012, Pilbara has entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Fox Resources Limited (Fox) under which, subject to certain
conditions, Pilbara is proposing to dispose of an 80% interest in 10 of Pilbara’s tenements
situated in Western Australia (Disposal).
Negotiations of a Farm-in and Joint Venture Agreement were finalised in early April 2013. The
terms of the Farm-in and Joint Venture Agreement are consistent with the terms of the MoU
being, namely, that Fox will pay Pilbara $150,000 cash to earn a 40% interest in 10 of Pilbara’s
14 tenements and subsequently spend $1.97 million within three years to earn up to an 80% interest.
Fox will be the manager and will be responsible for all expenditure, up to the 80% threshold, and
thereafter costs will be shared on a pro-rata basis. The Board of Pilbara and Fox executed these
agreements on 8 April 2013, and an announcement was made to the ASX on 9 April 2013.
The proposed Acquisition and Disposal constitute a change in the scale of activities of Pilbara
for which Shareholder approval is being sought under Resolution 1.
Shareholders should refer to the section below entitled ‘General Overview of Proposed
Acquisition’ for detailed descriptions of the proposed Acquisition and the PNG Tenements. An
independent assessment of the financial effect of the Acquisition on the Company and on
the interests of Shareholders is contained in the Independent Expert’s Report provided in
Schedule 1 of this Notice. An Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation of the
Malaumanda Project and Tamo Project is provided in Schedule 2 and a Solicitor’s Tenements
Report is provided in Schedule 3. This information is considered material to Shareholders and
Shareholders are advised to read this information carefully.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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2

Dependence of Resolution 1 on Resolutions 2 and 3

Resolution 1 is dependent upon the passage of Resolutions 2 and 3. Consequently, if either
Resolution 2 or Resolution 3 does not pass, the proposed Acquisition will not proceed.
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3

Legal Requirements

Listing Rule 11.1.2 provides that where an entity proposes to make a significant change, either
directly or indirectly, to the nature and/or scale of its activities, it must provide full details to ASX as
soon as practicable and must:
(a)
(b)
(c)

provide to ASX information regarding the change and its effect on future potential earnings,
and any information that ASX asks for;
if ASX requires, obtain the approval of holders of its shares and any requirements of ASX in
relation to the Notice; and
if ASX requires, meet the requirements of Chapters 1 and 2 of the Listing Rules as if the
Company were applying for admission to the official list of ASX.

ASX has indicated to the Company that given the change in the scale of the Company’s activities,
ASX requires the Company to obtain Shareholder approval for the purposes of Listing Rule 11.1.2.
Guidance Note 12 issued by the ASX requires that the contents of the Notice must include a
reasonable level of detail about the proposed Acquisition, including an assessment of the financial
effect of the proposed Acquisition on the Company and on the interests of the Shareholders.
Shareholders should refer to the Independent Expert’s Report provided in Schedule 1 for an
assessment of the proposed Acquisition as required by ASX Guidance Note 12.
4

Recommendation

The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 1.
5

Chairman’s Voting Intention

The Chairman intends to vote available proxies in favour of Resolution 1.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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B.

RESOLUTION 2: Approval of Share Issue to Sturt Shareholders and Brothers & Together (PNG) Limited

1

Background

Pilbara proposes to issue a total of 162,000,000 new Shares to Sturt and B&T PNG as consideration for the
proposed Acquisition (New Shares). It is the Company’s intention to issue the New Shares in two tranches.
(a)

First Tranche
The Company proposes to issue 129,600,000 new Shares to Sturt as consideration for the
Company acquiring 100% of the issued share capital in Sturt from the Sturt Shareholders (First
Tranche). These new Shares will be issued to Sturt Shareholders on a pro-rata basis (that is, prorata to the basis on which the Sturt Shareholders hold shares in Sturt). By acquiring all of the
issued share capital in Sturt, Pilbara will acquire Sturt’s interest in the Malaumanda Project.

(b)

Second Tranche
The Company intends to issue a further 32,400,000 new Shares (Second Tranche) to B&T PNG
to acquire Sturt’s 51% interest in the Tamo Project. This issue is, however, conditional on the
renewal of EL 1453 (part of the Tamo Project) and the amendment or variation of the Tamo
Joint Venture Agreement (as amended). Together, the First Tranche and Second Tranche, if
approved, and if all conditions are satisfied, will result in Pilbara issuing 162,000,000 new
Shares. Pursuant to the requirements of ASX Listing Rule 7.1, the Company seeks Shareholder
approval for the issue of the New Shares in consideration of the proposed Acquisition.
Shareholders should refer to the section below entitled ‘General Overview of Proposed
Acquisition’ for a detailed description of the proposed Acquisition and the PNG Tenements.
An independent assessment of the financial effect of the Acquisition on the Company and
on the interests of Shareholders is contained in the Independent Expert’s Report provided in
Schedule 1 of this Notice. An Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation of the
Malaumanda Project and Tamo Project is provided in Schedule 2 and a Solicitor’s Tenements
Report is provided in Schedule 3. The Board considers that this is material information for
Shareholders and Shareholders are advised to read this information carefully.

2

Legal Requirements

Listing Rule 7.3 requires the Company to provide the following information to Shareholders when
seeking approval for a share issue under Listing Rule 7.1:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Maximum number of securities issued: up to 162,000,000 Shares (in two tranches).
Date of issue: the Company intends to issue 129,600,000 Shares on completion of the Share
Exchange and Subscription Agreement, anticipated to be in May 2013, with the remainder to
be issued on satisfaction of the conditions associated with the issue under the Second
Tranche. In any event, the New Shares will be issued no later than 17 August 2013, being the
date three months after the date of the General Meeting.
Issue price:

First Tranche: 2.4 new Shares will be issued in respect of each Sturt Share; and

Second Tranche: 2.4 new Shares will be issued in replacement of each of the 13,500,000
Sturt shares proposed to be issued under the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement.
Allottees: 129,600,000 Shares will be issued to Sturt Shareholders on a pro-rata basis (in
accordance with their holding in Sturt) and 32,400,000 Shares will be issued to B&T PNG,
subject to certain conditions.
Terms of the securities: the New Shares will rank equally with existing Shares on issue.
Intended use of funds: no funds will be raised by the issue of the New Shares.
Date of allotment: no later than three months after the date of the General Meeting.

The ASX has mandated that all shares issued under this transaction shall be escrowed for 12 months
from the date of issue.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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3

Recommendation

The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 2.
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4

Chairman’s Voting Intention

The Chairman intends to vote available proxies in favour of Resolution 2.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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C.

RESOLUTION 3: Approval of Proposed Issue of Shares under Placement (Rights Issue Shortfall)

1

Background

The Company proposes to issue up to 63,796,250 Shares (Placement Shares) to a number of investors
who are mainly clients of a group of stockbrokers who have been approached to place the Shortfall
from the 1-for-1 Non-Renounceable Rights Issue, at an issue price of $0.025 per Share (Rights Issue).
The Rights Issue will raise up to $1,594,096 for general working capital purposes, mainly in connection
with exploration work on the PNG Tenements, the Company’s tenements in Western Australia, and for
working capital to fund Pilbara’s corporate costs, as detailed in the Offer Document expected to be
released to the ASX in late April 2013. In accordance with the Offer Document, the Company
proposes to make a placement of the Shortfall to institutional, professional, sophisticated and other
investors to whom disclosure under Part 6D.2 of the Corporations Act is not required. The maximum
number of Shares to be issued from the Rights Issue and the Placement Shares is 63,796,250 Shares.
The Rights Issue Shortfall placement is not in breach of Listing Rule 7.1 and has not previously been
approved by the Shareholders of the Company. Resolution 3 calls for Shareholder approval of the
proposed Rights Issue Shortfall placement pursuant to Listing Rule 7.1. The Placement Shares will rank
equally in all respects with all existing Shares previously issued by the Company. The issue date of the
Placement Shares will be no later than three months from the date of the General Meeting, or such
other date as the ASX may permit. The Directors reserve the right to issue the shortfall at their sole
discretion and intend to allocate the available shortfall shares to eligible parties on a first-come, firstserve basis.
2

Legal Requirements

Listing Rule 7.3 requires the Company to provide the following information to Shareholders when
seeking approval for a share issue under Listing Rule 7.1:
(a) Maximum number of securities to be issued: up to 63,796,250 Shares.
(b) Date of issue: the Company intends to issue the Shares, being any shortfall under the Rights
Issue, as soon as practicable following completion of the Rights Issue. In any event, the Shares
will be issued no later than 17 August 2013, being the date three months after the date of the
General Meeting.
(c) Issue price: $0.025 per Share.
(d) Allottees: institutional, sophisticated and professional investors who are mainly clients of a group
of stockbrokers who have been approached, and will be approached, to place the Shortfall.
None of the subscribers pursuant to this issue of Placement Shares will be related parties of the
Company.
(e) Terms of the securities: the Shares will rank equally with existing Shares on issue.
(f) Intended use of funds: general working capital purposes, mainly in connection with exploration
work on the PNG Tenements, the Company’s tenements in Western Australia, and for working
capital to fund Pilbara’s corporate costs, as detailed in the Offer Document expected to be
released to the ASX in late April 2013. Please refer to the Budget set out in the Notice for further
details.
(g) Date/s of allotment: no later than three months after the date of the General Meeting.
3

Recommendation

The Board recommends that Shareholders vote in favour of Resolution 3.
4

Chairman’s Voting Intention

The Chairman intends to vote available proxies in favour of Resolution 3.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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D.

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED ACQUISITION AND CHANGE TO SCALE OF ACTIVITIES

1

Background

Pilbara operates as a base metals and precious metals exploration company, specialising in acquiring
and developing highly-prospective mineral properties in the West Pilbara region of Western Australia.
Pilbara has been focused on exploring its three current projects, being the Mt Wohler, Pyramid and
Maitland projects, which are all prospective for base metals, platinum group metals, gold mineralisation
and magnetite bearing formations (WA Tenements).
On 15 January 2013, the Company announced to the ASX that it had entered into a non-binding
MoU with Fox in relation to the development of the WA Tenements. Under the MoU, Fox would,
subject to certain conditions, acquire up to an 80% interest in 10 of Pilbara’s WA Tenements.
Negotiations of a Farm-in and Joint Venture Agreement were finalised in April 2013. The terms of
the Farm-in and Joint Venture Agreement are consistent with the terms of the MoU being, namely,
that Fox will pay Pilbara $150,000 to earn a 40% interest in 10 of Pilbara’s 14 tenements, and
subsequently spend $1.97 million within three years to earn up to an 80% interest. Fox will be the
manager and will be responsible for all expenditure, up to the 80% threshold, and thereafter costs
will be shared on a pro-rata basis. The Board of Pilbara and Fox executed these agreements on 8
April 2013, and an announcement was made to the ASX on 9 April 2013.
Sturt is an unlisted public company incorporated in Australia. Sturt has, or has the right to acquire,
an interest in a number of tenements in PNG, being EL 1989, EL 1915, ELA 1916, ELA 2071, EL 1453
and ML 503 (PNG Tenements).
Details in respect of the PNG Tenements in which Sturt has, or has the right to acquire, an interest
are set out in the Independent Geologist’s Report (Schedule 2) and the Solicitor’s Tenements
Report (Schedule 3).

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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2

PNG Legal and Regulatory Framework

The principal legislation regulating mining exploration and development in PNG is the Mining Act 1992
(Mining Act). The regime is administered by the Mineral Resources Authority (MRA), which is a
governmental body established under the Minerals Resources Authority Act 2005. Under the Mining
Act, the PNG State owns all minerals on or below the surface of the land in PNG, including all minerals
contained in any water lying on any land in PNG. As the owner of all minerals, the State has absolute
control of the mining rights and exercises these rights through the Mining Act. Third parties can be
granted rights to explore and produce minerals through the system of tenements established under
the Mining Act. The types of tenements that may be granted include:







exploration licences;
mining leases;
special mining leases;
alluvial mining leases;
leases for mining purposes; and
mining easements.

The holder of an exploration licence has (amongst other rights) the exclusive right to enter onto and
occupy land, and to carry out exploration activities. A mining lease confers the right on the holder
to take and remove rock, earth and minerals from the land. Applications for the grant of mining
leases are subject to satisfaction of minimum spending requirements, an appropriate feasibility
proposal for the development of the minerals and for the adequate protection of the environment,
as well as proof of technical and financial capability.
All of the above tenements are granted by the Minister at the time responsible for the Mining Act,
on the advice of the Mining Advisory Council. The sole exception is special mining leases, which are
granted by the Head of State in accordance with the advice of the National Executive Council. All
minerals lawfully mined under a mining lease, or a special mining lease, are owned by the holder of
the mining lease or special mining lease.
For further details regarding the legal and regulatory framework in PNG, Shareholders should refer
to Section 2.1 of the Independent Geologist’s Report set out in Schedule 2.
3

Key Terms of the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement

A share exchange and subscription agreement is in the process of being entered into between
Pilbara, Sturt and Sturt Shareholders (Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement). In consideration
for the issue of Shares under the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement (Subscription Shares),
each Subscriber will agree to transfer all of their Sturt Shares to the Company.
The Subscription Shares allotted to each Subscriber will:




be free from any encumbrances;
rank equally with other Shares; and
have all rights, including dividend and voting rights, attaching or accruing to the Subscription
Shares from the date of completion.

The Sturt Shares acquired by Pilbara will:




be free from any encumbrances;
rank equally with other Sturt Shares; and
have all rights, including dividend and voting rights, attaching or accruing to Sturt Shares from
the date of completion.

Under the terms of the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement, each party makes a number of
representations and warranties in respect of the performance of the Share Exchange and
Subscription Agreement, which will continue in full force and effect after the date of completion.
If all Sturt Shareholders do not enter into the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement, then the
proposed Acquisition will not proceed.
Pilbara Minerals Limited
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4

Key Terms of the Deed of Implementation

(a)

Conditions Precedent

The obligations of the parties under the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement are subject to
the satisfaction or waiver of conditions precedent, as set out under the deed of implementation
executed by Pilbara and Sturt on 5 March 2013 (Deed of Implementation), including:















(b)

execution of the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement by Sturt Shareholders who
together hold 100% of Sturt Shares immediately prior to completion;
Sturt using its best endeavours to obtain agreement, or written clarification, from the Mineral
Resources Authority (PNG) that the proposed Acquisition does not contravene section 31 of the
Mining Act or otherwise jeopardise the titles of the PNG Tenements, to the satisfaction of Pilbara;
completion of a Pilbara Rights Issue and the raising of a minimum of $800,000, based on a 1:1
ratio at 1.5c per Share or an “n”:1 ration at 30% below the five-day VWAP, whichever is higher;
Pilbara receiving shareholder approval under Listing Rules 11.1.2 and 7.1 in respect of the
proposed Acquisition;
receipt of any certification (or re-certification) required under the Investment Promotion Act
1992 of Papua New Guinea in respect of Sturt and the PNG subsidiaries;
Sturt seeking registration and approval, under section 119 of the Mining Act of relevant Joint
Venture Agreements;
Sturt disposing of, or spinning out, its assets in the Northern Territory;
Sturt and/or the PNG subsidiaries entering into deeds of amendment, variation or assignment in
respect of the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement, the Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement (and all
other agreements, including those with landowners, relevant to the PNG Tenements) (Joint Venture
Agreements) to ensure the ability of Sturt and its subsidiaries to comply with the terms of the Deed of
Implementation and that Pilbara receives at least the same benefit from the Joint Venture
Agreements as if Pilbara had been a party to the Joint Venture Agreements upon execution;
the execution of all documents or agreements necessary to give effect to the Deed of
Implementation, the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement, and the documents
amending the Joint Venture Agreements;
Sturt using its best efforts to cause the error recorded on the Register in respect of the title of EL
1989 to be rectified, such that the Register identifies Sturt Resources (PNG) Limited on the title;
Pilbara having provided Management Accounts to Sturt as at 31 January 2013, 28 February 2013
and 31 March 2013 within 14 days of the month-end (and each additional full calendar month that
occurs prior to completion);
Sturt having provided Management Accounts to Pilbara as at 31 January 2013, 28 February 2013
and 31 March 2013 within 14 days of the month-end (and each additional full calendar month that
occurs prior to completion); and
Sturt using its best endeavours to obtain from the MRA, PNG, a variation to the minimum
expenditure commitments for any PNG Tenement where the applicable minimum expenditure
commitment has not been met, and is unlikely to be met, with such variations sought to reflect
the actual expenditure made in respect of each PNG Tenement (as applicable).
Sunset Date

The Deed of Implementation provides a sunset date of 30 May 2013, prior to which either party may
terminate the Deed of Implementation, and the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement without
penalty by giving notice in writing, if the conditions precedent are not fulfilled or waived by 30 May 2013
(Sunset Date). The Sunset Date will be automatically extended by 30 days where Pilbara undertakes to
provide funding to Sturt for the period of the 30-day extension. The level of funding will be the amount
required to maintain Sturt’s obligations to keep the PNG Tenements in good standing and to ensure
Sturt’s solvency for the period of the extension, provided that all budgets in respect of such funding:



are aligned with the budgets provided to Pilbara before completion; and
are subject to such amendments as Pilbara may require, acting reasonably and in good faith.

Sturt and Pilbara may agree, by mutual consent in writing, to a further extension of the Sunset Date
on the same terms as outlined above.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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(c)

Representations and Warranties

Sturt has provided various representations and warranties in respect of the PNG Tenements, the
PNG Subsidiaries, the Joint Venture Agreements and the Sturt shares to be acquired by Pilbara. Sturt
has made certain disclosures against the warranties it has provided to Pilbara in a letter dated 5
March 2013 (Disclosure Letter). Sturt has the right to continue to disclose against the warranties
(effectively updating the Disclosure Letter) until completion. Additional disclosures against the
warranties (arising after the date of the Disclosure Letter and prior to completion) must be made to
Pilbara immediately upon Sturt becoming aware of the matter requiring disclosure, in a notice
addressed to Pilbara (Continuous Disclosure Notice). Pilbara has the unilateral right to terminate the
Deed of Implementation, and the Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement on the basis of the
content of a Continuous Disclosure Notice, by providing notice of its intention to terminate within
five days of receipt of the Continuous Disclosure Notice.
(d)

Restricted Action

Under the terms of the Deed of Implementation, each party’s actions are restricted up to the date of
completion. In the absence of prior written consent of the other party, each party must not:

enter into any commitment, contract or arrangement other than in the ordinary course of business;

transfer or acquire any assets, except in the ordinary course of business; or

dispose of or create, increase or permit any encumbrance over any of its assets or agree to do so.
The restriction does not apply to the Company’s proposed transaction with Fox, as announced to
the ASX.
5

Details of the PNG Tenements

(a)

Overview

Sturt, through its PNG-registered subsidiaries, holds the title to and/or rights to acquire exploration
titles covering almost 5,000 km 2 in the heart of PNG’s Orogenic Copper-Gold Belt, which hosts
some of the world’s largest gold and gold-copper ore bodies. World-class mines in this region
include Ok Tedi (>10Moz Au, +3Mt Cu), Porgera (>32Moz Au) and Frieda River (>15Moz Au and
17Mt Cu). Australia’s Marengo Mining Limited is also developing the nearby Yandera CopperMolybdenum Project.
Sturt’s flagship asset is the Malaumanda Project, which comprises one Exploration Licence and
three Exploration Licence Applications covering an area of approximately 4,600km2 in the heart of
the resource-rich Orogenic Copper-Gold Belt. The southern boundary of the Malaumanda
tenements lies approximately 15km north of Barrick Gold Corporation’s massive Porgera Gold Mine
and some 120km along strike from the Frieda River copper-gold deposit.
The other key project within the portfolio is the Tamo Project, which offers near-term, low-cost
production and cash flow potential.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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(b)

Malaumanda Project
Malaumanda has a 25-year exploration history with a large high-grade epithermal gold
system identified from historic drilling encompassing three major vein systems. Sturt has
acquired the extensive data resources accumulated by previous explorers over the last 15
years. Numerous geochemical gold-copper anomalies and geophysical targets, including
both epithermal and porphyry targets, have now been identified within the tenement areas.
Some of the historic trench and diamond drilling results from Malaumanda are summarised below:
Trench Results

Diamond Drill Results

8m @ 8.55 g/t Au

21m @ 5.7 g/t Au, from 34m to 55m down hole

3m @11.1 g/t Au

14m @ 4.3 g/t Au, from 32m to 46m down hole

7m @ 11 g/t Au

10.8m @ 4.5 g/t Au, from 59.5m to 70.3m down hole

4.4m @ 15 g/t Au

21m @ 5.7 g/t Au, from 34m to 44m, down hole

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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Simplified solid geology interpretation showing identified targets.
(i)

Priority Targets
Work over the last 12 months has identified several new targets on EL 1989 and regionally, and
there are 10 priority targets with potential for defining significant porphyry copper-gold systems.
This targeting work will be enhanced by a recently-completed regional interpretation of
the aeromagnetics by Southern Geoscience Corporation.

Pilbara Minerals Limited
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(ii)

TARGETS ET
C-10: Yokopos – Porphyry Cu-Au
Target

FEATURES
At northern faulted margin of the Karawari
Batholith; magnetite alteration, K radiometric
anomalies, Cu, Zn prospects.

C-16: Intrusive contact/skarnstyle Target

Enhanced K in structural zone at southern margin
of intrusive; major EW fault/NNE fault intersection,
magnetic low.

FW-28: Porphyry Cu-Au Target

Granitoid intrusion into ultramafic sheet; EW
fractures, clear magnetic expression, Cu-Au
mineralisation.

N-3: Porphyry Cu-Au Target

Magnetic feature in WNW structural zone; mapped
intrusive, coincident topographic high, radiometric
expression (mainly Th).

N-5: Porphyry Cu-Au Target

Exposed granitic intrusion; Cu mineralisation, K
enhancement, magnetic anomaly.

N-6: Porphyry Cu-Au Target

Complex magnetic expression; EW fracture, local
small magnetic ‘dipole’, Th radiometric anomalies.

W-19: Porphyry Cu-Au Target

Magnetic and radiometric complex in NW
structural corridor; magnetically ‘flat zone’ with two
‘satellite’ K ‘highs’ at margin.

Mk and MkN (Milikap/Milikap
North): Intrusive vein-style
structural Au Targets

Previous trenching and drilling (including 20.8m at
5.58g/t Au from 34.4m down hole) at Milikap and
at Koiti (trenching: up to 10m at 9.75g/t Au).

LT (LodonTops): Intrusive veinstyle structural Au-Cu Target

Previous trenching and drilling on 310 structure has
significant Au intersections (including 21m at 5.7g/t
Au from 34m down hole) over 1km strike.

Yape Mag: Porphyry Cu-Au
Target

Previous ground geochemistry outlines large area of
anomalous Cu-Au and Mo, magnetic low.

Landowner Agreements
The Malaumanda Project has a functioning and well-organised landowner group with a
20% stake in the main granted licence (EL 1989), and a commitment to seeing a quality
resource development in the area. This is expected to smooth the path to development,
and considerably de-risk and reduce the costs of the project.
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(c)

Malaumanda locals working on the Sturt-funded airstrip upgrade.
(iii)

Logistics
The altitude of the Malaumanda Project is low enough to be easily serviced by fixed-wing
planes and normal duty helicopters. In addition, Malaumanda has a functioning airstrip
suitable for Twin Otter size aircraft, which has recently been upgraded with Sturt’s assistance.
The proposed resource definition drilling program can be completed mostly with manportable drills, eliminating the major costs of helicopter-supported work typical of other
projects in the PNG Highlands.
At Malaumanda there is an existing exploration camp and facilities constructed by
previous explorers.
Shareholders should refer to the Independent Geologist’s Report (Schedule 2) for further information.

Tamo Project
The Tamo Project consists of a Mining Licence (ML 503) and a surrounding Exploration Licence (EL
1453) covering approximately 250km2, in which Sturt can earn an interest of up to 70%. The Tamo
Project has modern camp facilities, excavating equipment and an alluvial gold recovery plant
on site. Intermittent past production has yielded 10,000oz of alluvial gold, much of it very coarse.
Pilot test work over palaeo-channels and placers discovered nuggets (0.1 gm to >30gms)
over a 7km stretch of the Tupuka River. There is potential to significantly increase resources in
the adjacent, and as yet untested, Clay River.
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(d)

6

(a)

Tamo alluvial test plant and equipment at bulk sample test site, Tupuka River
(the plant and equipment shown is the property of the Tamo Joint Venture).
Experienced Exploration Team
The Acquisition will provide Pilbara with an experienced team of operators and geologists
who, together with Pilbara’s existing Directors, will execute the exploration programs.
Board Representation and Corporate
As part of the proposed Acquisition, Pilbara will undergo a restructure of the Board and Management.
Two Sturt-appointed Directors and two current Directors will comprise the Board following
completion of the Acquisition. These appointments will be maintained at least until the 2013
Pilbara Annual General Meeting and will be subject to normal Board composition review
under ASX corporate governance principles, without any diminution of Shareholders’ rights
under the Constitution or the Corporations Act.
The Company is required to cause one Director (who was a Director immediately prior to
completion of the Acquisition) to resign, such that the Board will comprise a total of four
Directors at completion.
Proposed Directors
(i)

Mr Neil Biddle as a Director
Under the terms of the Deed of Implementation, Pilbara has agreed to appoint Neil Biddle to
the Board, subject to receipt of his written consent to act as a Director at or prior to completion.
Mr Biddle is a geologist with over 25 years’ experience in precious metal, base metal and
iron ore exploration throughout Australia and overseas, as well as in the establishment,
development and management of listed mining and exploration companies.
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Since 1986, Mr Biddle has managed numerous, successful, exploration programs throughout
Australia and has served almost continuously on the boards of several successful ASX-listed
companies in senior executive positions, including as Exploration Director, Technical
Director and Managing Director.

(b)

Mr Biddle was previously the Technical Director of Sherwin Iron Limited (ASX: SHD), where he
played an instrumental role in the identification, acquisition and subsequent exploration
and development of the Roper River Iron Ore Project in the Northern Territory. He has also
served as a director of Marenica Energy Ltd (ASX: MEY). He is currently a Non-Executive
Director of TNG Limited (ASX: TNG) and a director of Sturt.
Mr Biddle is a long-standing Corporate Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy.
(ii)

Mr Tony Leibowitz as a Director
Under the terms of the Deed of Implementation, the Company has agreed to appoint
Tony Leibowitz to the board of Directors, subject to receipt of his written consent to act as
a Director at or prior to completion.
Mr Leibowitz has over 30 years of corporate finance, investment banking and broad
commercial experience. He has key knowledge of capital raisings, mergers and
acquisitions, business restructuring and corporate governance.
Mr Leibowitz is a former Non-Executive Chairman of Chandler Macleod Limited. He was also
previously a Global Partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers, based in Perth and Sydney, for 12 years.
Mr Leibowitz is currently the Chairman and Non-Executive Director of Humanis Group
Limited, a Director of Ancora Group of Companies and Non-Executive Chairman of Sturt.
Mr Leibowitz is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia.

Management
Sturt management will be responsible for the ongoing management of the PNG Tenements
and the WA Tenements. John Young (from Sturt) will be appointed as CEO of Pilbara. Pilbara
Director Bob Adamson will continue his consultancy on the WA Tenements.
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Joint Venture Agreements

Malaumanda Project
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(a)

Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement (Malaumanda Project)
(i)

Background
A joint venture agreement in respect of EL 1989 was entered into between Sturt and
Malaumanda Development Corporation Ltd (MDC) on 1 June 2012 (Malaumanda Joint
Venture Agreement). It has been amended a number of times and the key terms (as
amended) are as follows:

(ii)

Key terms
Under the Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement, Sturt through its wholly subsidiary Sturt
PNG, has earned a 60% interest in EL 1989. Under the Malaumanda Joint Venture
Agreement, as amended, where Sturt is acquired by a third party (such as Pilbara), then
Sturt must procure that:
 a Payment of AUD$100,000 is made to MDC by the third party within two business
days of the acquisition of Sturt by that third party; and
 one million shares in the capital of the third party are issued to MDC by 1 June 2014.
Sturt is appointed manager of the Malaumanda Joint Venture and, in this capacity, will be
subject to the directions of the management committee established under the Malaumanda
Joint Venture Agreement. Sturt has a number of obligations as manager, including preparing
and submitting a two year exploration plan to the management committee.
At any stage following the Commencement Date, Sturt may earn a further 20% interest in the
Malaumanda Joint Venture by satisfying the milestones set out under clause 2.5 of the
Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement (80% Milestones). The 80% Milestones require that Sturt:
 make periodic payments to MDC;
 fund an aggregate amount of expenditure of $1,900,000 within two years of the
Commencement Date;
 fund an aggregate amount of expenditure of $750,000 per annum for the period
commencing two years after the Commencement Date; and
 deliver a Mining Feasibility Study in accordance with the Malaumanda Joint Venture
Agreement.
On the date that the last of the 80% Milestones is achieved, MDC will be deemed to have
transferred to Sturt a further 20% of MDC’s interest in, amongst other things, EL 1989.

(iii)

Obligations of Sturt
Further obligations of Sturt under the Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement include:
 commencing exploration of EL 1989 within 60 days of the Commencement Date;
 making half yearly cash payments to MDC of $30,000 from the date that is six months from
the Commencement Date until the completion of a Mining Feasibility Study (with such
payments being deemed to constitute expenditure under the terms of the agreement);
 taking all reasonable steps to achieve a Listing within six months of the Commencement Date;
 paying all rates and rentals due in respect of EL 1989 until the date Sturt acquires an 80%
Participating Interest; and
 that Sturt is to comply with the conditions of any mining titles, leases, licences, permits,
approvals or other rights in relation to the tenement until the date it holds an 80%
participating interest.
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Current Status
Sturt has, (as at 31 December 2012) spent a total of $1.1 million of the required $1.9m required to be
spent to achieve the 80% interest in EL 1989.
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(b)

(c)

Yokopas Joint Venture (Malaumanda Project)
(i)

Background
In 2011, Sturt and Salumei Korosameri Minerals Ltd (SKM) entered into a joint venture heads
of agreement in relation to ELA 2071 (Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement). The
Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement provides that formal documents were to be
executed by 30 November 2012, however this has now been extended by a Deed of
Variation, signed on 26 January 2013, to 30 November 2013.

(ii)

Key Terms
Under the Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement, Sturt may acquire 80% of the
registered legal and beneficial interest in ELA 2071 (Participating Interest) by contributing
solely to the expenditure on the project of $1,900,00 over the first two years and thereafter a
minimum of $600,000 annually. The Yokopas Joint Venture will commence on the date EL
2071 is granted (Commencement Date).
The initial Participating Interest of Sturt and SKM in the Yokopas Joint Venture will be 80% and
20% respectively. On or before the Commencement Date, SKM will transfer 50% of its
Participating Interest to a legal entity (a PNG registered company) that has been
established solely for the benefit of the customary landowners and is controlled at both
shareholder and board level by the customary landowners. This entity will thereby acquire a
10% Participating Interest in the Yokopas Joint Venture.
The formation of the Yokopas Joint Venture is conditional upon and subject to:
 Sturt obtaining all necessary third party and regulatory approvals or consents to give
effect to the Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement pursuant to the Corporations
Act, the Listing Rules, the Mining Law or any other law;
 SKM obtaining all necessary third party and regulatory approvals or consents to give effect
to the Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement pursuant to the Mining Law; and
 Sturt obtaining board approval in relation to the Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement.

(iii)

Obligations of Sturt
Following the Commencement Date, Sturt is required to:
 commence field exploration within 60 days upon grant of EL 2071;
 take all reasonable steps to apply for listing of Sturt Shares on a recognised stock
exchange within six months of the Yokopas Joint Venture Heads of Agreement (Listing);
 complete and deliver a preliminary exploration activity report to SKM;
 make the following payments to the customary land owners:
o $75,000 upon the grant of EL 2071; and
o $10,000 every six months from the Commencement Date until the completion of the
Bankable Feasibility Study or termination of the Yokopas Joint Venture;
 provide SKM with a guarantee for any debt funding that SKM arranges for its 20% interest
in the project; and
 deliver a completed Bankable Feasibility Study within seven years.

New Global Joint Venture Agreement (Malaumanda Project)
(i)

Background
A joint venture agreement in relation to EL 1915 and ELA 1916 was entered into between New
Global Mining (PNG) Ltd (NGMPNG) and New Global Mining Ltd (New Global) on 23 January
2013 (New Global Joint Venture Agreement). Sturt acquired NGMPNG pursuant to the Sale
Agreement and Share Purchase between New Global and Sturt dated 6 June 2011 (SASP).
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NGMPNG is currently the sole registered legal holder and beneficial owner of EL 1915 and ELA
1916. EL 1915 was granted on 20 December 2012 comprising a total area of 2018.72 km2 in
the East Sepik Province. Under the terms of the SASP, Sturt is required to procure the transfer of
a 20% interest in EL 1915 and ELA 1916 to New Global upon the grant of the tenements.
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(ii)

(d)

Key Terms
The formation of the New Global Joint Venture is conditional upon:
 the grant of each of EL 1915 and EL 1916; and
 New Global being granted conditional approval to be admitted to the Official List of
the ASX.
Under the New Global Joint Venture Agreement, NGMPNG is appointed as manager of the
New Global Joint Venture from the date of the grant of EL 1915 and EL 1916. NGMPNG is
entitled to remain as manager for so long as its interest in EL 1915 and EL 1916 is equal to or
greater than 50%. As manager, NGMPNG is responsible for conducting Mining Feasibility Studies
and all operations relating to the development of commercial gold or other mineral
production. As manager, NGMPNG will be subject to the directions of the management
committee established pursuant to the New Global Joint Venture Agreement, which is to
comprise two members appointed by NGMPNG and one member appointed by New Global.
Consistent with the SASP, the New Global Joint Venture Agreement grants New Global the
right to acquire a 20% interest in EL 1915 and EL 1916 upon the grant of the licences, at which
point NGMPNG will own an 80% participating interest in EL 1915 and EL 1916.
The parties agree and acknowledge that the local communities in Papua New Guinea shall
be entitled to a 10% free carried interest in EL 1915 and EL 1916, which will be transferred to
the local communities when required. Further, the State of Papua New Guinea retains the
right to elect, at any time prior to the commencement of mining, to make a single purchase
of up to 30% equitable interest in any mineral discovery arising out of EL 1915 and EL 1916.

Tamo Project
MAKA Joint Venture Agreement (Tamo Project)
(i)

Background
A joint venture agreement in relation to EL 1453 and ML 503 was entered into between
Maka Alluvial Gold Mining Limited (MAKA) and Brothers and Together Global Co. Ltd (B&T)
on 16 June 2010 (MAKA Joint Venture Agreement). MAKA represents landowners of the
mining area covered by EL 1453.
EL 1453 was granted on 4 May 2007 over land situated at Tamo-Madang/East Sepik
Provinces for a total area of 366 km2 (to be reduced to 250 km2 when renewed) for alluvial
and rock gold, copper and other mineral resources. B&T is the sole legal and beneficial
owner of EL 1453. A renewal application has been submitted for EL 1453. At the date of this
Explanatory Statement, a renewal has not yet been granted.
ML 503 was granted on 25 March 2007 over land situated at Tamo in the Angoram District of
the East Sepik Province for a total area of 370 ha for alluvial gold for a term of 20 years plus
10 years extension. The MAKA Joint Venture Agreement provides that B&T holds a 90%
participating interest in the Joint Venture and MAKA holds a 10% interest.

(ii)

Key Terms
The MAKA Joint Venture is established by the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement. The object of
the MAKA Joint Venture is to develop gold and other natural resources in the area
comprising EL 1453 and ML 503.
Under the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement, MAKA warrants that the land owners have
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consented to B&T’s acquisition of 90% interest in EL 1453 and ML 503. MAKA further warrants
that there are currently, and will be, no compensation and royalty relief claims by the land
owners in respect of the object of the joint venture.
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Despite the terms of the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement, it appears that B&T’s interest in ML 503
has been subsequently reduced to 49% in accordance with the provisions of the Mining Act.

(e)

(iii)

Deed of Assignment
In 2012, B&T, B&T PNG and MAKA entered into a Deed of Assignment, Assumption and
Consent in respect of the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement (Deed of Assignment to B&T PNG).
Under the Deed of Assignment, B&T assigned its interest in the MAKA Joint Venture
Agreement to B&T PNG, and B&T PNG assumed the obligations of B&T under the MAKA Joint
Venture Agreement.

(iv)

Deed of Variation
Pilbara intends to procure B&T PNG to enter into a Deed of Variation with MAKA in respect of
the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement confirming that the respective interests of MAKA and
B&T PNG in ML 503 are 51% and 49%, and that, by virtue of the Tamo Joint Venture, Sturt
acquired 70% of B&T PNG’s interest in ML 503, amounting to a 34.4% interest in ML 503 and
90% in EL 1453.

Tamo Joint Venture Agreement (Tamo Project)
(i)

Background
On 16 February 2012, B&T PNG and Sturt entered into a farm-in and joint venture agreement
in relation to EL 1453, ML 503 and the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement (Tamo Joint Venture
Agreement). The Tamo Joint Venture Agreement grants Sturt the right, across two tranches,
to earn up to a 70% interest in B&T PNG’s interest in EL 1453, ML 503 and the MAKA Joint
Venture Agreement.
As noted above, there is an outstanding renewal application in relation to EL 1453.

(ii)

Key Terms (subject to the variations referred to in (iii) & (iv) below)
Under the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement, as amended, the Tamo Joint Venture will
commence, and Sturt will earn a 51% interest in ML 503 and the MAKA Joint Venture
Agreement, upon satisfaction of the following milestones:
 Sturt issuing 13,500,000 Sturt shares to B&T PNG or its nominee within two business days of
the date conditional approval is given by the ASX for Sturt to be admitted to the Official
List of the ASX, be it directly or by the sale of the “entirety of the Sturt shares to an entity
admitted to the Official List of the ASX” (Listing); and
 That the Listing occur before 30 April 2013,
(together the 51% Milestones).
Sturt is appointed as the manager of the Tamo Joint Venture. As manager, Sturt is required
to submit an exploration program and budget to each party on a quarterly basis.
Following the satisfaction of all conditions precedent to the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement,
Sturt may earn a further 19% interest in B&T PNG’s interest in EL 1453, ML 503 and the MAKA
Joint Venture Agreement by funding an aggregate amount of expenditure of $4,000,000
prior to the date that is two years from the commencement date of the Tamo Joint Venture
Agreement (70% Milestone). Upon satisfaction of the 70% Milestone, B&T PNG will be
deemed to have transferred to Sturt 70% of its interest in EL 1453, and 38.78% of its interest in
ML 503 and the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement.
While Sturt is managing the Joint Venture and until such time as it reaches the 70%
Milestone it shall be entitled to charge a management fee of 40% of the costs incurred.
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Once Sturt has acquired a 70% interest, it may charge the Tamo Joint Venture a fee of
15% for management services and administrative overheads incurred as manager of the
Tamo Joint Venture.
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(iii)

8

Obligations of Sturt
Under the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement, Sturt is required to solely fund all expenditure
incurred as part of the Tamo Joint Venture until such time as it acquires a 70% interest in
B&T PNG’s interest in EL 1453, ML 503 and the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement. Following
the acquisition of its 70% interest, expenditure is to be funded by Sturt and B&T PNG in
proportion to their respective share of the aggregate participating interest. MAKA shall be
‘free carried’ for the duration of the Tamo Joint Venture and accordingly is not required
to contribute to the funding of expenditure.
Pilbara intends to procure B&T PNG to enter into a further deed of variation confirming that:
1. That the Commencement Date of the Tamo Joint Venture will occur after the
renewal of the EL1453 has been granted by the PNG Government, provided such
a renewal does not contain any special conditions that are considered
unworkable by Sturt PNG;
2. On acceptance by Sturt PNG of the terms of the EL1453 renewal, B&T PNG will
accept 32,400,000 Shares in Pilbara instead of the 13,500,000 Sturt shares proposed
to be issued under the terms of the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement; and
3. That the End Date, currently 30 April 2013, be extended to 30 November 2013 or four
weeks after the receipt (subject to the provisos in item 1 above) of the renewal of EL
1453, whichever is the earlier.

(iv)

Deed of Assignment and Assumption
A Deed of Assignment and Assumption, dated 16 January 2013, was executed by Sturt
Star PNG (Deed of Assignment to Star PNG). Under the Deed of Assignment to Star PNG,
Sturt assigned its interests in the Tamo Joint Venture to Star PNG and Star PNG assumed
the obligations of Sturt under the Tamo Joint Venture.
On 16 January 2013 Star PNG executed a Deed of Covenant (Deed Poll) in favour of B&T
PNG to this effect.

Corporate status of Sturt and Sturt subsidiaries
For the purposes of the Acquisition, Pilbara has reviewed:
 electronic extracts of the public records, as maintained by the Registrar of Companies
(PNG), relating to Sturt PNG, NGMPNG and Star PNG;
 electronic extracts of the public records held by ASIC relating to Sturt and Madang Mining
Pty Ltd (Madang);
 the results of litigation searches conducted in the High Court of Australia and the Federal
Court of Australia in respect of Sturt and Madang; and
 the results of litigation searches undertaken in respect of the National Court Registry (PNG),
Supreme Court Registry (PNG) and the Port Moresby, Boroko and Waigani District Court Registries.
Based on the due diligence described above, nothing has come to the attention of Pilbara that
would indicate that Sturt PNG, NGMPNG, Star PNG, Madang or Sturt are not in good standing or
that any litigation is on foot in respect of any of these entities.
Further, Pilbara’s due diligence has confirmed that:
 Sturt PNG, NGMPNG and Madang are each a wholly owned subsidiary of Sturt; and
 Star PNG is a wholly owned subsidiary of Madang.
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Certification as a foreign enterprise in PNG
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Foreign investment in PNG is regulated by the State with the assistance of the Investment
Promotion Authority (IPA). The terms of the Investment Promotion Act 1992 of Papua New
Guinea (Investment Act) must be complied with.
For the purposes of the Investment Act, a ‘foreign’ enterprise’ is an enterprise (being a person,
company, body or association of persons) which is:
 50% or more owned (directly or indirectly) by non-citizens;
 controlled by non-citizens; or
 declared by the Minister of Commerce and Industry to be a foreign enterprise.
Under the Investment Act, a foreign enterprise is required to hold a certificate issued by the IPA
before it is able to carry on business in PNG or make an application for any permit, licence or
authority issued by the State, the National Government or a Provincial Government (including
any mining licence or lease). Certification enables a foreign enterprise to carry on business in a
particular activity at a specific location within the country as set out in the certificate.
Sturt PNG, New Global and Star PNG each currently hold certificates dated 18 May 2012 issued by
the IPA under the Investment Act permitting business activity in the area of ‘architectural and
engineering activities and related technical consultancy – minerals exploration and development’.
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Shares Currently on Issue
Rights Issue 1:1
Sturt Shareholders
Brothers & Together
Total Shares on Issue
Options ( Expiring Dec 2013)

Pilbara Minerals Ltd. Capital Structure
Proforma
Rigths Issue
Acquisition of Acquistion of
Current
Including
Note
Sturt
Tamo Project
Shortfall
63,796,250
63,796,250
129,600,000
1
32,400,000
1
63,796,250
127,592,500
257,192,500 289,592,500
1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

Notes
1 All 162 million shares are subject to an ASX mandated escrow for 12 months will be escrowed
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(b)

Pro-forma Statement of Financial Position
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1. As at 31 December 2012

11

Assets
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Deferred exploration and evaluation expenditure
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets

31 December 2012
BEFORE
RIGHTS ISSUE
$

31 December 2012
AFTER
RIGHTS ISSUE
$

271,570
1,721
273,291

1,770,782
1,721
1,772,503

1,837,971
1,837,971
2,111,262

1,837,971
1,837,971
3,610,474

231,204
231,204
231,204
1,880,058

231,204
231,204
231,204
3,379,270

12,074,273
(424,956)
11,649,317
1,580,535
(11,117,473)
(232,321)
1,880,058

13,669,179
(520,650)
13,148,529
1,580,535
(11,117,473)
(232,321)
3,379,270

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets

Equity
Issued capital
Capital Raising Costs
Net Issued Capital
Reserves
Accumulated Losses
Loss for Period
Total Equity

2. After rights issue:
Shares on issue after December 2012 placement
Fully subscribed 1:1 rights issue at 0.025 per share

63,796,250
0.025
__________

Increase in issued capital (1:1)
Fund raising costs at 6%

1,594,906
(95,694)
__________

Increase in cash

$1,499,212
__________

Advantages of the Acquisition
The Board is of the view that the following non-exhaustive list of advantages may be relevant to
a Shareholder’s decision on how to vote on the proposed Resolutions:
 the proposed Acquisition represents a significant investment opportunity for the
Company to diversify its interests abroad in Papua New Guinea, a country which has
extensive copper-gold resources;
 the proposed Acquisition will enable the Company to tap into established and
prospective joint ventures allowing the Company to avoid the start-up costs involved in
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(a)

negotiating and drafting transaction documents;
the proposed Acquisition represents a significant opportunity for the Company to
increase the scale of its activities which should increase the number and size of potential
investors in the Company; and
the Rights Issue will raise up to $1,594,096 for general working capital purposes which will be
deployed in connection with exploration work on the Sturt PNG Tenements and on the
Company’s WA Tenements, detailed due diligence work on potential project acquisitions
and for working capital to fund its corporate costs.

Disadvantages of the Acquisition
The Board is of the view that the following non-exhaustive list of disadvantages may be relevant
to a Shareholder’s decision on how to vote on the proposed Resolutions:
 a change in the scale of activities and expansion into Papua New Guinea may not be
consistent with the objectives of all Shareholders;
 the proposed Acquisition and Rights Issue will result in the issue of Shares which will dilute
the holdings of Shareholders;
 exploration activities on the PNG Tenements may not identify economically viable resources;
 significant future outlays of funds may be required in the form of exploration commitments; and
 there are a number of risk factors associated with the change in scale of the Company’s
activities. Some of these risks are summarised in section 13 below.
Risks – Acquisition of PNG Tenements
Shareholders should be aware that if the Resolutions are approved, Pilbara will change the scale
of its activities to include operations in PNG, which is subject to various risk factors. Based on the
information available, a non-exhaustive list of risk factors are as follows:
Specific Risks
(i)

Corporate status of Sturt subsidiaries
Pilbara has not made or procured any independent investigations or searches except as
listed above under ‘Corporate Status of Sturt and Sturt Subsidiaries’. Pilbara has not been
provided with copies of the members’ registers for Sturt PNG, NGMPNG, Madang or Star
PNG, or any records with respect to those companies. Pilbara has relied on searches of
and copies of documents obtained from Sturt, public records kept at the offices of the
MRA and electronic extracts of the public records as maintained by the Registrar of
Companies and ASIC.
There is no certainty that the records maintained by the Registrar of Companies in respect
of Sturt PNG, NGMPNG and Star PNG are correct, complete and up to date. There is also
no certainty that the records maintained by ASIC in respect of Madang and Sturt are
correct, complete or up to date. There is a risk that documents may not have been filed
at the relevant offices immediately, entered onto the database at all or correctly, may
no longer be on file, may be replaced or may otherwise not appear on the extract
search. Similarly, there is no certainty that the entries in the statutory and other registers
and corporate records maintained by or on behalf of Sturt or its subsidiaries are correct,
complete and up to date.
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(ii)

Certification as a foreign enterprise in PNG
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A failure by a foreign enterprise to obtain certification, to comply with the conditions of
certification or to comply with the provisions of the Investment Act, is an offence and
contracts, agreements or understandings entered into at the time may be declared
unlawful or void on application to a court in certain circumstances.
The IPA certificates held by Sturt PNG, NGMPNG and Star PNG each include an identical
schedule of terms and conditions of certification. The date for satisfaction of the
conditions is six months from the date of certification (being 18 November 2012). Pilbara
has not been able to independently verify whether each entity has complied with the
schedule of terms and conditions. Accordingly, there is a risk that the IPA may have
issued a notice of suspension or cancellation of the certificates granted to Sturt PNG, New
Global and Star PNG to carry on business in PNG.
The location on each certificate is limited to the registered office of that entity. It is a
condition on each certificate that the company advises of the operating location within
six months of the date of certification. The operating location should correspond with the
location of the tenement held by, or operated by, the respective entity. Pilbara has not
been able to independently verify that operating location and the tenement location
correspond for each entity. If they do not, there is a risk that the entities will be in breach
of the terms of the certificates and they will be suspended or cancelled.
Furthermore, while the publicly available records maintained by the IPA contain details of
certificates issued or cancelled under the Investment Act, those records do not contain
details of suspensions or amendments to the certificates such as to the activity in respect
of which the foreign enterprise is certified, the location of that activity or any term or
condition applicable to the granting of the certificate.
Any defect in IPA certification may negatively impact on the nature of Sturt’s interests in
the Tenements.
(iii)

Contractual risks
A search of the Register of Tenements maintained under the Mining Act shows that none
of the Joint Venture Agreements are registered on the title for the PNG Tenements. Under
the Mining Act no legal or equitable interest is created, assigned or otherwise dealt with
by an instrument, either directly or indirectly, unless and until the instrument has been
approved by the Minister and registered under the Mining Act. To the extent that Sturt’s
interests in the Malaumanda or Tamo Projects are not registered on the licence and are
contractual only, there is a risk that such interests are not valid until the relevant
agreement is registered against the respective PNG Tenement.
There is also a risk that Pilbara may not be able to obtain the variations it seeks to the
contracts set out in section 7 above. This may have a material adverse impact on Sturt’s
interests, contractual or otherwise, in the PNG Tenements.

(iv)

Ongoing funding
As a result of the Rights Issue, the Company expects to raise approximately $1.6m. As
noted above, these funds shall be deployed for general working capital purposes, mainly
in connection with exploration work on the Company’s WA Tenements, its new project
assessment, detailed due diligence work on potential project acquisitions and for working
capital to fund its corporate costs.
In addition to these funds, the Company may need to raise debt and/or equity from time to
time in relation to the funding of the PNG Tenements, the WA Tenements, and associated
business activities. The availability of such capital is influenced by a number of factors
including, but not limited to, economic, legal and political conditions and investors’ and
financiers’ investment and credit policies. The inability of the Company to raise capital on
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favourable terms, or not at all, may have a material adverse effect on the Company’s WA
Tenements, PNG Tenements and business development strategies. No assurance can be
given that future funding will be made available on acceptable terms (if at all).
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(b)

General risks
(i)

Exploration and development
Exploration, mine project development and mining inherently contain elements of
significant risk. The discovery, confirmation and exploitation of economically recoverable
ore reserves on Pilbara’s tenements cannot be assured. Exploration of Pilbara’s existing
exploration tenements may be unsuccessful, resulting in a reduction of the value of those
tenements, diminution in the cash reserves of Pilbara and possible relinquishment of the
exploration and mining tenements.
Even if a mineral resource is identified, exploitation of the resource may be hampered by
various factors including the unpredictable nature of mineral deposits, inappropriate
drilling techniques, incorrect grade estimates, location and access restrictions, adverse
ground conditions, or poor equipment availability. Any of these factors may result in the
exploration program being drastically downgraded, preventing Pilbara from achieving its
intended rate of production of gold.

(ii)

Calculation of estimates
The calculation and interpretation of resource estimates are by their nature expressions of
judgment based on knowledge, experience and industry practice. Estimates of the size
and grade of an ore body depend on extrapolating a limited amount of geographical
data. The ore quantities and grades stated in this Notice are estimates and may not
prove to be an accurate indication of the ore that Pilbara will be able to extract.
Estimates which were valid when originally calculated may alter significantly through
additional fieldwork or when new information or techniques become available. This may
result in alterations to development and mining plans, which may in turn adversely affect
Pilbara’s operations.

(iii)

Tenements, leases and licences
Interests in tenements in Australia and PNG are governed by the state and national
legislation (respectively) and are evidenced by the granting of licences or leases. Each
licence or lease is for a specific term and carries with it annual expenditure and reporting
requirements, as well as other conditions requiring compliance. Consequently, Pilbara
could lose title to, or its interest in, the tenements if licence conditions are not met or if
insufficient funds are available to meet expenditure commitments as and when they arise.
Further, exploration tenements do not confer authority to develop the project. In order for
Pilbara to undertake development and production, it will need to obtain mining
tenements under the relevant mining legislation. There is no guarantee that mining
tenements or any approvals required for mining activities will be granted and, even if
granted, they may be subject to any terms and conditions that the Minister considers
appropriate. There is a further risk that tenements or leases will not be granted in a timely
manner or that they will be granted with unexpected adverse conditions that will affect
the profitability of the project.

(iv)

Environment
Pilbara is committed to making as little an impact on the natural environment as possible.
However, mining operations have inherent risks and liabilities associated with the pollution
of the environment and the disposal of waste products. Laws and regulations relating to
the protection and remediation of the environment are generally becoming more
restrictive, such that the cost of environmental mitigation may outweigh the benefit of
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continued activity. Further aspects of the project that may change include Pilbara’s
compliance obligations as a result of changes in laws and regulations, assumptions
Pilbara makes to estimate liabilities, or if unanticipated conditions arise at its operations. If
these occur, expenses and provisions may increase which could adversely affect
Pilbara’s results and financial condition.
(v)

Personnel
Pilbara’s success depends on the continued services of its key personnel including those who
will be employed from Sturt. Due to the key role they have taken in developing Pilbara’s and
Sturt’s mining, business and financial plans, Pilbara could be adversely affected if any of them
ceased to actively participate in the management of the Company. If existing key personnel
leave the Company, there may be a limited number of persons with the requisite skills and
experience to serve in the Company’s senior management positions, which may hinder
Pilbara’s ability to successfully manage its growth plans.

(vi)

Production/capital costs
Fluctuations in exploration, production and capital costs may impact upon Pilbara’s
business, results of operations and financial condition. These costs may vary as a result of
unforeseen events beyond the control of Pilbara, including international and local
economic and political events.

(vii)

Equipment and Labor
Increases in worldwide and regional mining activities may increase costs or otherwise limit
Pilbara’s ability to purchase or hire equipment, supplies and services and to recruit skilled
personnel. There are additional risks of mechanical failure or breakdown of mining or
drilling equipment resulting in significant delays. These factors may delay Pilbara’s
planned exploration, development and production activities, which may adversely affect
Pilbara’s business, result of operations and financial condition.

(viii)

Local community relations
Pilbara’s ability to develop its Malaumanda Project and Tamo Project will depend in
significant part on its ability to maintain good relations with the local communities of these
areas. Under the Mining Act, a tenement holder is liable to compensate landowners for its
entry onto and occupation of the land and for loss and damage caused by exploration,
mining or related activities. There is always the risk that negotiation with local communities
regarding the benefits they will derive from the projects, compensation, royalties,
employment and local business may not be successful, which may lead to progress with
the projects being disrupted or curtailed as a result. Should this occur, Pilbara’s ability to
conduct exploration and/or mining activities may be affected, which may have a
material adverse effect on Pilbara’s financial performance.

(ix)

Country risks
The project is subject to a number of risks associated with operating in Papua New
Guinea as a developing country that has experienced political instability and economic
uncertainty. Although mining companies have typically not been affected by the
numerous political upheavals in PNG due to the efforts of the PNG Government and the
MRA, the investment community nevertheless ranks PNG as having high political risks for
mining investment.
There is always a risk that the current, or a future, government may adopt substantially
different policies or legislation that adversely affect mining and exploration activities. This
may impact upon Pilbara’s ability to obtain or maintain the necessary permits,
authorisations or agreements to implement the projects under conditions or within time
frames that make such plans and operations economic, and as a result, Pilbara’s results
of operations and its financial condition may be adversely affected.
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In addition to the above political risks, the main security risks in PNG include civil unrest,
crime and illegal mining which require all mining operations to employ security forces to
protect employees and infrastructure. Further, Pilbara will be operating in remote and
mountainous terrain which can present problems for access to project areas. Rapidly
changing weather conditions such as cloud cover can create dangerous conditions for
aircraft. The Malaumanda Project is particularly susceptible to delays for this reason. These
factors may impact on Pilbara’s performance and results in several ways including health
and safety, elevated operating costs, security of people and assets, disease and lack of
communication. These aspects can have adverse effects on Pilbara’s achievements and
impact on the share price.
(x)

Gold price and exchange rates
The success of the project will be primarily dependent on the price of gold, which is volatile
and may fluctuate as a result of numerous factors which are beyond the control of the
Company. Also, Pilbara is operating with a range of currencies (AUD, USD and Kina). The
variability in these currencies as between themselves and as between other currencies may
have an adverse impact on Pilbara’s profitability and hence the share price.
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GLOSSARY
Acquisition means the acquisition by the Company of all of the issued capital of Sturt.
ASIC means Australian Securities and Investments Commission.
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ASX means ASX Limited or the Australian Securities Exchange, as the context requires.
B&T PNG means Brothers & Together (PNG) Limited.
Board means the board of Directors.
Chairman means the Chairman of the Board.
Company or Pilbara means Pilbara Minerals Limited (ACN 112 425 788).
Constitution means the constitution of the Company, as amended from time-to-time.
Corporations Act means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).
Corporations Regulations means the Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth).
Director means a director of the Company from time-to-time.
Disposal means the proposed disposal of an 80% interest in 10 of Pilbara’s tenements situated in Western Australia.
EL means an exploration licence granted under the Mining Act.
ELA means an application for an exploration licence under the Mining Act.
Explanatory Statement means the explanatory statement incorporated in this Notice.
First Tranche means the issue of 129,600,000 new Shares to Sturt Shareholders pursuant to the Share
Exchange and Subscription Agreement.
Fox means Fox Resources Limited.
General Meeting means the general meeting called by this Notice to be held at 11:30am (AEST) on
17 May 2013 and notified to Shareholders by this Notice.
Joint Venture Agreements means each of the agreements summarised in section 7 of this Notice,
including the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement, the Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement and all
associated deeds of amendment, variation or assignment.
Listing Rules means the Listing Rules of the ASX.
MAKA Joint Venture Agreement means the joint venture agreement in relation to EL 1453 and ML 503
between Maka Alluvial Gold Mining Limited and Brothers and Together Global Co. Ltd.
Malaumanda Joint Venture Agreement means the joint venture agreement in respect of EL 1989
between Sturt and Malaumanda Development Corporation Ltd.
Malaumanda Project means the exploration activities carried out in relation to the PNG Tenements,
EL 1915, ELA 1916, EL 1989 and ELA 2071.
Mining Act means the Mining Act 1992 of PNG.
ML means a Mining Lease granted under the Mining Act.
MRA means the Mineral Resources Authority of PNG.
New Shares means up to 162,000,000 Shares proposed to be issued under the First Tranche and
Second Tranche.
NGMPNG means New Global Mining (PNG) Limited.
Notice means this notice of meeting, incorporating the Explanatory Statement.
Offer Document means the Rights Issue offer document dated on or about 30 April 2013.
Placement Shares means the 63,796,250 Shares that the Company proposes to issue pursuant to the
Rights Issue.
PNG means the Independent State of Papua New Guinea.
Pilbara Minerals Limited
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PNG Tenements means each of the licences and applications for licences issued under the Mining
Act, being EL 1989, EL 1915, ELA 1916, ELA 2071, EL 1453 and ML 503.
Resolution means a resolution set out in this Notice.
Rights Issue means the issue of Shares under the Offer Document.
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Second Tranche means the issue of 32,400,000 new Shares to Brothers & Together (PNG) Limited
subject to the renewal of EL 1453 and the amendment of certain joint venture arrangements in
relation to the Tamo Project.
Share means a fully paid ordinary share in the issued share capital of the Company.
Shareholder means the holder of a Share.
Shortfall means the shortfall of Shares applied for, as against the number of Shares offered, under the
Offer Document.
Star PNG means Star No. 15 Limited.
Sturt means Sturt Resources Ltd.
Sturt PNG means Sturt Resources (PNG) Limited.
Sturt Shareholders means the holders of fully paid ordinary shares in the issued share capital of Sturt.
Tamo Joint Venture Agreement means the farm-in and joint venture agreement between B&T PNG
and Sturt in relation to EL 1453, ML 503 and the MAKA Joint Venture Agreement.
Tamo Project means the exploration and mining activities carried out in relation to the PNG
Tenements, EL 1453 and ML 503.
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21 March 2013
The Directors
Pilbara Mineral Limited
Level 5, 2 Bligh Street
Sydney
NSW 2000
Dear Sirs

Independent Expert’s Report in relation to the Proposed Acquisition of Sturt
Resources Ltd
Introduction and Purpose of the Report
On 30 October 2012 Pilbara Minerals Limited [“Pilbara Minerals”] announced that it had
reached an agreement with Sturt Resources Limited [“Sturt Resources”] and its
shareholders to acquire 100% of the issued share capital in Sturt Resources [“Proposed
Transaction”]. Sturt Resources is an unlisted public company which has a portfolio of gold
and copper-gold projects in the Highlands region of Papua New Guinea.
Prior to this announcement, Pilbara Minerals sought confirmation from the Australian
Securities Exchange [“ASX”] Listings Officer that, because of the Proposed Transaction, it
would not be required to meet the requirements of Chapters 1 and 2 of the Listing Rules
(for the purposes of Listing Rule 11.1.3) as if it were applying for admission to the official list.
On 18 October 2012, the ASX Listings Officer responded to Pilbara Minerals confirming that,
on the basis that the notice of meeting to be sent to shareholders in relation to the
approvals being sought for the Proposed Transaction includes an independent geologist’s
report and solicitor’s report, listing rule 11.1.2 only applies to the Proposed Transaction.
Listing rule 11.1.2 requires that “the entity must get approval of holders of its ordinary
securities and must comply with any requirements of ASX in relation to the notice of
meeting”.
The directors of Pilbara Minerals have requested Value Adviser Associates Pty Ltd [“VAA”]
to prepare an independent expert’s report [“IER”] to assist the shareholders of Pilbara
Minerals in assessing the merits of the Proposed Transaction. This report sets out VAA’s
opinion as to whether the Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of those
shareholders.

Assessment framework
The Proposed Transaction involves the acquisition of 100% of the share capital in Sturt
Resources by Pilbara Minerals with the consideration being 129,600,000 new shares issued
to the shareholders of Sturt Resources. Subject to certain conditions 32,400,000 new shares
will also be issued to Brothers & Together (PNG) Limited (second tranche). ASX Listing Rule
11.1.2 does not prescribe a particular framework for assessing the Proposed Transaction.
For this report, VAA has employed ASIC Regulatory Guide 111 – Content of Expert Reports
[“RG111”] as the basis of the assessment framework (paragraph 111.18 et seq) that
requires the expert to determine if the Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of the
members of the company (i.e. the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals).
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In our view, this assessment framework is appropriate because the features of the
Proposed Transaction are similar to those of Schemes of arrangement, which are
regulated under Pt 5.1 of the Corporations Act 2001 [“Corporations Act”].

Summary of Opinion
Section B of the Explanatory Memorandum outlines the conditions relating to the issue of
the first and second tranches of shares under the Proposed Transaction. While we are
advised that the renewal of the exploration licence EL1453 is likely to occur and therefore
the issue of the second tranche of shares will proceed, for the purpose of assessing the
Proposed Transaction, VAA has considered the following two scenarios:
Scenario 1. EL1453 is renewed and the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement is amended
such that the conditions outlined in the Explanatory Statement are
satisfied and the second tranche (32,400,000) of new shares are issued;
Scenario 2. EL1453 is not renewed and/or the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement is not
amended such that the conditions outlined in the Explanatory Statement
are not satisfied and the second tranche (32,400,000) of new shares are
not issued;
VAA has concluded that the market value of 100% of the share capital in Sturt Resources is
$5.5 million in Scenario 1. In Scenario 2 the market value of 100% of the share capital in
Sturt Resources is $5.1 million. In reaching these valuations, we have relied on a valuation
by Geos mining of Sturt Resources’ interests in various Exploration Licences in Papua New
Guinea.
We have also determined that the value of Pilbara Minerals prior to the announcement of
the Proposed Transaction is $0.02 per share. The current number of Pilbara Minerals shares
is 63,796,250. This values the company at $1.3 million.
As a result of the Proposed Transaction, in Scenario 1 Pilbara Minerals will acquire Sturt
Resources and issue a total of 129,600,000 shares in Pilbara Minerals to shareholders of Sturt
Resources and 32,400,000 shares in Pilbara Minerals to Brothers & Together (PNG). In
Scenario 2 Pilbara Minerals will acquire Sturt Resources and issue a total of 129,600,000
shares in Pilbara Minerals.
At a price of $0.02 per share, the value of the 162 million shares in Pilbara Minerals is $3.24
million and the value of the 129,600,000 shares in Pilbara Minerals is $2.59 million
In determining whether the Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of Pilbara Minerals
shareholders, we have applied the assessment framework in Regulatory Guide 111.
Assessing a scheme of arrangement requires us to apply the ‘fair and reasonable’
framework considering the bidder as the ‘other party’ (i.e. Sturt Resources) and the target
as the company that is the subject of the proposed scheme (i.e. Pilbara Minerals). Since
the value of the bid ($5.5 million in Scenario 1 or $5.1 million in Scenario 2) is greater than
the value of the target ($3.24 million in Scenario 1 or $2.59 million in Scenario 2), we
conclude that the offer is ‘fair’ in both scenarios. Since the offer is ‘fair’ it is also
‘reasonable’.
Consistent with Regulatory Guide 111.20, since we have concluded that the Proposed
Transaction is ‘fair and reasonable’ if it was in the form of a takeover bid, we conclude
that the scheme is in the best interests of the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals.
We have also considered the position of the Pilbara Minerals shareholders following the
Proposed Transaction. The value of the combined entity will be $6.8 million in Scenario 1 or
$6.4 million in Scenario 2. There will be 225,796,250 issued shares in Pilbara Minerals in
Scenario 1 or 193,396,250 issued shares in Scenario 2. The value per share following the
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Proposed Transaction will be $0.030 per share in Scenario 1 or $0.033 per share in Scenario
2.
As the value of Pilbara Shares following the Proposed Transaction exceeds the value of
Pilbara shares prior to the Proposed Transaction in both scenarios, we conclude that the
Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals.
A summary of our calculations is provided in the table below:

Current number of Pilbara Minerals shares

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

63,796,250

63,796,250

Pilbara Minerals share price

$

0.02

0.02

Value of Pilbara Minerals share capital

$

1,275,925

1,275,925

Value of Sturt Resources share capital

$

5,502,269

5,132,269

Value of Pilbara Minerals share capital post transaction

$

6,778,194

6,408,194

63,796,250

63,796,250

Number of Pilbara shares issued

162,000,000

129,600,000

Number of shares in Pilbara Minerals post transaction

225,796,250

193,396,250

Current number of Pilbara Minerals shares

Value of Pilbara Minerals share capital post transaction

$

6,778,194

6,408,194

Pilbara Minerals value per share post transaction

$

0.030

0.033

Other Matters
This report constitutes general financial product advice only and has been prepared
without taking into consideration the individual circumstances of the shareholders of
Pilbara Minerals. The decision to accept or reject the Proposed Transaction is a matter for
individual shareholders. Shareholders of Pilbara Minerals should consider the advice in the
context of their own circumstances and preferences. Shareholders of Pilbara Minerals who
are in doubt as to the action they should take in relation to the Proposed Transaction
should consult their own professional adviser.
VAA has prepared a Financial Services Guide in accordance with the Corporations Act,
2001. This is included in Appendix 4 of this report.
Our opinion is made as at the date of this letter and reflects circumstances and conditions
as at that date. This letter must be read in conjunction with the full report.
Yours faithfully

Michael Churchill
CEO

Mark Gemmola
Senior Corporate Adviser

Outline of the Proposed Transaction
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The Proposed Transaction is as follows:
Pilbara Minerals will acquire 100% of the issued capital in Sturt Resources. In consideration
for this Proposed Transaction, Pilbara Minerals will issue Sturt Resources shareholders with
129,600,000 fully paid ordinary shares in Pilbara Minerals. A further 32,400,000 shares will be
issued to Brothers & Together (PNG) Limited when and if the Tamo Exploration Licence,
EL1453, is renewed and subject to the amendment of the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement.
Sturt Resources, through its 100% interest in Madang Mining Pty Ltd and three wholly
owned Papua New Guinea subsidiary companies, has possession of, or the rights to
acquire, a number of exploration tenements in Papua New Guinea [“PNG Projects”].
The parties have agreed that prior to completion of the Proposed Transaction, Sturt
Resources will divest itself of certain assets which Pilbara Minerals does not wish to acquire.
The agreed work program to be conducted in respect of the PNG Projects for the first year
after the Proposed Transaction is completed will require funds of between $1 million and
$1.2 million for exploration and corporate costs. Accordingly, Pilbara Minerals will be
required to raise at least $800,000 in new capital to fund the work programs for the PNG
Projects and for existing commitments in Western Australia. This requirement for new
capital of $800,000 is a Condition Precedent to the Proposed Transaction, which is outlined
in the Explanatory Memorandum.
Upon successfully completing the Proposed Transaction, two Sturt Resources directors and
two Pilbara Minerals directors will form the board of Pilbara Minerals and all of the shares
issued to Sturt Resources shareholders and Brothers & Together (PNG) shareholders will be
subject to an ASX mandated escrow for 12 months.
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Scope of the Report
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Purpose of the Report
After reviewing the details of the Proposed Transaction, the ASX Listing Officer informed the
directors of Pilbara Minerals that the notice of meeting to be sent to shareholders in
relation to the approvals sought for the Proposed Transaction must be accompanied by
an Independent Expert Report [“IER”]. The IER must state whether, in the opinion of the
independent expert, the Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of Pilbara Minerals’
shareholders.
The purpose of the IER is to provide an opinion on whether the Proposed Transaction is in
the best interests of Pilbara Minerals’ shareholders.

Meaning of “In the best interests of Shareholders”
There is no guidance provided for “in the best interests of shareholders” in the ASX Listing
Rules. In preparing this report, VAA has had regard to relevant regulatory guides issued by
ASIC, with particular reference to ASIC Regulatory Guide 111: Content of expert reports.
ASIC Regulatory Guide 111 establishes certain guidelines in respect of IERs prepared for
the purposes of the Corporations Act. ASIC Regulatory Guide 111 sets out the view of ASIC
on the operation of Section 640 of the Corporations Act and comments on the meaning of
“in the best interests of shareholders” in the context of schemes of arrangement involving
a change of control.
Regulatory Guide 111 notes that when an expert report is required in a scheme of
arrangement involving a change of control, the expert is expected to apply the analysis
and provide an opinion as to whether the proposal is ‘fair and reasonable’ as set out in RG
111.10 – RG 111.17 as if:
(a) the ‘bidder’ was the ‘other party’; and
(b) the ‘target’ was the company that is the subject of the proposed scheme.
Regulatory Guide 111.11 states that an offer is ‘fair’ if the value of the offer price or
consideration is equal to or greater than the value of the securities the subject of the offer.
In the context of the Proposed Transaction we understand the ASIC Regulatory Guide 111
to establish that a scheme of arrangement is “in the best interests of shareholders” if the
value of the Sturt Resources assets (the subject of the offer) is equal to, or greater than, the
value of the Pilbara Minerals securities offered to the shareholders of Sturt Resources (i.e.
the consideration).
In this scenario, if the value of the Sturt Resources assets is greater than the value of the
Pilbara Minerals securities offered to the shareholders of Sturt Resources, the value per
Pilbara Minerals share will increase following the Proposed Transaction.

Shareholder’s Decision
This report constitutes general financial product advice only and has been prepared
without taking into consideration the individual circumstances of Shareholders. The
decision to approve the Proposed Transaction is a matter for individual shareholders.
Shareholders should consider the advice in the context of their own circumstances,
preferences and risk profiles. Shareholders should also have regard to the Explanatory
Notes in relation to the Proposed Transaction.
Shareholders who are in doubt as to the action they should take in relation to the
Proposed Transaction should consult their own professional adviser.
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History and Overview
Sturt Resources Limited is a privately owned Western Australian based minerals explorer
founded by Mr Neil Biddle and managed by Mr John Young. Sturt Resources has
possession of, or the rights to acquire, a number of exploration tenements in Papua New
Guinea [“PNG projects”] and Australia. The PNG Projects cover a land area of circa
4,900km2 and comprise of the following projects.





The Malaumanda gold and copper project, a Joint Venture with the Malaumanda
Development Corporation [“MDC”], a local landowner group. This exploration
licence (EL1989) covers an area of land circa 4,600km2 in the East Sepik province of
PNG. Sturt signed a joint venture agreement with MDC on 1 June 2012, whereby
Sturt received an up-front interest of 60% for a cash payment of $200,000 and the
issue to MDC of 1,000,000 Shares (which are yet to be settled). Based on a Deed of
Variation and settlement of the cash payment and the issue of shares, Sturt
Resources has the right to earn up to an 80% interest by sole funding to Bankable
Feasibility Study [“BFS”] stage. MDC will retain a 20% contributing interest at BFS.
Surrounding this exploration licence are the Mulaumanda regional tenements
which consist of three large exploration license applications surrounding the
Malaumanda project. Sturt Resources owns a 90% interest in these licences.
Anamanda Exploration Licence (EL 1915) granted to New Global Mining on 20
December 2012 for a period of two years.
The Tamo project, an alluvial and hard rock gold project, of which Sturt Resources
can earn a 70% interest of the interest of Brothers & Together (PNG) with the option
to acquire an additional 20%. This project consists of a mining licence and
surrounding exploration licence covering circa 250km 2.

The target minerals of both the PNG projects are gold and associated base metals such as
copper. The PNG projects are held by Sturt Resources through three wholly owned
subsidiary companies.
Figure 1: Sturt Resources Limited – Project Map

Source: GEOS Mining, Independent Geologist’s Report – Malaumanda & Tamo Projects, 8 March 2013
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Sturt Resources also has interests in Australian-based assets which comprise of a joint
venture with Transol Limited in the Southern Core Bore project and 100% ownership of the
Hatche Creek project, both in the Northern Territory. These assets will not be acquired by
Pilbara Minerals and will be spun out before completion of the acquisition.
At 30 June 2012 Sturt Resources held circa $600,000 in cash (as noted on page 13, this
balance has reduced to near zero as at 20 March 2013) and had 51 million ordinary fully
paid shares on issue.

Financial Information
Historical Financial Performance
The audited financial performance of Sturt Resources for the year ending 30 June 2012 is
summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Sturt Resources Limited – Audited Statement of Financial Performance
Financial Year Ending

30/06/2012
($)

Revenue
Interest Income

54,220

Expenses
Depreciation expense

(917)

Employment expenses

(26,278)

Corporate and administration expenses

(418,817)

Loss before income tax expense

(391,792)

Income tax expense
Net loss for the year
Other comprehensiv e income
Total comprehensive loss for the year

(391,792)
(391,792)

Sources: Sturt Resources Annual Report 2012

The following key points should be noted in respect of the financial performance set out
above:



Corporate
legal fees,
expenses;
Exploration
statement.
income.

and administration expenses include contractors and consultancy,
promotional, shared services, travel and accommodation and other
costs are capitalised and therefore do not appear on the income
Any exploration expenditure considered impaired is written off to

Forecasts
There are no forecast financial data available for Sturt Resources.

Financial Position
The audited financial position of Sturt Resources as at 30 June 2012 is summarised in Table
2.
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Table 2: Sturt Resources Limited – Audited Statement of Financial Position at 30 June 2012
($)
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Current Assets
Cash and cash equiv alents

577,313

Trade and other receiv ables

291,790

Other assets
Total Current Assets

6,450
875,553

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

8,270

Exploration and ev aluation assets

1,098,626

Total Non-Current Assets

1,106,896

Total Assets

1,982,449

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Prov isions

272,761
1,480

Total Current Liabilities

274,241

Total Liabilities

274,241

Net Assets

1,708,208

Sources: Sturt Resources Annual Report 2012

The following key points should be noted in relation to the above statements of financial
position:



The major proportion of Sturt Resources’ assets is capitalised exploration costs;
Sturt Resources had substantial cash reserves of $577,313 as at 30 June 2012

Cash Flows
The cash flows for Sturt Resources over the year to 30 June 2012 are summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3: Sturt Resources Limited – Statement of Cash Flows
Financial Year Ending

30/06/2012

Cash flow from operating activities
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Payments to suppliers and contractors
Interest receiv ed
Net cash provided by operating activities

(393,412)
54,220
(339,192)

Cash flows from investing activities
Puchase of plant and equipment
Payments for exploration and ev aluation
Payment for security deposits
Net cash provided by investing activities

(9,185)
(1,064,311)
(9,999)
(1,083,495)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issue of new shares

2,000,000

Net cash provided by financing activities

2,000,000

Net increase in cash and equiv alents
Cash and cash equiv alents at beginning of financial year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year

577,313
577,313

Sources: Sturt Resources Annual Report 2012

The following key point should be noted in respect of the cash flows set out above:
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Positive cash flow from financing activities in 2012 resulted from the issue of shares
by the company.

Profile of the Gold and Copper Industries
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Gold
Gold has a variety of industrial and personal uses including jewellery, decoration,
electronics and health. As gold does not oxidise in air or water it is also considered a store
of wealth making it a popular asset with investors. More than half the world’s gold is held
by governments and banks. Before the use of fiat currency (paper currency), the gold
standard was used widely.

Gold production, consumption and price movements
In recent years gold has continued its upward trend with volume demanded in 2011
growing 0.4% to 4,067 tonnes. In addition, net official sector (i.e. central bank) purchases
increased to over 450 tonnes following net sales by central banks for over ten years up until
2009.
Gold demand has been steadily increasing over the past decade. Investment has been
the main driver of this growth recently as investors look for a safe haven amidst a
background of global uncertainty.
In the current adverse economic conditions
developed nations invest in gold due to a lack other attractive investment opportunities
whilst emerging nations look for a hedge against a backdrop of rising inflation in their
countries. The negative flow-through effects of the European debt crisis and global
financial crisis are also supporting the gold price as both investor confidence and return on
investment are low. The recent purchases from central banks have been to diversify their
foreign exchange holdings.
The biggest single use for gold is jewellery manufacturing, accounting for approximately
40% of gold demand, as evidenced by Figure 2. However, the overall level and proportion
of gold for jewellery manufacture has been decreasing over the past 10 years as
investment demand has increased. Demand for use of gold in technology has remained
relatively constant in recent years.
Figure 2: Gold Consumption
Gold Demand (tonnes)
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Source: World Gold Council
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Demand is projected to increase in the near future with speculation the People’s Bank of
China will commence a monetary easing regime to help boost the slowing economy.
Whilst Indian and Chinese gold demand has slowed, Russia is beginning to play a stronger
role in the global gold market due to the country’s relatively strong economic growth on
the back of its rich oil reserves. Russia now accounts for approximately 8% of global gold
demand as consumers are purchasing more jewellery whilst the Russian central bank
continues its position as a net purchaser.
The price of gold is affected by many economic factors apart from consumer and
industrial demand. Factors such as high inflation as well as social and economic upheaval
will increase demand for and therefore the price of gold as investors typically view gold as
a safe investment. In addition, there is typically an inverse relationship between the price
of gold and the value of the world’s major reserve currency, the US dollar. In recent years
the global financial crisis, the debt crisis in Europe and the falling value of the US dollar
have all contributed to a dramatic increase in the price of gold over the past five years.
Figure 3 shows the gold price over the past 20 years.
Figure 3: Gold Price (USD/ounce)
Gold Price $US
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China and India are seen as two of the strongest gold buyers globally. However due to the
recent weakness in the Indian rupee, Indian demand has decreased as gold reached
record prices in the local currency. Coupled with this weakness in the Indian rupee is an
environment of higher exchange rate volatility, high interest rates and high inflation all
combining to decrease consumer confidence in purchasing gold. Chinese demand has
also been lacklustre due to a notable slowdown in the Chinese economy. Recent gold
price volatility has also discouraged Chinese consumers, with many deciding to delay their
purchases due to uncertainty.

1000
800
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0

Source: Bloomberg

Copper
Copper is a major industrial metal, ranked third after iron and aluminium in terms of
quantities consumed due to its properties; singularly or in combination, of high ductility,
malleability, and thermal and electrical conductivity, and its resistance to corrosion.

Copper production, consumption and price movements
Demand for copper is driven by electronics and electronic products, transportation,
industrial machinery, consumer, general products, and building construction which is the
largest market; making copper a cyclical commodity.
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Recent historical and short term forecast world copper production, consumption and
prices are provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Copper Production, Consumption and Prices
Unit 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011f 2011-2012f
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Production

kt

18,029

18,498

18,649

19,167

19,630

20,373

YoY growth

%

na

2.60%

0.82%

2.78%

2.42%

3.79%

Consumption

kt

18,108

18,094

18,243

19,135

19,808

20,437

YoY growth

%

na

-0.08%

0.82%

4.89%

3.52%

3.18%

7,087

7,791

4,936

6,634

8,702

9,781

na

9.93%

-36.64%

34.40%

31.17%

12.40%

(Primary refined metal)

Copper prices
YoY growth

US$/t
%

Source: ABARE

Because of its use primarily in electronic equipment, copper demand has more than
tripled in the last 50 years. The majority of the world’s mined copper supply comes from the
Americas, mainly from South American nations. Chile is the world’s largest mined copper
supplier, providing approximately 30% of the world’s supply whilst Peru and the United
States each provide 7-8% of the world’s supply.
Figure 4: Copper Production
Copper mine production - metric tonnes (000s)

Source: International Copper Study Group

China has the world’s largest demand for refined copper, copper ores & concentrates
and copper blister & anode. Therefore Chinese demand is regarded as one of the primary
drivers of the copper price. Chinese copper demand is high due to the country’s rapidly
urbanising population. Recent speculation surrounding a slowdown of the Chinese
economy has fuelled talks of future price weakness in copper, however any loosening of
monetary policy by the People’s Bank of China will help stimulate the Chinese economy
and support the copper price moving forward
Figure 5 shows the copper price over the past 20 years.
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Figure 5: Copper Price (USD/tonne)
Copper Price $US
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10,000

Source: Bloomberg

The copper price reached a peak of $8,800/tonne on 11 May 2006. Thereafter, due to the
impact of global financial crisis, the price fell sharply before recovering steadily between
2009 and 2011. In early 2011 the copper price reached more than $10,000/tonne,
although it has fallen back more than 25% since then.
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Market Value of Sturt Resources
Definition of Market Value
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VAA has valued 100% of the share capital in Sturt Resources on a market value basis. The
International Valuation Standards define market value as1:
“The estimated amount for which an asset or liability should
exchange on the valuation date between a willing buyer and a
willing seller in an arm’s length transaction, after proper marketing
and where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently
and without compulsion.”
Market value does not incorporate special value. Special value is the additional value
that may accrue to a particular purchaser. In a competitive bidding situation, potential
purchasers may be prepared to pay part, or all, of the special value that they expect to
realise from the acquisition to the seller.

Valuation Methodology and Approach
Appendix 2 provides details of the principal methodologies available with which to value
a project, a business or the shares in a company. We also provide an assessment of the
applicability of each methodology to valuing Sturt Resources. Our conclusion is that many
of the methodologies commonly adopted by valuers will not be appropriate to value Sturt
Resources. A summary of the reasons is as follows:


The Exploration Licences, which Sturt Resources holds an interest in via its Joint
Venture with MDC, currently do not generate any operational revenue or earnings
stream and have not done so in previous years;



The magnitude and timing of any future cash flows from the Exploration Licences
cannot be forecast since there have not been any discovery of potentially
commercial resources of gold or copper;



There is no active market that provides an observable price for the Exploration
Licences.

The Exploration Licences are prospective for gold and copper. Our review of the markets
for gold and copper suggests that there is considerable worldwide demand for these
minerals. Sturt Resources’ right to explore on the Exploration Licences have value because
of the potential for economic discoveries of gold and copper.
The Code for the Technical Assessment and Valuation of Mineral and Petroleum Assets
and Securities for Independent Expert Reports [“the VALMIN Code”] provides a set of
fundamental principles and supporting recommendations regarding good professional
practice to assist those involved in the preparation of IERs that are required for the
valuation of mineral assets.
The VALMIN Code requires that only competent persons may undertake valuations within
the Code framework. This means that the valuer must have relevant education,
qualifications, experience, professional expertise and hold appropriate licences.
Therefore, in order to value 100% of the share capital in Sturt Resources we have relied on
a valuation report prepared by Geos Mining Minerals Consultants [“Geos Mining”]
prepared in accordance with the requirements of the VALMIN Code.
A copy of the Geos Mining report is provided in Appendix 5.

1

IVSC (2011) p12
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Market Value of Sturt Resources
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Sturt Resources has an interest in the Malaumanda Exploration Licences and the Tamo
Project which allow it to explore for gold and to mine and process any economic deposits
of gold discovered within the Exploration Licences.
Our review of the gold industry demonstrated that there continues to be considerable
international demand for gold both for jewellery making and as an investment.
Geos Mining has provided a report that values the gold mineral assets contained within
the Exploration Licences.
As a result we believe that the Geos Mining report provides an appropriate basis to assess
the value of the share capital of Sturt Resources.
Geos Mining used two different methods to determine the value of the mineral assets
relating to the gold mineralisation within the Exploration Licences. Geos Mining valued the
Malaumanda and Tamo projects independently.
A summary of Geos Mining’s valuation results is provided in the following table:
Table 5: Geos Mining Valuation of Sturt Resources
Value ($ million)
Method

Range

Mean Valuation for
100% of Project

Sturt Resources’
Beneficial Interest1

Past Expenditure

$6.0 - $9.5

$7.7

Comparable Transactions

$4.0 - $6.0

$5.0

$5.0 – $7.75

$6.37

$5.1

$0.3 - $0.76

$0.53

$0.37

$5.3 - $8.5

$6.9

$5.47

Malaumanda

Average of Methods
Tamo
Past Expenditure
TOTAL

Source: Geos Mining 2013
1 Sturt Resources’ Beneficial interest in Malaumanda is 80% and in Tamo is 70%

Geos Mining valued Sturt Resources’ interest in the Malaumanda project by assuming it
has an 80% interest in the project. Sturt Resources currently has a 60% interest in the
project and has the option of increasing it to 80% by sole funding a BFS.
We have received representation from Geos Mining that, in its opinion, the uplift in value of
the project arising from conducting the BFS will be greater than the cost of conducting the
BFS. On this basis, it is reasonable to assume Sturt Resources’ beneficial interest in the
Malaumanda project is 80% for the purposes of the valuation.
Geos Mining state that for the purpose of valuing Sturt Resources, they have not included
the cash currently held by Sturt Resources. Furthermore, Geos Mining has not included the
value of several items of heavy equipment (one front-end loader, two excavators and an
alluvial processing plant) that may be acquired by Sturt Resources as part of their Tamo
deal.
The Geos Mining valuation relates specifically to the Exploration Leases. The value of these
assets (exploration and evaluation assets) on the Sturt Resources balance sheet is $1.1
million as at 30 June 2012. Therefore the Geos Mining valuation represents an uplift of $4.7
million compared the book value. This increase in value occurs because the value of
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exploration and evaluation expenditure on Sturt Resources’ balance sheet represents the
capitalised expenditure undertaken only by Sturt Resources, whereas the Geos Mining
valuation takes into account the considerable exploration work on the Exploration
Licences prior to their acquisition by Sturt Resources. The uplift in value is also likely to
reflect the increase in gold price over the past 12 months and the success of the
exploration program undertaken by Sturt Resources.
The Statement of Financial Position for Sturt Resources as at 30 June 2012 in its 2012 Annual
Report provides values for the property, plant and equipment, cash, receivables as well as
current liabilities. As noted above the updated cash balance for Sturt Resources at 20
March 2013 is zero. For the remaining assets we have received representation from Sturt
Resources’ directors that the value of these assets has not materially changed and that
the value of receivables represents a reasonable estimate of their recoverable amount.
On that basis, we have valued the share capital of Sturt Resources by substituting the
value of the Exploration Leases determined by Geos Mining for the book value of
exploration and evaluation assets in the Sturt Resources balance sheet and determining
the Net Asset value of the company.
Table 6 presents Sturt Resources’ market value balance sheet based on the valuation of its
Exploration Licences by Geos Mining. The valuation assumes that the exploration licence
EL1453, which is part of the Tamo Project, is renewed.
Table 6: Sturt Resources Market Value Balance Sheet – Scenario 1
Balance Sheet at Change due to
30/6/2012
Revaluation
($)

($)

Market Value
Balance Sheet
($)

Current Assets
Cash and cash equiv alents

577,313

Trade and other receiv ables

291,790

291,790

6,450

6,450

Other assets
Total Current Assets

875,553

(577,313)

(577,313)

0

298,240

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

8,270

8,270

Exploration and ev aluation assets

1,098,626

4,371,374

5,470,000

Total Non-Current Assets

1,106,896

4,371,374

5,478,270

Total Assets

1,982,449

3,794,061

5,776,510

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Prov isions

272,761

272,761

1,480

1,480

Total Current Liabilities

274,241

0

274,241

Total Liabilities

274,241

0

274,241

1,708,208

3,794,061

5,502,269

Net Assets

Source: Sturt Resources Annual Financial Report 2012, Geos Mining, VAA analysis

As a result, we have valued 100% of the share capital in Sturt Resources at $5.5 million.
To assist in the valuation we have also calculated the market value balance sheet in the
scenario that EL1453 is not renewed using the valuation of Sturt’s Exploration Licences by
Geos Mining. In this scenario the revaluation of the exploration and evaluation assets is
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reduced to exclude the value of the Tamo project. The resultant value of 100% of the
share capital in Sturt Resources is $5.1 million. This is presented in Table 7.
Table 7: Sturt Resources Market Value Balance Sheet – Scenario 2
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Balance Sheet at Change due to
30/6/2012
Revaluation
($)

($)

Market Value
Balance Sheet
($)

Current Assets
Cash and cash equiv alents

577,313

Trade and other receiv ables

291,790

Other assets
Total Current Assets

(577,313)

291,790

6,450
875,553

0
6,450

(577,313)

298,240

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

8,270

8,270

Exploration and ev aluation assets

1,098,626

4,001,374

5,100,000

Total Non-Current Assets

1,106,896

4,001,374

5,108,270

Total Assets

1,982,449

3,424,061

5,406,510

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Prov isions

272,761

272,761

1,480

1,480

Total Current Liabilities

274,241

0

274,241

Total Liabilities

274,241

0

274,241

1,708,208

3,424,061

5,132,269

Net Assets

Source: Sturt Resources Annual Financial Report 2012, Geos Mining, VAA analysis
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Profile of Pilbara Minerals Limited
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History and Overview
Pilbara Minerals is a publicly-listed mineral exploration company with its head office based
in Sydney, New South Wales. Pilbara Minerals owns 14 granted exploration licences which
form three groups located in the West Pilbara region of Western Australia. The exploration
licenses cover a land area of approximately 1,300km2 extending from 70km southwest of
Karratha to 110 km southeast of Karratha. The company’s Pilbara tenements comprise of
three projects; Mt Wohler, Pyramid and Maitland. The company’s three projects are all
prospective for base metals, platinum group metals [“PGM”], gold mineralisation and
magnetite-bearing formations.
Pilbara Minerals Limited was originally known as Fortuna Minerals Limited, an unlisted
company focused on mineral exploration. In October 2009 Fortuna Minerals Ltd acquired
six mineral tenements in the West Pilbara region of Western Australia from Pilbara Mining
Pty Ltd for the consideration of 12 million ordinary Fortuna shares and expenditure of up to
a maximum $600,000. In January 2010 Fortuna then acquired a further seven tenements
from Seefingan Exploration Pty Ltd for the consideration of 3 million ordinary shares in
Fortuna and a cash payment of $60,000. Following these acquisitions Fortuna changed its
name to Pilbara Minerals Limited and began to focus on the exploration of these
tenements.
In April 2010 Pilbara Minerals raised capital via a placement of ordinary shares to investors
plus a placement of ordinary shares and options to Empire Securities Group Pty Ltd and a
placement of options to CK Locke & Partners. Following this capital injection Pilbara
Minerals relisted on the Australian Securities Exchange [“ASX”].
The capital raised was used by Pilbara Minerals to commission contracts for two separate
airborne geophysical surveys to cover almost the entirety of the company’s exploration
licenses. The results of these surveys generated 13 primary targets having positive
indicative geophysical ratings. Ground geophysical surveys were carried out over four of
the most promising of these anomalies during June and July 2011. One survey outlined a
drillable target whilst another target was too deep for drilling and the remaining two survey
results were deemed spurious. Pilbara Minerals is currently seeking a joint partner to assist in
the drilling of the promising target.
Pilbara Minerals’ four projects in the West Pilbara region in Western Australia are all
prospective for base metals, PGM, gold mineralisation and magnetite-bearing formations.
These mineral formations occur within Achaean volcano-sedimentary “greenstone”
sequences and associated basic intrusions that are largely obscured by widespread cover
of younger Fortescue Group rocks and by the broad alluvial plains of the major river
systems of the Pilbara.
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Figure 6: Pilbara Minerals Limited – Project Map

Source: Pilbara Minerals website - http://www.pilbaraminerals.com.au/

Financial Information
Historical Financial Performance
The audited financial performance over the years to 30 June 2009 to 30 June 2012 are
summarised in Table 8. The annual accounts for the 2009 financial year are for Fortuna
Minerals, later renamed Pilbara Minerals.
Table 8: Pilbara Minerals Limited – Audited Statement of Financial Performance
Financial Year Ending

30/06/2009

30/06/2010

30/06/2011

30/06/2012

29,453

13,983

52,479

49,502
(17,600)

Other Income
Employee benefits expense

(30,210)

Audit and assurance fees

(28,115)

(17,935)

(19,500)

Consulting fees

(23,333)

(28,503)

(12,628)

(4,557)

Directors' fees

-

(194,114)

(123,481)

(132,648)

Exploration expenditure written-off

-

(27,852)

(583,294)

(1,815,777)

Professional and legal fees

-

(18,272)

(131,853)

(106,380)

(16,563)

(80,445)

(29,259)

(22,497)

-

(12,067)

-

(965)

Share registry expenses
Marketing
Options expense

-

(437,707)

(24,753)

-

Other expense

(168,759)

(173,727)

(72,103)

(29,598)

Loss before income tax expense

(237,527)

(976,639)

(944,392)

(2,080,520)

Income tax expense
Net loss for the year

(237,527)

Other comprehensiv e income
Total comprehensive loss for the year

(237,527)

Sources: Fortuna Minerals Annual Report 2009
Pilbara Minerals Annual Reports 2010 to 2012
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(976,639)
(976,639)

-

-

(944,392)

(2,080,520)

-

-

(944,392)

(2,080,520)

The following key points should be noted in respect of the financial performance set out
above:
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Other income includes interest received and ‘other income’
Other expenses include ASX fees, office consumables, rent, travel, insurance and
‘other expenses’
Exploration costs are capitalised and therefore do not appear on the income
statement. Any exploration expenditure considered impaired is written off to
income.

Forecasts
No forecast financial data is available for Pilbara Minerals.

Financial Position
The audited financial position of Pilbara Minerals as at 30 June 2009 to 30 June 2012 is
summarised in Table 9. In addition, the financial position as at 31 December 2012 (the
most recent date for release of audited financial statements) is provided.
Table 9: Pilbara Minerals Limited – Audited Statement of Financial Position
30/06/2009

30/06/2010

30/06/2011

30/06/2012

31/12/2012

355,096

1,807,774

792,204

163,839

258,030

19,303

105,415

40,181

43,087

18,970

374,399

1,913,189

832,385

206,926

277,000

Exploration and ev aluation assets

55,736

3,195,325

3,415,769

1,766,912

1,837,971

Total Non-Current Assets

55,736

3,195,325

3,415,769

1,766,912

1,837,971

430,135

5,108,514

4,248,154

1,973,838

2,114,971

Trade and other payables

35,234

204,008

263,287

69,491

234,913

Total Current Liabilities

35,234

204,008

263,287

69,491

234,913

Total Liabilities

35,234

204,008

263,287

69,491

234,913

394,901

4,904,506

3,984,867

1,904,347

1,880,058

Issued capital

6,392,749

11,441,286

11,441,286

11,441,286

11,649,317

Reserv es

1,118,075

1,555,782

1,580,535

1,580,535

25,000

(7,115,923)

(8,092,562)

(9,036,954)

(11,117,474)

(9,794,259)

394,901

4,904,506

3,984,867

1,904,347

1,880,058

Current Assets
Cash and cash equiv alents
Other assets
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets

Total Assets
Current Liabilities

Net Assets
Equity

Accumulated losses
Total Equity

Sources: Fortuna Annual Report 2009
Pilbara Minerals Annual Reports 2010 – 2012
Interim financial report 31 December 2012

The following key points should be noted in relation to the above statements of financial
position:
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The major proportion of Pilbara Minerals’ assets is capitalised exploration costs;
The Net Asset value of the company halved over the year to 30 June 2012 due to a
write-down in the value of its Exploration and Evaluation Assets;
Cash as at 30 June 2012 was only $163,839, significantly lower than any period over
the past four years, although it has subsequently increased to $258,030.

Cash Flows
The cash flows for Pilbara Minerals over the years to 30 June 2009 to 30 June 2012 are
summarised in Table 10.
Table 10: Pilbara Minerals Limited – Statement of Cash Flows
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Financial Year Ending

30/06/2009

30/06/2010

30/06/2011

30/06/2012

(394,366)

(545,240)

(629,475)

(306,549)

226

14,088

51,394

18,562

Interest paid

-

(46)

-

-

Other receipts

-

-

-

38,991

(394,140)

(531,198)

(578,081)

(248,996)

Cash flow from operating activities
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest receiv ed

Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Payments for exploration and ev aluation

(73,297)

(1,302,882)

(437,489)

(379,369)

Net cash provided by investing activities

(73,297)

(1,302,882)

(437,489)

(379,369)

Cash flows from financing activ ities

687,027

3,286,758

-

-

Net cash provided by financing activities

687,027

3,286,758

-

-

Net increase in cash and equiv alents

219,590

1,452,678

(1,015,570)

(628,365)

Cash and cash equiv alents at beginning of financial year

135,506

355,096

1,807,774

792,204

Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year

355,096

1,807,774

792,204

163,839

Sources: Fortuna Minerals Annual Report 2009
Pilbara Minerals Annual Reports 2010 - 2012

The following key point should be noted in respect of the cash flows set out above:


Positive cash flow from financing activities in 2009 & 2010 are from share
placements undertaken by the company.

Information about Pilbara Minerals’ Securities
Issued Securities
As at 15 March 2013, Pilbara Minerals has:



63,796,250 fully paid ordinary shares on issue all of which are quoted on ASX and
may be freely traded; and
1,000,000 unlisted options that expire 23 November 2013 with a strike price of $0.25.

We observe below that the strike price of the options are significantly higher than the
current Pilbara Minerals share price and therefore the options are likely to have zero value.

Dividends
Pilbara Minerals has not paid any dividends.

Pilbara Minerals Top 20 Shareholders
Table 11 sets out the top 20 shareholders in Pilbara Minerals as at 28 February 2013.
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Table 11: Pilbara Minerals Limited – Top 20 Shareholders
Holder Name

Shares Held

%

10,000,000

15.68%

2 Inv ia Custodian Pty Limited <Mr Brendan M Hopkins A/C>

7,058,326

11.06%

3 Rigi Inv estments Pty Limited

3,333,327

5.23%

4 Morgan Stanley Australia Securities (Nominee) Pty Limited <No 1 Account>

2,862,000

4.49%

5 Ms Katherine Rose Barnes & Mr Timothy Simon Blake <Holbrook A/C>

2,500,000

3.92%

6 Elinora Inv estments Pty Limited

1,900,000

2.98%

7 Australian Global Capital Pty Ltd

1,900,000

2.98%

8 Legend Mining Limited

1,750,000

2.74%

9 Felix Bay Capital Pty Ltd <Felix Bay Capital A/C>

1,666,667

2.61%

10 Felix Bay Capital Pty Ltd

1,500,000

2.35%

11 Mr Eoin Rothery <Rothery Family A/C>

1,460,000

2.29%

12 Mr Garry Benjamin Ralston

1,322,000

2.07%

13 Gecko Resources Pty Ltd

1,180,000

1.85%

14 Mr Simon W illiam Tritton

1,131,250

1.77%

15 Mr Andrew Charles Della-Sale & Mrs Hayley Kristen Della-Sale <Dellas Super Fund A/C>

1,005,000

1.58%

16 Mr Benjamin W illiam Jarv is

1,000,000

1.57%

17 Altinov a Nominees Pty Ltd

1,000,000

1.57%

18 Mr Karl Thorstensen

874,837

1.37%

19 W arinco Serv ices Pty Limited

600,000

0.94%

20 Mandies Meats Pty Ltd

600,000

0.94%

Total Top 20 Shareholders

44,643,407

69.98%

Total Remaining Shareholders

19,152,843

30.03%

Total Shareholders

63,796,250

100.00%
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1
 Pilbara Mining Pty Ltd

Source: Pilbara Minerals

The top 20 shareholders in Pilbara Minerals account for 69.98% of the total issued capital as
at 28 February 2013. The largest shareholder is Pilbara Mining Pty Ltd which originally
owned the West Pilbara exploration tenements.

Director’s interests in Pilbara Minerals Shares
As at 30 June 2012, the directors of Pilbara Minerals had the following relevant interests in
Pilbara Minerals Shares:
Table 12: Directors’ interests in Pilbara Minerals Shares
Director

Options

Fully Paid Shares

Gavan Farley

-

43,500

Robert Adamson

-

95,000

Victor Rudenno

-

100,000

Source: Pilbara Minerals Annual Report 2012

Share Price Performance
Figure 7 shows Pilbara Minerals’ share price between 18 June 2010 and 31 October 2012.
Over this period the share price has decreased from $0.14 per share to about $0.02 per
share. The likely reason for the decrease in the share price is the diminishing cash balance
of the company over this period from about $1.8 million to $163,000 without the
exploration activities indicating a corresponding increase in the value of the tenements.
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Figure 7 Pilbara Minerals Resources Limited – Historical Share Price
Pilbara Minerals Share Performance
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0.14

(Source: Bloomberg)

Pilbara Mineral shares are highly illiquid due to the company’s small market capitalisation
and the top 20 shareholders owning the majority of the company’s shares. Figure 8 shows
the total daily volume of shares traded over the past year. The shares only traded on 49
days throughout the year with an average daily volume over the year of 11,600 shares.
Figure 8: Pilbara Minerals Resources Limited – Historical Share Price and Trading Volume
Pilbara Minerals Daily Share Trading Volume
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Source: Bloomberg
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Profile of the PGM and Iron Ore Industries
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Platinum Group Metals
The Platinum Group Metals [“PGM”] are comprised of six elements – ruthenium, rhodium,
palladium, osmium, iridium and platinum - which neighbour one another on the periodic
table. The metals are characterised by their durability, corrosion resistance, high melting
point, stability at high temperatures and recycling efficiency. Because of their
characteristics the PGMs are an important material in many facets of manufacturing and
modern life including but not limited to mobile phones, automotive, aircraft, computer
equipment and medical equipment & treatments. The PGMs are classified as rare earth
elements.

PGM Production, Consumption and Price Movements
PGMs are used primarily as autocatalysts which remove carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons
and nitrous oxides from petrol exhaust fumes and turn these emissions into nitrogen.
Demand for this application is high in the automobile industry especially with increasing
public focus on environmentally friendly cars. Because of this, platinum and palladium
prices are influenced by the demand within the auto industry, making them vulnerable to
economic cycles. The PGMs are also used in spark plugs and aeroplane turbines due to
their high durability, resistance to erosion and stability under high temperatures.
The PGMs, especially platinum and palladium, are used extensively to create pieces of
jewellery because of their light weight, high purity and aesthetically pleasing white
appearance. Their rarity also makes them highly sought after as jewellery items.
As a result of their high conductivity and ability to withstand electrical erosion, PGMs are
used extensively within the electronics industry as components inside mobile phones,
personal and laptop computers and monitor screens.
PGMs have been used since the 1970s in the treatment of cancer for their ability to attack
cancer cells whilst lowering the toxicity to healthy cells. Platinum is visible under X-ray
making it ideal for the treatment of other health problems such as blocked arteries.
PGMs are also used extensively in the chemicals sector as they contain excellent catalytic
properties.
South Africa supplies the vast majority of the world’s platinum, with a total of 75% in 2011.
The remaining supplies come mainly from Russia (13%), North America (5%) and Zimbabwe
(5%). Figure 9 shows the platinum price over the last 20 years.
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Figure 9: Platinum Price (USD/oz)
Platinum Price $US
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Source: Bloomberg

Russia and South Africa supply the majority of the world’s palladium with 47% and 35%
respectively. The remaining supply comes from North America (12%) and Zimbabwe
(3.5%). Figure 10 shows the palladium price over the last 20 years.
Figure 10: Palladium Price (USD/oz)
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The price history for ruthenium, rhodium, osmium and iridium are unavailable.

Iron Ore
Iron ore is found within magnetite-bearing formations and contains iron rich minerals from
which metallic iron can be extracted economically. The principle minerals are Hematite
(70% iron), and Magnetite (72% iron).
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Demand for Iron ore is driven by the steel industry, making it a cyclical commodity. Exports
are driven by Australia and Brazil and imports are driven by China, Japan and Korea.
Iron ore prices have risen sharply over the past 5 to 10 years, driven principally by the rapid
industrialisation of China. In mid-February 2011, iron ore spot prices were the highest on
record, reaching US$185 per tonne for 62 per cent iron ore content free on board [“fob”].
These record prices supported some June 2011 quarter contract prices reaching US$172
per tonne, a 25 per cent increase from the previous quarter.
However 2012 has seen a highly volatile year for iron ore prices primarily driven by
speculation of a slowdown in the Chinese economy, the main global purchaser of iron
ore. In addition to this, large increases in production from iron ore producing nations, such
as Australia and Brazil, has been putting downward pressure on prices. As shown in Figure
11, since 2004 Australia has more than doubled its iron ore exports. Committed capacity
expansions suggest that export volumes will increase a further 50% by 2015. Figure 12
shows that the increase in coal exports has been driven entirely by growth in demand in
China.
Iron ore contracts are also increasingly becoming shorter in term and export prices are
beginning to use the spot Iron ore price. This is resulting in a closer correlation between
export contracts and spot prices therefore more volatility in export prices. Iron ore
exporters are now seeing the effects of changes in Chinese steel production reflected
much quicker in prices they receive for their exports. By early 2012 the iron ore price
halved from its peak in 2011, reaching a low of US$96/tonne. However, it has since
recovered to about US$120/tonne.
Figure 11: Australian Iron Ore Exports
Australian Iron Ore exports
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Figure 12: Australian Iron Ore Exports by Destination
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Australian Iron Ore exports

Table 13 shows the recent increases in prices and the forecast softening of prices as new
supply comes on stream.
Table 13: Iron Ore Historical and Forecast Prices
World Iron Ore Contract Prices

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Nominal

US$/t

68

112

149

129

116

109

104

102

Real

US$/t

70

114

149

127

112

103

96

93

Source: ABARE (2011)
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Market Value of Pilbara Minerals
Definition of Market Value
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Value Adviser Associates has valued Pilbara Minerals on a market value basis.
definition of market value is provided on page 9 of this report.

The

Valuation Methodology and Approach
Appendix 2 – Valuation Methodologies provides details of the principal methodologies
available with which to value a project, a business or the shares in a company. However,
many of these methodologies will not be appropriate to value Pilbara Minerals for the
following reasons:





Pilbara Minerals does not currently generate any operational revenue or earnings
stream and have not done so in previous years;
The magnitude and timing of any future cash flows from Pilbara Minerals cannot be
forecast with any degree of certainty. Any cash flow projections will be largely
influenced by events that are difficult to predict such as the results of further
exploration, mine plans, costs of project development, funding arrangements and
future commodity prices. Therefore, any forecast of future cash flows is so uncertain
as to make them effectively meaningless in a valuation;
Pilbara Minerals does not currently have any identified JORC-compliant mineral
resources within its tenements.

Pilbara Minerals is exploring for various mineral commodities such as iron ore, PGM, gold
and base metals. Our review of the respective markets suggests that there is considerable
worldwide demand for these commodities. Therefore, despite not having any JORCcompliant mineral resources or projected cashflows, the rights to explore on its Exploration
Licences have value because of the potential for economic discoveries of minerals.
Our preferred valuation methodology for Pilbara Minerals is therefore a market-based
assessment where the share price of Pilbara Minerals reflects the market value of the
company. This conclusion is based on the belief that the market is fully informed of Pilbara
Minerals’ activities and its potential for successfully creating future cashflow from
economic discoveries of mineral commodities.

Market Value of Pilbara Minerals
We summarise our market value of 100 per cent of Pilbara Minerals as follows.
We have calculated the volume weighted average price [“VWAP”] of Pilbara Minerals’
shares over various periods prior to the date that Pilbara Minerals announced it had
reached an agreement with Sturt Resources to acquire 100% of the share capital in Sturt
Resources (30 October 2012). This is presented in Table 14.
Table 14: Volume Weighted Average Price of Pilbara Shares
Period Prior to 30 October 2012

VWAP Pilbara Minerals Share Price
($ per share)

3 months

$0.019

6 months

$0.018

12 months

$0.022

Source: Bloomberg, VAA Analysis
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The closing price prior to the announcement (30 October 2012) was $0.025, although the
last trade was executed on 22 October 2012, indicating the Pilbara Minerals shares are
very thinly traded. Notwithstanding, we have not observed any evidence that the market
is inefficient in the way it captures price relevant information.
Based on the above observations regarding the Pilbara Minerals share price, we have
adopted a price of $0.02 per share for the valuation of Pilbara Minerals as at 31 October
2012. This has been the approximate underlying price of Pilbara Minerals’ shares over the
past year and also corresponds with the 3 month and 6 month VWAPs.
The total number of issued Pilbara Minerals shares as at 30 October was 55,475,000.
Subsequently Pilbara minerals completed a placement of 8,321,250 shares at $0.025,
which raised $208,031. Therefore, the total number of issued Pilbara Minerals shares as at
20 March 2013 was approximately 63,796,250.
For the purpose of valuing Pilbara Minerals for the Proposed Transaction, we have
adopted a share price of $0.02. Although the capital raising was at a marginally higher
price, the weighted average price does not change materially. Adopting a share price of
$0.02, values 100% of the issued capital of Pilbara Minerals at $1.3 million.
We have considered the value of the share options issued by Pilbara Minerals. A list of the
outstanding share options is provided on page 15. Since the strike prices of the share
options are significantly higher than the current outstanding share options and all of the
options are due to expire within 12 months, we have valued them at zero.
In Table 15 we have calculated the market value balance sheet based on the valuation
of Pilbara Minerals’ share capital. The market value results in a write-down of the net
assets of about $600,000 compared to the book value at 31 December 2012. After
adjusting for the updated cash balance of zero as at 20 March 20132, we assume this
write-down is a result of the market valuing the exploration assets at less than book value,
i.e. at less than the cumulative exploration expenditure to date.
Table 15: Pilbara Minerals Market Value Balance Sheet
Balance Sheet Change due to Market Value
at 31/12/2012
Revaluation
Balance Sheet
Current Assets
Cash and cash equiv alents
Other assets
Total Current Assets

258,030

(258,030)

18,970

0
18,970

277,000

(258,030)

18,970

Exploration and ev aluation assets

1,837,971

(346,103)

1,491,868

Total Non-Current Assets

1,837,971

(346,103)

1,491,868

Total Assets

2,114,971

(604,133)

1,510,838

Non-Current Assets

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables

234,913

Total Current Liabilities

234,913

0

234,913

Total Liabilities

234,913

0

234,913

1,880,058

(604,133)

1,275,925

Net Assets

2

Email correspondence from Pilbara Minerals, 20 March 2013
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234,913

Evaluation of the Proposed Transaction
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While we are advised that the renewal of the exploration licence EL1453 is likely to occur,
for the purpose of assessing the proposed transaction, VAA has considered the following
two scenarios:
Scenario 1. EL1453 is renewed and the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement is amended
such that the conditions outlined in the Explanatory Statement are
satisfied and the second tranche (32,400,000) of new shares are issued;
Scenario 2. EL1453 is not renewed and/or the Tamo Joint Venture Agreement is not
amended such that the conditions outlined in the Explanatory Statement
are not satisfied and the second tranche (32,400,000) of new shares are
not issued;
VAA has concluded that the market value of 100% of the share capital in Sturt Resources is
$5.5 million in Scenario 1. In Scenario 2 the market value of 100% of the share capital in
Sturt Resources is $5.1 million. In reaching these valuations, we have relied on a valuation
by Geos mining of Sturt Resources’ interests in various Exploration Licences in Papua New
Guinea.
We have also determined that the value of Pilbara Minerals prior to the announcement of
the Proposed Transaction is $0.02 per share. The current number of Pilbara Minerals shares
is 63,796,250. This values the company at $1.3 million.
As a result of the Proposed Transaction, in Scenario 1 Pilbara Minerals will acquire Sturt
Resources and issue a total of 129,600,000 shares in Pilbara Minerals to shareholders of Sturt
Resources and 32,400,000 shares in Pilbara Minerals to Brothers & Together (PNG). In
Scenario 2 Pilbara Minerals will acquire Sturt Resources and issue a total of 129,600,000
shares in Pilbara Minerals.
At a price of $0.02 per share, the value of the 162 million shares in Pilbara Minerals is $3.24
million and the value of the 129.4 million shares in Pilbara Minerals is $2.59 million
In assessing whether the Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of Pilbara Minerals
shareholders, we have adopted the framework described on page 2 of this report. The
value of Sturt Resources’ share capital, which is the subject of the offer is $5.5 million in
Scenario 1 and $5.1 million in Scenario 2. At a price of $0.02 per share the value of the
consideration (when viewed by Pilbara Minerals’ shareholders) is $3.24 million in Scenario 1
and $2.59 million in Scenario 2.
Assessing a scheme of arrangement requires us to apply the ‘fair and reasonable’
framework considering the bidder as the ‘other party’ (i.e. Sturt Resources) and the target
as the company that is the subject of the proposed scheme (i.e. Pilbara Minerals). Since
the value of the bid ($5.5 million in Scenario 1 or $5.1 million in Scenario 2) is greater than
the value of the target ($3.24 million in Scenario 1 or $2.59 million in Scenario 2), we
conclude that the offer is ‘fair’ in both scenarios. Since the offer is ‘fair’ it is also
‘reasonable’.
Consistent with Regulatory Guide 111.20, since we have concluded that the Proposed
Transaction is ‘fair and reasonable’ if it was in the form of a takeover bid, we conclude
that the scheme is in the best interests of the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals.
We have also considered the position of the Pilbara Minerals shareholders following the
Proposed Transaction. The value of the combined entity will be $6.8 million in Scenario 1 or
$6.4 million in Scenario 2. There will be 225,796,250 issued shares in Pilbara Minerals in
Scenario 1 or 193,396,250 issued shares in Scenario 2. The value per share following the
Proposed Transaction will be $0.030 in Scenario 1 or $0.033 in Scenario 2.
As the value of Pilbara Shares following the Proposed Transaction exceeds the value of
Pilbara shares prior to the Proposed Transaction in both scenarios, we conclude that the
Proposed Transaction is in the best interests of the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals.
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A summary of our calculations is provided in Table 16:
Table 16: Summary of valuation
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

63,796,250

63,796,250
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Current number of Pilbara Minerals shares
Pilbara Minerals share price

$

0.02

0.02

Value of Pilbara Minerals share capital

$

1,275,925

1,275,925

Value of Sturt Resources share capital

$

5,502,269

5,132,269

Value of Pilbara Minerals share capital post transaction

$

6,778,194

6,408,194

63,796,250

63,796,250

Number of Pilbara shares issued to Sturt

162,000,000

129,600,000

Number of shares in Pilbara Minerals post transaction

225,796,250

193,396,250

Current number of Pilbara Minerals shares

Value of Pilbara Minerals share capital post transaction

$

6,778,194

6,408,194

Pilbara Minerals value per share post transaction

$

0.030

0.033

Table 17 and Table 18 summarise the Pilbara Minerals consolidated market value balance
sheet following the Proposed Transaction in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.
Table 17: Pilbara Minerals Market Value Balance Sheet Post Transaction – Scenario 1
Sturt Resources

Pilbara
Minerals

Pro-forma1

Current Assets
Cash and cash equiv alents

0

0

0

291,790

0

291,790

6,450

18,970

25,420

298,240

18,970

317,210

8,270

0

8,270

Exploration and ev aluation assets

5,470,000

1,491,868

6,961,868

Total Non-Current Assets

5,478,270

1,491,868

6,970,138

Total Assets

5,776,510

1,510,838

7,287,348

272,761

234,913

507,674

1,480

0

1,480

Total Current Liabilities

274,241

234,913

509,154

Total Liabilities

274,241

234,913

509,154

5,502,269

1,275,925

6,778,194

Trade and other receiv ables
Other assets
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property plant & equipment

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Prov isions

Net Assets
Number of issued shares
Value per share

225,796,250
0.031

1 P ro -fo rma balance sheet excludes co sts o f pro po sed transactio n and capital raising which is a co nditio n precedent to the
pro po sed transactio n
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Table 18: Pilbara Minerals Market Value Balance Sheet Post Transaction – Scenario 2
Sturt Resources

Pilbara
Minerals

Pro-forma1

Current Assets
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Cash and cash equiv alents

0

0

0

291,790

0

291,790

6,450

18,970

25,420

298,240

18,970

317,210

8,270

0

8,270

Exploration and ev aluation assets

5,100,000

1,491,868

6,591,868

Total Non-Current Assets

5,108,270

1,491,868

6,600,138

Total Assets

5,406,510

1,510,838

6,917,348

272,761

234,913

507,674

1,480

0

1,480

Total Current Liabilities

274,241

234,913

509,154

Total Liabilities

274,241

234,913

509,154

5,132,269

1,275,925

6,408,194

Trade and other receiv ables
Other assets
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property plant & equipment

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Prov isions

Net Assets
Number of issued shares
Value per share

193,396,250
0.033

1 P ro -fo rma balance sheet excludes co sts o f pro po sed transactio n and capital raising which is a co nditio n precedent to the
pro po sed transactio n

Other Considerations
Notwithstanding that the value of Pilbara Minerals shares will increase as a result of the
Proposed Transaction, we believe the Pilbara Minerals shareholders may wish to consider
the following matters in making their assessment of whether to accept the offer.
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Whilst it is acknowledged that there is not a change in control as a result of the
Proposed Transaction, as structured, it sees Sturt Resources’ shareholders contribute
$5.8 million in value in return for $3.24 million of scrip in Pilbara Minerals in Scenario 1
or $5.4 million in value in return for $2.59 million of scrip in Pilbara Minerals in
Scenario 2. The difference ($2.6 million in Scenario 1 or $2.8 million in Scenario 2) is
a premium shared equally by all Pilbara shareholders and this premium has been
incorporated in our assessment of the fairness of the Proposed Transaction.
Pilbara Minerals’ cash resources are limited and insufficient to continue funding the
minimum amounts necessary to maintain its Exploration Licences.
The prospects within the Exploration Licences currently held by Pilbara Minerals are
at a very early stage of development and any potential cash flow is not likely to
occur for many years. The Sturt Resources prospects are at a more advanced
stage of exploration and have the potential for greater near-term prospectivity.
The Proposed Transaction will increase Pilbara Minerals’ ability to develop its assets
in Western Australia since two of Sturt Resources’ personnel are geologists with
considerable experience in the Pilbara region.
The addition of Sturt Resources’ gold projects to Pilbara Minerals’ portfolio will
reduce the risk of relying exclusively on the success of exploration at the West
Pilbara mineral tenements to generate future cash flow to shareholders.
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Pilbara Minerals requires additional capital to fund its existing commitments in
Western Australia. The addition of the Sturt Resources projects will increase the
likelihood of attracting the capital required for continuation of the exploration
activities.
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Appendix 1 – Statement of Qualifications and Declarations
Value Adviser Associates is qualified to provide this report. It is the corporate authorised
representative of Capital Value Securities, which holds an Australian Financial Services
Licence under the Corporations Act. The director of Capital Value Securities responsible for
this report has not provided financial advice to Pilbara Minerals or Sturt Resources in relation
to this Proposed Transaction.
Prior to accepting this engagement, VAA considered its independence with respect to
Pilbara Minerals and Sturt Resources with reference to ASIC Regulatory Guide 112:
Independence of experts. VAA has not undertaken any past assignments for either
company. In our opinion, we are independent of Pilbara Minerals and Sturt Resources.
Victor Rudenno, a Non-Executive Director of Pilbara Minerals, has previously been engaged
by Value Adviser Associates to assist in valuation assignments for other clients. Mr Rudenno
has not been retained in any capacity in this assignment. Therefore, we do not believe this
represents a conflict of interest.
This report has been prepared specifically for the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals. Neither
VAA nor any member or employee thereof undertakes responsibility to any person, other
than a shareholder of Pilbara Minerals, in respect of this report, including any errors or
omissions howsoever caused.
The statements and opinions given in this report are given in good faith and the belief that
such statements and opinions are not false or misleading. In the preparation of this report
VAA has relied upon and considered information believed after due inquiry to be reliable
and accurate. VAA has no reason to believe that any information supplied to it was false or
that any material information has been withheld from it. VAA has evaluated the information
provided to it by Pilbara Minerals, its advisors, as well as other parties, through inquiry, analysis
and review, and nothing has come to its attention to indicate the information provided was
materially mis-stated or would not afford reasonable grounds upon which to base this report.
VAA does not imply and it should not be construed that it has audited or in any way verified
any of the information provided to it, or that its inquiries could have verified any matter which
a more extensive examination might disclose. The information we have had regard to in the
preparation of this report is set out in Appendix 4 – Sources of Information.
The information provided to VAA has been evaluated through analysis, enquiry and review to
the extent it considered necessary for the purposes of forming an opinion. VAA does not
warrant that its enquiries have identified or verified all the matters that a formal audit or due
diligence may disclose. Accordingly, this report and the opinions contained in it should be
considered more in the nature of a commercial and financial review rather than a
comprehensive audit or due diligence.
Pilbara Minerals has provided an indemnity to VAA for any claims arising out of any misstatement or omission in any material or information provided to it in the preparation of this
report.
This report should be read in its entirety to ensure that no isolated statements, analyses or
other factors are construed out of context. The preparation of an opinion is a complex
process and subject to professional judgement. The overall opinion is not to partial analysis or
summary.
VAA provided draft copies of this report to the independent directors and management of
Pilbara Minerals for their comments as to factual accuracy, as opposed to opinions, which
are the responsibility of VAA alone. Changes made to this report as a result of this review by
the independent directors and management of Pilbara Minerals have not changed the
methodology or conclusions reached by VAA.
VAA will receive a professional fee based on time spent in the preparation of this report,
estimated at $18,000 (exclusive of GST). This fee is not contingent on the outcome of the
Page 1

Proposed Transaction. VAA will not be entitled to any other pecuniary or other benefit
whether direct or indirect, in connection with the making of this report.
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Mr Michael Churchill, a director of VAA, has assumed overall responsibility for this report. He
has over 25 years’ experience in providing financial advice and valuation advice and has
professional qualifications appropriate to the advice being offered.
Mr Mark Gemmola, an employee of VAA, has also been involved in the preparation of this
report. He has over 15 years of commercial and advisory experience in areas such as
accounting and providing financial/valuation advice. Mark has professional qualifications
appropriate to the advice being offered.
In the preparation of this report VAA has had regard to relevant Regulatory Guides issued by
ASIC. It is not intended that the report should be used for any other purpose than to be sent
to the Shareholders of Pilbara Minerals. In particular, it is not intended that this report should
be used for any other purpose other than as an expression of its opinion as to whether or not
the Offer is fair and reasonable for the Shareholders.
This report conforms to the requirements of APES 225 “Valuation Services”.
The financial forecasts considered in the preparation of this report reflect the judgement of
directors and management of Pilbara Minerals based on present circumstances, as to both
the most likely set of conditions and the course of action it is most likely to take. It is usually
the case that some events and circumstances do not occur as expected or are not
anticipated. Therefore, actual results during the forecast period will almost always differ from
the forecast and such differences may be material. To the extent that our conclusions are
based on forecasts, we express no opinion on the achievability of those forecasts.
VAA consents to the issue of this report in the form and context in which it accompanies the
Notice of General Meeting to be sent to the shareholders of Pilbara Minerals.
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Appendix 2 – Valuation Methodologies
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There are a number of valuation methodologies available with which to value a project, a
business or the shares in a company. The principal methodologies used are:


capitalisation of earnings;



discounted cash flow;



net realisable value of assets;



market based assessments; and



recent offers.

Each of these methodologies is appropriate in certain circumstances. The decision as to
which methodology to utilise generally depends upon the methodology most commonly
adopted in valuing the asset in question and the availability of appropriate information.

Capitalisation of Earnings
The capitalisation of earnings methodology involves capitalising the earnings of a project, a
business or a company at an appropriate multiple, which reflects the risks underlying the
earnings together with growth prospects.
This methodology requires consideration of the following factors:


estimation of future maintainable earnings having regard to historical and forecast
operating results, abnormal or non-recurring items of income and expenditure and
other factors. Future maintainable earnings is generally based on net profit after tax,
EBIT, EBITA or EBITDA;



determination of an appropriate earnings multiple reflecting the risks inherent in the
business, growth prospects and other factors;



earnings multiples applied to net profit after tax are known as price earnings multiples
and are commonly used in relation to listed public companies. Earnings multiples
applied to EBIT, EBITA or EBITDA are known, respectively, as EBIT, EBITA or EBITDA
multiples, and are commonly used in respect of companies comprising a number of
businesses where debt cannot be precisely allocated or in acquisition scenarios
where the purchaser is likely to control gearing;



an adjustment for financial debt, in the event maintainable earnings are based on
EBIT, EBITA or EBITDA; and



an assessment of any surplus assets and liabilities, being those which are not essential
to the generation of the future maintainable earnings.

This methodology is appropriate where a company, project or business is expected to
generate a relatively stable record of earnings.
Neither the Sturt Resources Exploration Licences nor the Pilbara Minerals Exploration Licences
yet have profitable operations. Accordingly this methodology is not appropriate to employ in
the assessment of value of the Proposed Transaction.

Discounted Cash Flow
The discounted cash flow methodology involves calculating the net present value of cash
flows that are expected to be derived from future activities. The forecast cash flows are
discounted by a discount rate that reflects the time value of money and the risk inherent in
cash flows.
This methodology is particularly appropriate in valuing projects, businesses and companies
that are in a start-up phase and are expecting considerable volatility and/or growth in
earnings during the growth phase, as well as businesses with a finite life (such as oil and gas
Page 3
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fields). The utilisation of this methodology generally requires management to be able to
provide long term cash flows for the subject company, asset or business.
To date there have not been any potentially commercial discoveries of gold by Sturt
Resources that would give rise to positive future cash flows. Similarly, there have not been
any potentially commercial discoveries of iron ore, PGM or base metals by Pilbara Minerals
that would give rise to positive future cash flows. Therefore, it is not possible to prepare
cashflow forecasts arising from commercial development of their respective Tenements.
Accordingly, no discounted cashflow valuations have been undertaken by VAA.

Net Realisable Value of Assets
The net realisable value of assets methodology involves the determination of the net
realisable value of the assets of a business or company, assuming an orderly realisation of
those assets. This value includes a discount to allow for the time value of money and for
reasonable costs of undertaking the realisation. It is not a valuation on the basis of a forced
sale, where assets may be sold at values materially different to their market value.
This methodology is appropriate where a project, a business or company is not making an
adequate return on its assets or where there are surplus non-operational assets.

Market Based Assessments
Market based assessments relate to the valuation of companies or assets that are publicly
traded.
Analysis of transactions in listed companies with comparable assets could potentially allow an
estimate to be undertaken of the implied value of Sturt Resources’ Exploration Licences.

Recent Offers
Where a recent genuine offer has been made for a company, business unit or asset, that
offer may be used as a basis for valuation of the company, business unit or asset.
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Appendix 3 – Sources of Information
In preparing this report, we have had regard to the following sources of information:
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TABLE 1

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY PILBARA MINERALS

Pilbara Minerals Limited – Notice of General Meeting
Letter from Gadens Lawyers on behalf of Pilbara Minerals to the ASX Listings Officer seeking
confirmation under chapter 11 of the Listing Rules, 11 October 2012
Letter from ASX Listings Officer to Gadens Lawyers regarding chapter 11 of Listing Rules, 18 October
2012
Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation – Malaumanda Project, Papua New Guinea, Geos
Mining Minerals Consultants, 8 March 2013
Sturt Resources Limited, Annual Report – Financial Period ended 30 June 2012
Sturt Resources presentation, August 2012
Sturt Resources – Tamo Gold Project presentation, June 2012

TABLE 2

INFORMATION SOURCED BY VAA

Pilbara Minerals ASX Media Release, “ Pilbara to Acquire Major Copper/Gold Project in PNG”, 30
October 2012
Pilbara Minerals Annual Report 2012, 2011, 2010
Pilbara Minerals Interim Financial Report, 31 December 2012
Pilbara Minerals Prospectus, 12 March 2010
ASX Listings Rules Chapter 11
ASIC Regulatory Guide 111 Content of Expert Reports, March 2011
ASIC Regulatory Guide 60 Schemes of Arrangement, December 2009
The VALMIN Code, 2005
World Gold Council website
RBA website
World Copper Factbook 2012, International Copper Study Group
Bloomberg
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Appendix 4 – Financial Services Guide
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Issue Date: September 2011
Value Adviser Associates Pty Ltd ABN 54 131 852 607 [“Value Adviser Associates” or “we” or
“us” or “our” as appropriate] provides general advice in relation to securities to retail clients
as an authorised representative of Capital Value Securities Pty Ltd ABN 46 123 674 886 [“CVS”
or “licensee”] AFSL No 311705.
Financial Service Guide
In the above circumstances we are required to issue you, as a retail client, with a Financial
Services Guide [FSG]. This FSG is designed to help retail clients make a decision as to their use
of our general security advice.
This FSG includes information about:
1. Who we are and how we and the licensee can be contacted
2. The services we are authorised to provide under the licensee’s Australian Financial
Services Licence
3. Remuneration that we, the licensee and any associates receive in connection with
our general advice
4. The licensee’s complaints handling procedures and how you may access them.
The licensee has authorised this FSG.
Financial services we are authorised to provide
We hold Authorised Representative number 342572 authorising us to provide general security
advice on behalf of the licensee.
General advice
We provide general advice, not personal advice because it has been prepared without
taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs.
You should consider the appropriateness of this general advice having regard to your own
objectives, financial situation and needs before you act on the advice. Where the advice
relates to the acquisition or possible acquisition of a financial product, you should also obtain
a product disclosure statement relating to the product and consider that statement before
making any decision about whether to acquire the product.
Benefits that we may receive
We charge fees for providing general advice. These fees will be agreed with, and paid by,
the person who engages us. Fees will be agreed on either a fixed fee or time cost basis.
Clients may request particulars within a reasonable time after receiving this Guide (and
before any financial service is given).
Except for the fees referred to above, neither Value Adviser Associates, CVS nor any of their
directors, employees or related entities receive any pecuniary benefit or other benefit directly
or indirectly for or in connection with the provision of financial product advice.
Referrals
We do not pay commissions or provide other benefits to any person for referring customers to
CVS or us in connection with the advice that we are authorised to provide.
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Associations and relationships
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CVS is ultimately controlled and operates as part of Value Adviser Associates professional
advisory practice. Our Directors may be executive directors of CVS.
From time to time, we may provide professional services to financial product issuers in the
ordinary course of our business.
Complaints resolution
Internal complaints resolution process
As a holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence, CVS is required to have a system for
handling complaints from retail clients to whom it and its representatives provide financial
product advice. All complaints must be in writing, addressed to: The Complaints Officer,
Capital Value Securities Pty Ltd, Level 2, 65 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Vic 3006.
When CVS receives a written complaint it will record the complaint, acknowledge receipt of
the complaint within 15 days and investigate the issues raised. As soon as practicable and
not more than 45 days after receiving the written complaint, it will advise the complainant in
writing of its determination.
Referral to External Dispute Resolution Proposed Scheme
A complainant not satisfied with the outcome of the above process, or the licensee’s
determination, has the right to refer the matter to the Financial Ombudsman Service Ltd
[“FOS”]. FOS is an independent company that has been established to provide free advice
and assistance to consumers to help in resolving complaints relating to the financial services
industry.
Further details about FOS are available from the FOS website www.fos.org.au or by
contacting them directly at: Financial Ombudsman Service Ltd. GPO Box 3, Melbourne
Victoria 3001 or Toll free 1300 78 08 08 or by facsimile (03) 9613 6399.
Professional Indemnity insurance
Value Adviser Associates has Professional Indemnity insurance in place that covers claims in
respect of current and former employees and representatives for services provided on behalf
of Value Adviser Associates. This insurance satisfies the requirements under the Corporations
Act relating to compensation arrangements.
Contact details
You may contact CVS at level 2, 65 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank Vic, 3006 or by phone
(03) 9626 4300 or by facsimile (03) 9626 4301.
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Appendix 5 – Geos Mining Report
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8 April, 2013
The Directors
Pilbara Minerals Limited
Level 5, 2 Bligh St
SYDNEY, NSW, 2000

INDEPENDENT GEOLOGIST’S REPORT AND VALUATION
MALAUMANDA & TAMO PROJECTS, PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Dear Sirs,

Please find attached the Geos Mining Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation on the mineral
properties held by Sturt Resources Limited in Papua New Guinea. The purpose of the report is for Pilbara
shareholder approval of the agreement between Pilbara and Sturt that was announced to the ASX on
30 October 2012.
The report is primarily based on information provided by Pilbara and Sturt, as well as open file reports and
data obtained from the PNG Mineral Resources Authority. The author of the report, Murray Hutton, visited
the project areas during September 2012.

Sturt’s Properties
Sturt Resources Limited holds rights to acquire an interest in two mineral projects in Papua New Guinea:
the Malaumanda project (one granted Exploration Licence and three Exploration Licence Applications) and
the Tamo project (one granted Exploration Licence and one granted Mining Lease).
The Malaumanda project area has been explored by several companies using a combination of geological
mapping, geochemical sampling (stream sediments, soils, rock chips, trench channel samples), geophysics
surveys (airborne magnetics and radiometrics, ground IP) and diamond drilling (2,883m in 23 drilholes).
Results from these programs show that the area holds potential for four styles of mineralisation:
 Low sulphidation epithermal quartz-sulphide gold + copper;

Geos Mining project 2387-02

Pilbara Minerals Ltd Malaumanda & Tamo Projects, PNG

Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation

 Carbonate-basemetal-gold mineralisation associated with Mn-rich carbonate veins;
 Porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum mineralisation associated with magnetite-destructive alteration;
 Nickel-cobalt-chromium in ultramafic rocks.
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The drilling at Malaumanda has yet to define mineral resources compliant with the JORC Code 2012.
The Tamo project includes a small scale mechanised alluvial gold mining operation on river terraces along
the Tupuku River. Extensive perched terraces and paleochannels along the Tupuku and Clay Rivers hold
potential for an expanded alluvial mining operation. However, test pitting completed to date is not
sufficient to define an alluvial gold resource to JORC standards. Hard rock sources of the alluvial gold
deposits have not yet been identified.

Relevant codes and guidelines
The Independent Geologist’s Report has been prepared in accordance with the Code for Technical
Assessment and Valuation of Mineral and Petroleum Assets and Securities for Independent Expert Reports
(the VALMIN Code 2005), which is binding upon Members of the Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (AusIMM) and the Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG), as well as the rules and guidelines
issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and ASX Limited (ASX) that pertain
to Independent Expert Reports (Regulatory Guides RG111 and RG112).
References to mineral resources in this report are consistent with terminology and classifications in the
Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (the JORC Code
2012), prepared by the Joint Ore Reserves Committee of the AusIMM, the AIG and the Minerals Council of
Australia.
Under the definition provided by the ASX and in the VALMIN Code, these properties are classified as
“exploration projects”, which are inherently speculative in nature. However, the properties are considered
to be sufficiently prospective, subject to varying degrees of risk, to warrant further exploration and
development of their economic potential.

Qualifications and Experience
The person responsible for the preparation of this report is Murray Hutton, BA (Hons, Geology), MAIG.
Murray Hutton completed geology courses at Macquarie University, NSW, in 1976 and was awarded a BA
(Honours) degree. He has worked in mineral exploration since 1977 and has gained broad experience in a
number of commodities, including gold, base metals, tin, tungsten, coal, lithium, iron ore and oil shales. He
has been involved in project management of mineral exploration programs, ranging from grassroots
projects through to resource definition drilling programs, in Australia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Vietnam and Fiji. As a consultant geologist, Murray Hutton has evaluated gold projects in Australia,
Philippines, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea, coal projects in Australia, lithium brine projects in Argentina
and Nevada, iron ore projects in South Australia and Chile and oil shale projects in Sweden and Estonia.
Murray Hutton is a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG) and has the appropriate
relevant qualifications, experience and competence to be considered an Expert and a Competent Person in
accordance with the VALMIN Code and the JORC Code, respectively.

GJN Enterprises Pty Ltd (ABN 63 076 664 572) trading as Geos Mining
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Independence
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I hereby declare that:


I am a geologist employed by Geos Mining, Mineral Consultants, of 301/68 Alfred St, Milsons Point,
NSW, Australia.



I am not, nor intend to be, a director, officer or other direct employee of either Pilbara Minerals
Limited or Sturt Resources Limited.



Neither I nor my immediate family members hold a significant pecuniary or beneficial interest in
either Pilbara Minerals Limited or Sturt Resources Limited or any other parties associated with the
projects that are the subject of the Independent Geologist’s Report.



The relationship between Pilbara Minerals and Geos Mining is one of professional association
between client and independent consultant. The work undertaken in the review of the projects
and preparation of the report is in return for professional fees based on an agreed commercial rate
and the payment of these fees is in no way contingent upon the results of this report.

Murray Hutton
BA (Hons, Geology) MAIG
8 April 2013

GJN Enterprises Pty Ltd (ABN 63 076 664 572) trading as Geos Mining
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COMPETENT PERSON’S CONSENT FORM

Pursuant to the requirements of ASX Listing Rules 5.6, 5.22 and 5.24
and Clause 9 of the JORC Code 2012 Edition (Written Consent Statement)

Report Name:

Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation

Company releasing report

Pilbara Minerals Limited

Deposit

Malaumanda & Tamo projects, PNG

Date of Report

8 April 2013

I, Murray Hutton, confirm that I am the Competent Person for the Report and:
 I have read and understood the requirements of the 2012 Edition of the Australasian Code for
Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (“2012 JORC Code”).
 I am a Competent Person as defined by the 2012 JORC Code, having five years experience that is
relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit described in the Report, and to the activity
for which I am accepting responsibility.
 I am a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists.
 I have reviewed the Report to which this Consent Statement applies.

I am a consultant working for GJN Enterprises Pty Ltd, trading as Geos Mining, and have been engaged by
Pilbara Minerals Limited to prepare the documentation for the Malaumanda and Tamo projects, PNG, on
which the Report is based, for the period ended 8 April 2013.
I have disclosed to the reporting company the full nature of the relationship between myself and the
company, including any issue that could be perceived by investors as a conflict of interest.
I verify that the Report is based on and fairly and accurately reflects in the form and context in which it
appears, the information in my supporting documentation relating to Exploration Results.
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CONSENT

I consent to the release of the Report and this Consent Statement by the directors of:
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Pilbara Minerals Limited.

Signature of Competent Person:

Date:

.

8 April 2013

Professional Membership:

Membership Number:

Australian Institute of Geoscientists

1020

Signature of Witness:

Print Witness Name and Residence (eg.
Town/Suburb):
Jeff Randell
11 Dobson Crescent
Baulkham Hills 2153

GJN Enterprises Pty Ltd (ABN 63 076 664 572) trading as Geos Mining
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Independent Geologist’s Report and
Valuation
Malaumanda & Tamo Projects, PNG
Pilbara Minerals Ltd
Geos Job No.

2387-02

Report Date

08 April 2013

Prepared for:

Board of Directors
Pilbara Minerals Limited

Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

Murray Hutton

Sue Border
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Summary
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Pilbara Minerals Limited (Pilbara) has an agreement with Sturt Resources Limited (Sturt) and its
shareholders, whereby Pilbara will acquire 100% of the issued share capital in Sturt. Pilbara will issue to
Sturt shareholders up to 162 million fully paid ordinary shares in Pilbara. (Out of this total, 32.4 million
shares will be held in reserve and will only be issued when and if the Tamo Exploration Licence, EL1453, is
renewed.) As a result of the transaction, Pilbara will acquire Sturt’s PNG-registered companies and their
interests in the PNG projects.
Sturt holds rights to acquire interests in two mineral projects in Papua New Guinea: the Malaumanda
project (two granted Exploration Licences, totalling 2,251 km2, and two Exploration Licence Applications,
totalling 2,356 km2) and the Tamo project (one granted Exploration Licence, 366 km2, and one granted
Mining Lease).
Geos Mining has been commissioned by Pilbara to provide an Independent Geologist’s Report and
Valuation on the Sturt projects. A site visit was undertaken by Murray Hutton during September 2012,
accompanied by John Young, Managing Director of Sturt Resources.
The two project areas occur within the New Guinea Thrust Belt, the collision zone between the Australian
Plate and the Pacific Plate that hosts several major intrusion-related gold and copper deposits.
At Malaumanda, past exploration has defined several zones of gold and gold-copper mineralisation, mostly
hosted by structures within Miocene aged intrusions. Trenching and diamond drilling suggests that
considerable supergene enrichment has occurred in the weathered zone. Although the past exploration
has not defined mineral resources, potential exists for delineation of gold and gold-copper resources in the
zones already tested as well as numerous exploration targets defined by airborne magnetics, geological
mapping and geochemical sampling.
At Tamo, a small mechanised alluvial gold operation has been established within a small Mining Lease at
Tuset. Extensive alluvial terraces along the Tupuku River have been explored by test pits and returned
significant amounts of coarse alluvial gold. More extensive terraces along Clay River have yet to be tested.
The surrounding Exploration Licence holds untested potential for hard rock mineralisation that is the
postulated source of the alluvial gold.
Because mineral resources have not been defined at either project, Geos Mining has relied on past
expenditure on exploration programs and comparable transactions to arrive at a valuation of $6.9 M for
100% of the Sturt projects. Of this, Sturt’s beneficial interests in the two projects total $5.47 M. Not
included in these figures are Sturt’s remaining cash and the value of the mining equipment at Tamo
(~$1 M).
The effective date for this valuation is 8 April 2013.

Disclaimer
While every effort has been made, within the time constraints of this assignment, to ensure the accuracy of
this report, Geos Mining accepts no liability for any error or omission. Geos Mining can take no
responsibility if the conclusions of this report are based on incomplete or misleading data.
Geos Mining and the authors are independent of Pilbara Minerals Ltd and Sturt Resources Limited and have
no financial interests in Pilbara Minerals Ltd, Sturt Resources Limited, or any associated companies. Geos
Mining is being remunerated for this report on a standard fee for time basis, with no success incentives.
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1. Introduction
1.1. PURPOSE OF REPORT

For personal use only

Geos Mining was commissioned by Pilbara Minerals Limited (Pilbara) to undertake an Independent
Geologist’s Report and Valuation of the Malaumanda and Tamo projects in PNG, held by Sturt Resources
Limited (Sturt). Pilbara and Sturt have signed a Share Exchange and Subscription Agreement (SESA)
whereby Pilbara will acquire all of the issued shares in Sturt, a private Western Australian company that has
interests in, or rights to acquire an interest in, a number of mineral exploration and mining tenements in
Papua New Guinea. The purpose of this report is for Pilbara shareholder approval of the SESA between
Pilbara and Sturt that was announced to the ASX on 30 October 2012.
In consideration for Pilbara’s acquisition of 100% of the issued share capital in Sturt, Pilbara will issue to
Sturt shareholders up to 162 million fully paid ordinary shares in Pilbara1. (Out of this total, 32.4 million
shares will be held in reserve and will only be issued when and if the Tamo Exploration Licence, EL1453, is
renewed.) As a result of the transaction, Pilbara will acquire Sturt’s PNG-registered companies and their
interests in the PNG projects.
This report has been compiled in compliance with guidelines and protocols in the JORC Code 2012 and the
VALMIN Code 2005.

1.2. SOURCES OF INFORMATION
This report has been based on data, reports and other information gathered by Geos Mining (Geos), made
available by Pilbara and Sturt, or otherwise obtained through publicly available sources. Open file reports
containing geological and exploration data from past exploration programs in the Malaumanda area were
reviewed (see Appendix 2), together with selected relevant published papers. References to other reports
are included at the end of this report.
A draft of this report has been presented to the management of Pilbara for comment and correction of any
errors of fact. Geos has no reason to believe that any information provided by Pilbara or Sturt is misleading
or that any material facts have been withheld.
Unless otherwise indicated all financial figures quoted in this report refer to Australian Dollars (“$”).
A glossary of technical terms is included in Appendix 1 at the end of this report.

1.3. SITE VISIT
The field visit to the two project areas was undertaken by Geos Mining’s Technical Manager Murray Hutton
during 2-7 September 2012, accompanied by Sturt’s Managing Director John Young.
Three days were spent at Malaumanda, viewing maps and plans of the prospect areas and conducting a
traverse to inspect mineralised exposures in the Yape prospect area.

1

The Sturt deal was based on the then current Pilbara share price (as at 30 October 2012) of around $0.015-$0.02,
which valued the deal at $2.43M - $3.24M.
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One day was spent inspecting the alluvial gold processing plant at the Tamo prospect and a flyover of the
alluvial terraces along the tributaries of the Clay River.

1.4. PROJECT ASSETS
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Sturt has beneficial interests in three Exploration Licences (ELs) and two Exploration Licence Applications
(ELAs) through its wholly-owned PNG-registered subsidiaries Sturt Resources (PNG) Ltd2, Madang Mining
Pty Ltd, Star No15 (PNG) Ltd and New Global Mining (PNG) Ltd (Figure 1, Figure 2, Table 1). A mining lease,
ML503, which is for the sole purpose of mining alluvial minerals, occurs within the northern part of EL1453
at Tamo.

2

Figure 1 : Location of Sturt tenements & province boundaries, Papua New Guinea

Previously TNG (PNG) Limited
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Figure 2 : Sturt Resources company structure

Sturt current
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Rights for
further
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Sq km

GrantDate3

ExpiryDate

Sturt
Resources
(PNG) Ltd

60%

to 80%

66

226

10/05/2012

09/05/2014

Current

New Global
Mining (PNG)
Ltd

New Global
Mining Ltd

100%

Reduces to
80% on start
of JV

592

2,025

20/12/2012

19/12/2014

Current

Waswa

New Global
Mining (PNG)
Ltd

New Global
Mining Ltd

100% on
grant of EL

Reduces to
80% on start
of JV

322

1,101

8/11/2010

Application

ELA2071

Amboin

Salumei
Korosmeri
Minerals Ltd

Sturt
Resources
(PNG) Ltd

80% on grant
of EL

80% on grant
of EL

367

1,255

22/09/2011

Application

EL1453

Tamo

Brothers &
Together
(PNG) Ltd

51% upon
issuing
shares after
renewal of
EL1453

Earning up to
70%

107

366

18/09/2007

17/09/2011

Renewal

51% upon
issuing
shares after
renewal of
EL1453

Earning up to
70% of B&T’s
interest
(through Star
No.15 Ltd)

3.688

25/03/2009

24/03/2029

Current

Tenement

Name

Holder1

EL1989

Malaumanda

Malaumanda
Dev. Corp Ltd

EL1915

Anamanda

ELA1916

ML503

Tamo

Maka Alluvial
Gold Mining
Ltd (51%)

Holder2

Brothers &
Together
(PNG) Ltd
(49%)

Status

(through Star
No.15 Ltd)

Table 1 : PNG tenements controlled by Sturt Resources Ltd

3

Date of application for the two ELAs
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Geos Mining has not conducted a due diligence review of the status of the various tenements or such
matters as environmental or landowner issues that may affect the Sturt tenements. However, some
comments have been included with respect to these issues based on information obtained from the
Mineral Resources Authority, the PNG Government body in charge of administration of mining tenements.

For personal use only

Geos Mining has not conducted a due diligence on all of the various agreements between Pilbara, Sturt and
other parties involved in the mining tenements. Any comments made on these agreements within this
report are based on brief reviews of some of the JV agreements and comments from company officers from
Pilbara and Sturt.
EL1989 – Malaumanda is held by the traditional landowners through the Malaumanda Development
Corporation Limited (MDC). Sturt signed a Joint Venture Agreement with MDC on 1 June 2012, whereby
Sturt will receive an up-front interest of 60% for a cash payment of $200,000 and the issue to MDC of
1,000,000 shares, with the right to earn up to an 80% interest by sole funding to Bankable Feasibility Study
(BFS) stage. MDC will retain a 20% contributing interest at BFS (Sturt Resources Limited, 2012). A variation
to this JVA, agreed to by both parties on 17 January 2013, has resulted in Sturt being granted the upfront
60% equity in EL1989 (Mondowa, 2013), with the payment of cash and transfer of shares being postponed
until a later date.
EL1915 – Anamanda was granted to New Global Mining (PNG) Limited on 20 December 2012 for a term of
two years.
EL Application 1916 was submitted on 8 November 2010. It was lodged in the name of New Global Mining
(PNG) Ltd.
EL Application 2071 was submitted on 22 September 2011. A customary landowner company will be given
a 10% interest in this tenement (out of Salumei Korosmeri Minerals’ 20%) upon granting of the EL.
Mining Warden hearings have been held for all outstanding ELAs. According to Sturt, the Mines Advisory
Council has recommended to the Minister that the Exploration Licences be granted (J Young, pers comm.).
However, this has not been independently verified by Geos Mining.
ML503 is a mining lease, for the sole purpose of mining alluvial materials, held by the local landowners
company, Maka Alluvial Gold Mining Ltd (MAGM) (51%), and Brothers & Together (PNG) Ltd (B&T) (49%).
Sturt signed an Agreement with B&T on 16 February 2012 (scan of original joint venture agreement
document and subsequent deeds of variation dated 16 July 2012 and December 2012 have been sighted by
Geos Mining), whereby it can earn an initial 51% in B&T’s interests in ML503 and the surrounding EL1453
by issuing 13.5M shares to B&T on or before 30 April 2013. Sturt can earn up to 70% of B&T’s interest by
spending a further $5.1M over two years from the date that the 51% interest is earned.
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2. Papua New Guinea
2.1. COUNTRY OVERVIEW
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Papua New Guinea (PNG) comprises the eastern half of New Guinea island plus several islands to the north
and east of the mainland, the larger ones being New Britain, New Ireland and Bougainville Islands. PNG is
one of the most enriched countries in the world for gold and copper mineralisation. It hosts an abundance
of world-class deposits, such as Panguna (Cu-Au), Ok Tedi (Au, Cu-Au), Porgera (Au), Lihir (Au), Misima (Au),
and Hidden Valley – Hamata (Au-Ag). Many other deposits have been defined and are likely to become
producing mines in the near future, including Frieda River (Cu-Au), Mt Kare (Au), Yandera (Cu-Mo) and Wafi
– Golpu (Au).
Politically, PNG is a constitutional democracy modelled on the Westminster system. Mining in PNG is
controlled by the National Parliament under the Mining Act 1992, which is administered by the Mineral
Resources Authority (MRA), a PNG Government Agency established under the Mineral Resources Authority
Act 2005.
The Mining Act 1992 declares that all minerals existing on or below the surface of any land or water
surrounding PNG are the property of the State. Under the Mining Act 1992, the following types of
tenements may be granted to persons or corporations:
 Exploration Licence – a two-year licence granting the licencee exclusive rights to explore for minerals
within the specified EL area. The EL may be renewed for further two-year periods, usually requiring at
least 50% of the EL area to be relinquished at each renewal. Renewal of tenure is generally not
unreasonably denied, provided that the licencee has met conditions in the licence with regards to
completion of work programs, environmental issues and landowner relations.
 Mining Lease – a 20-year lease that allows the holder to extract minerals from the specified area.
 Special Mining Lease – a 25- to 40-year lease issued if the Mining Minister considers that the size of the
mineral deposit, the method of mining, the infrastructure required or the economics of the deposit
require special considerations under the terms of a mining development contract between the mining
company and the State.
 Alluvial Mining Lease – a 5-year lease reserved for PNG Nationals conducting non-mechanised mining
operations on their customary land.
 Mining Easement and Lease for Mining Purposes – Issued for the development of infrastructure, such
as roads, powerlines, port facilities,etc., related to a mining operation.

Approximately 97% of PNG’s land is held under customary land ownership and only the State may purchase
land from the traditional owners. The remaining 3% is alienated land that has been acquired by the State
for government facilities or for private development.
The PNG government has the right to acquire up to 30% participating interest in any mining development,
as a means of enabling the State and the people of PNG to participate in the development of the nation’s
resources. Usually, such participation is reserved for very large projects operating under a Special Mining
Lease. Traditional landowners generally receive a small interest in mining projects on their land, either as
part of the State’s 30% interest in SML projects or through negotiation with the mining company for smaller
operations.
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2.2. REGIONAL TECTONIC SETTING
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Papua New Guinea’s rugged mountains, complex geology and its substantial mineral resources all result
from its location along the collision zone between continental crust of the Australian Plate, to the south,
and oceanic crust of the Pacific Plate, to the north. Most of the deformation and uplift in New Guinea
began during the Late Miocene or the Early Pliocene (<8 Ma) (Sheppard & Cranfield, 2012).
The boundary between the Australian and Pacific plates is a complex arrangement of active subduction
zones and associated island arcs and spreading centres extending east and south through the Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu and Fiji to New Zealand, and west into Indonesia and Malaysia (Sheppard & Cranfield,
2012). The tectonics of Papua New Guinea and surrounds is related to the complex interaction of several
subduction zones (with their attendant volcanic activity), transform and strike-slip faults and spreading
ridges.
Papua New Guinea comprises a series of tectonic provinces mainly bounded by major faults or shear zones
(Figure 3). Three main components define the geological framework of Papua New Guinea:
 Australian Craton, which underlies the western part of PNG (Fly Platform) and the Torres Strait to the
south,
 New Guinea Orogen, the mountainous spine of PNG (Papuan Fold Belt, New Guinea Thrust Belt, the
oceanic Torricelli and Finisterre terranes and other deformed terranes in the eastern part of PNG), and
 Melanesian Arc, consisting of a series of island arcs and ranges to the north of mainland PNG.

The New Guinea Thrust Belt hosts several intrusion-related gold and copper deposits, the Ramu Ni–Co
deposit, alluvial gold and sub-economic volcanic-hosted massive sulphide (VHMS) mineralisation.
Intrusion-related gold and copper mineralisation developed during two periods: the older Sepik Event (30–
22 Ma), and the younger Maramuni Event (<17 Ma). The Maramuni Event represents the main period of
magmatism and related mineralisation on mainland Papua New Guinea. It forms a 40–60 km-wide belt of
intrusions stretching for 750 km from the Indonesian–PNG border to the Wau district and sporadically into
the offshore Papuan Islands (e.g. Woodlark Island). Mineralisation related to intrusions of intermediate
composition of the Maramuni Event occurs along the whole length of the belt. Notable prospects in the
New Guinea Thrust Belt associated with the Maramuni Event include Frieda, Horse Ivaal, Trukai, North
Debom (porphyry Cu–Au), Yandera (porphyry Cu–Mo–Au), Nena (high-sulfidation epithermal Cu–Au) and
Kainantu (low-sulfidation epithermal Au).
Numerous other prospects have been drilled for Au or Cu–Au in the Sepik region in the May, Walio, April,
Korosameri, Karawari, Maramuni (Tarua), Yuat and Lai River areas. Farther east, Au or Cu–Au prospects
related to intrusions of the Maramuni Event have been drilled in the Simbai and Jimi Valley regions. East
from Simbai, major uplift of the mountain range south of the Ramu River has exposed batholiths of the
Maramuni Event, namely the Bismarck Intrusive Complex and Akuna Intrusive Complex. Much of the Cu–
Au mineralisation throughout these regions (Yandera, Kathnell, Kainantu, Bilimoia and Mt Victor) may be
associated with Pliocene intrusions that overprint mineralised Miocene intrusions (Rogerson & Williamson,
1986).
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Figure 3 : Tectonic units of PNG with Sturt tenements
From Sheppard & Cranfield, 2012
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3. Malaumanda Project
3.1. LOCATION & ACCESS
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The Malaumanda project consists of two granted Exploration Licences (EL1989 & EL1915) situated within
East Sepik, Hela and Enga Provinces of Papua New Guinea, approximately 150km northwest of Mt Hagen,
the largest town in the Highlands region of PNG. Two Exploration Licence Applications (ELA1916 &
ELA2071) surround EL1989 within East Sepik Province (Figure 1).
Malaumanda is in a remote area accessible only by small fixed wing aircraft (up to Twin Otter size) or by
helicopter. Flight times are around 45 minutes from either Mount Hagen, in the Highlands, or from
Wewak, on the north coast of PNG. However, adverse weather conditions can hinder flights to the area at
any time of the year.
Malaumanda settlement consists of numerous hamlets around the airstrip with around 400 permanent
residents. The US-based New Tribes Mission have a small group of houses on the north side of the airstrip,
where three families work on bible translations and other mission work.
Previous explorers, notably Celtic Minerals, constructed several helipads around the project area, but these
are mostly overgrown and would require clearing to be usable. Walking trails along creeks, rivers and ridge
tops provide access to the prospect areas.

3.2. TOPOGRAPHY & CLIMATE
The Malaumanda project lies in the headwaters of Korosameri River on the northern side of the Central
Range. Surrounding terrain is steep, with thick tropical rainforest cover, and altitudes range from around
400m ASL, in the north, up to around 3,000m ASL in the south of the project area.
The climate is wet tropical, with temperatures ranging between 23°C maximum at higher altitudes and 33°C
maximum at lower plains. Annual rainfall averages about 6,000mm (MDC, 2005).

3.3. LANDOWNER RELATIONS
MDC, the holder of EL1989, represents at least sixteen local clans, each of which have representation on
the Board of MDC and the Malaumanda Landowners’ Association. The landowners are enthusiastic about
potential development in their area and have been very supportive of past exploration programs. They
provide a good source of labor and enjoy taking part in exploration activities. Their assistance and cooperation has been acknowledged by previous exploration companies and particularly by Celtic Minerals.
The locals have been trained in various exploration techniques and to identify mineralised rocks. Several
locals have been employed by Sturt to work as grassroots prospectors searching for new exposures of
mineralisation. There are also artisanal miners who earn a living by fossicking along the streams for alluvial
gold nuggets, some of which reach sizes in excess of several grams. The traditional landowners have also
benefited from the cash in-flow from salaries and sale of local produce to companies that conducted
exploration work on their land.
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3.4. GEOLOGICAL SETTING
3.4.1.

REGIONAL SETTING
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The Malaumanda project is situated along the northern margins of the Lagaip Fault Zone, a crustal scale
thrust fault zone that separates the Papuan Fold Belt (PFB), to the south, from the New Guinea Thrust Belt
(NGTB), to the north. The NGTB represents the main focus of deformation associated with the New Guinea
Orogen (Corbett, 2003) and represents the oblique collision zone between the Pacific and Australian plates,
which has produced major WNW-striking structural lineaments (Figure 4).
Weakly metamorphosed sediments and volcanics of the Salumei Formation (Cretaceous-Eocene) have been
intruded by the Karawari Batholith (Miocene), consisting of diorite, granodiorite and some porphyritic
units. At the intrusive contacts, black shales have been bleached and may host fractures and veins, while
epidote-magnetite-garnet skarns have also been recognised (Corbett, 2003). Numerous dyke rocks, varying
from andesite to feldspar porphyry, are found within the area.
Slices of the Pre-Oligocence ultramafics, comprising peridotite, pyroxenite, lherzolite and harzburgite, have
been thrust faulted and emplaced within the region. These rocks represent obducted slices of oceanic
floor.
Structural features strongly influence mineralisation in the Maluamanda region (Corbett, 2003), including:
 Dyke development within structures at the granodiorite intrusion contacts;
 Major regional WNW trending faults, including the Karawari Fault (situated near the north margin of
the Karawari Batholith), the Korosameri Fault (situated just south of the Karawari Batholith) and the
Awari Fault (offset and parallel, ESE of the Korosameri faults);
 NE–trending transfer structures, such as the Wagu Fault situated just NW of the Main Milikap Zone;
 E-W thrust faults, in which the north block overthrusts the south block.
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Figure 4 : Regional geological setting of the Malaumanda and Tamo projects

3.4.2.

LOCAL GEOLOGY

The Malaumanda project area is underlain by mostly medium- to coarse-grained diorite to granodiorite of
the late Miocene Karawari Batholith, which have been intruded by later medium- to fine-grained andesitic
to feldspar porphyry dykes (Figure 5). At the top of ridges and at some higher level are meta-sediments
and calcareous sediments of the Salumei Formation, consisting of medium to dark grey siltstone,
sandstone, shale, phyllite, greywacke and conglomerates. In places, contact skarn replacement occurs at
the contact between intrusives and sediments.
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Figure 5 : EL1989 geology

The Yape area (north and east of Korosameri River) is underlain by granodiorite to diorite, part of the main
Karawari Batholith that has intruded the metasediments to the north, east and south of the Yape area.
The Milikap and Koiti (also known as Milikap North) areas are underlain by a smaller and probably older
intrusive stock of medium to coarse grained, diorite to granodiorite and is probably similar to the Karawari
Batholith. It is highly fractured and highly weathered to saprolitic texture profiles (up to 20m in places).
The unit is intruded by numerous andesitic dykes of hornblende to feldspar phyric differentiates. Pelitic
meta-sediments occur as minor roof pendants at higher levels or along ridges.
The Lodon Tops area is also underlain by medium- to coarse-grained, granite to granodiorite intrusives of
the Karawari Batholith and intruded by fine- to medium-grained andesite to felsic porphyries. The area is
capped by remnants of the meta-sediments of the Salumei Formation.
Faulting and shearing associated with the intrusives had opened up mineralised fluid paths, thus the
mineralisation encountered in the prospects are dominantly structurally controlled. The major structural
feature observed is the 310 structure, trending NW to SE and dipping 70-80 degrees to the northeast. It is
located at the Southwest Creek area and extends as far as Lodon Tops. It is open at both ends and is
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probably the extension of the Awari Fault located in the southeast. Splay faults and mineralised veins
appear to be prominent on the hanging wall side of the fault rather than the footwall side of the fault.
Northeast trending structures are also associated with mineralisation and appear to be parallel to subparallel to the Wagu Transfer Structure located just west of Milikap prospect. Extensional reactivation and
dilation of these structures may have localized higher gold and base metal mineralisation.

3.4.3.

MINERALISATION

Three styles of alteration and mineralisation have been recognised at Malaumanda (Corbett, 2003):
 Low sulphidation deeper epithermal quartz-sulphide Au+Cu (chalcopyrite-pyrite + sphalerite) within
fault-controlled quartz fill breccias.
 Carbonate-base metal-Au mineralisation, comprising pink Mn-rich carbonate and pale sphalerite,
overprinting the quartz-sulphide phases.
 Porphyry Cu-Au indicators, as both outer (chlorite-carbonate-pyrite + magnetite) and inner propylitic
(epidote-chlorite-carbonate-pyrite + actinolite + magnetite) alteration, with associated Cu-Au bearing
porphyry D-style (quartz-sulphide) veins.

3.5. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION
The Malaumanda area has been explored for porphyry copper, nickel, gold and base metal deposits by
several companies (see listing in Appendix 2). The most intensive exploration was completed by Sepik Gold
Corporation (1998-99), who drilled six diamond drillholes on the main Milikap prospect, and by Celtic
Minerals (2002-2005), who completed diamond drilling programs on four prospect areas: Lodon Tops (6
drillholes), Main Milikap (5 drillholes), Koiti / Milikap North (5 drillholes) and Southwest Creek (1 drillhole).

3.5.1.

1967 – CRAE, PA31

CRA Exploration conducted regional reconnaissance -80# stream sediment sampling in the Western
Highlands and East Sepik districts as part of the search for porphyry copper deposits. The area was selected
on the basis of BMR mapping, which indicated the presence of Early Miocene diorites that were analogous
to the Bougainville deposit. Average sample density was one sample per 10 square miles (1:26 km2) and
samples were analysed for Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co and Ag (Atkinson, 1967).
Assay results were interpreted to represent variations in local background with no anomalous values. The
area was relinquished.

3.5.2.

1970-73 – CARPENTARIA, PA135

Carpentaria Exploration Company (CEC) conducted regional exploration on PA135, covering 5,540 km 2 of
the East Sepik district (Bennett, 1973). An airborne magnetics survey defined six magnetically anomalous
zones, which were subsequently investigated by geological mapping and geochemical sampling. None of
these zones appear to occur within the current Sturt Resources tenements.
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1986-90 – INDABA, PA794
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Indaba Pty Ltd (1986-90) carried out initial prospecting and stream sediment sampling, identifying an
anomalous gold envelope of 200 km2, within which visible gold was consistently returned from panning of
stream sediments. Indaba reported very high gold grades from shallow hand-dug pits, bulk samples from
trenches and rock chip samples.
Follow-up prospect work, including trenching, defined a zone of >9 km2 containing strong hydrothermal
alteration (argillic, siliceous) with gold grades in soil samples >0.01 ppm Au. The mineralisation at
Malaumanda was interpreted to be of epithermal style, with open growth quartz veinlets and stockworks
within argillically-altered granodiorite. Indaba relinquished the tenement without explanation, although it
was likely due to financial constraints (Indaba’s final report is not available, although it is referenced in
Lawrence & Dewar, 1991).

3.5.4.

1991 – WILUNA, PA966

Wiluna was granted PA966 over the same area previously explored by Indaba. Exploration data from
Indaba’s work programs were assessed and additional work programs were proposed (Lawrence & Dewar,
1991). However, there is no record of Wiluna having conducted field work on the tenement.

3.5.5.

1993-95 – ROMAR INVESTMENTS, EL1053

Romar followed-up on early exploration results with geological mapping and stream sediment and rock
chip sampling (Mapmakers, 1994). The best result from 51 rock samples was 54.8 ppm Au (described as a
float sample of hydrothermally altered intrusive, hematite stained, gossanous with major chalcopyrite,
pyrite, minor chalcocite and managanese stains, vuggy quartz crystals), from an area between Duane Creek
and Ee Creek (east and northeast of Yape River). Another rock float sample from this area returned assays
of 7.64 ppm Au, 8,800 ppm Cu.
Further exploration was deferred due to political unrest in the area.

3.5.6.

1996-98 – SEPIK GOLD, EL1235

Sepik commenced exploration on the Malaumanda area by resampling the old Indaba trenches. Samples
were sent to laboratories in PNG and Australia. Gold values were extremely variable between the two, as
well as compared to the original Indaba results (Gates, 1996). This was interpreted to indicate a high
nugget effect in the weathered material.
Field programs completed by Sepik included detailed trenching, grid soil sampling, geological mapping and
rock chip sampling. These programs, along with results from previous companies, identified three zones of
mineralisation defined by outcrop alteration, stream sediment and soil sampling.
Sepik completed six drillholes in the Milikap prospect, for a total of 603.5m, using a small helicopter
portable rig (Figure 6). The drilling intersected granodiorite that had been intruded by andesitic dykes.
Mineralisation, consisting of quartz-pyrite-chalcopyrite-chalcocite-sphalerite-gold, was seen to occur on
and peripheral to the contact margins.
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In general, the Sepik drillhole assays were not as good as the overlying trench results, suggesting that there
is considerable enrichment of gold in the near-surface sugergene zone. In spite of this, some very good
intersections were returned (Table 2) from structurally controlled dilation zones.
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Sepik Gold withdrew from the project in 1999 due to the low gold price at the time.

Figure 6 : Milikap prospect, rock chip & trench results and Sepik Gold drillholes
Diagram from Sturt Resources’ Information Memorandum, 2012
Note: Drillhole intercepts do not agree with hand written assays in drill logs (see Appendix 5).
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Hole
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From

To

Metres

MK2

60.4

62.4

2.0

MK3

27.7

29.48

1.78

MK4

5.1

16.1

incl

5.1
32.1

MK5
incl

34.1

11.0

7.1
46.1

2.0
14.0

38.1

4.0

Au (g/t)
1.31
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Ag (ppm)
1

12.0
4.04
19.7
4.28
11.2

Cu (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

351

253

9

71

370

1,265

790
15
28

9,950
20,800

682
4,153
2,510

MK5

72.3

80.3

8.0

1.00

3

1,563

16,573

MK6

34.4

50.5

16.1

7.22

4

1,290

294

MK6

64.6

68.4

3.8

0.94

1

462

645

Table 2 : Significant intersections from Sepik Gold drillholes
Data from (Koesi, 1999)

3.5.7.

2002-05 - CELTIC MINERALS LTD, EL1235

Celtic Minerals signed an agreement with MDC to continue exploration on EL1235 on 17 July 2002. Celtic
completed a comprehensive work program, including a 1300 line-km airborne magnetic-radiometric survey
flown by GPX Airborne (100m line spacing) and interpreted by SRK Consulting, an extensive helicopter
supported mapping and sampling program throughout the project area, and ground magnetics IP/resistivity geophysics. The magnetics show magnetic highs associated with the granodiorite intrusions,
with lows under Milikap and Yape prospect areas due to alteration (Figure 7). NE-trending structures,
interpreted to be transfer structures, are also evident in the magnetics.
This work generated three new exploration targets, in addition to the known Milikap prospect:
 Koiti Zone (sometimes referred to as Milikap North) - high gold values are associated with silicified
zones at the contact of numerous dykes.
 Yape Zone – broad area of anomalous gold–copper in an extensive outer to inner propylitic alteration
zone with local potassic alteration.
 Lodon Zone – anomalous stream sediment values.

During the 2003 work program, Celtic completed six diamond drillholes in the Milikap prospect (Figure 8).
Drillholes CMK03-01 to 03 tested the Main Milikap Gold Zone previously drilled by Sepik Gold. Results from
the three drillholes were not as good as those returned from the Sepik drillholes and indicate that
mineralisation in the Main Milikap Zone is narrow below the zone of supergene enrichment.
Drillhole CMK03-04 tested a strong IP target just east of the Main Milikap Gold Zone. The drillhole had to
be abandoned at 50.8m due to a cave-in.
Drillhole CMK03-05 tested mineralisation encountered in trenches east of the Main Milikap Zone. Thin
quartz veins within an andesite dyke returned 1.2m @ 3.49 g/t Au.
Drillhole CMK03-06 tested a bleached skarn zone in the SW Creek Grid, about 1.5km to the southwest of
the Celtic base camp.
Significant assay results are presented in Table 3.
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Figure 7 : Celtic airborne magnetics (RTP)
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Figure 8 : Milikap mineralised zone and drillholes
Sepik Gold drillholes in green, Celtic drillholes in black

During the second year of exploration, Celtic completed:
 Sampling, trenching and drilling on the Koiti Zone (Milikap North).
 Follow-up sampling over anomalous zones at Yape and SW Creek.
 Sampling and drilling of a newly discovered structure (the 310 Structure) at Lodon Tops.
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From

To

Metres

CMK03-01

25.3

26.3

1.0

CMK03-01

33.5

38

4.5

CMK03-02

53.7

54.5

0.8

CMK03-03

58.0

58.65

36.3

CMK03-04

Au (g/t)
3.35
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Ag (ppm)

Cu (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

1

1,040

728

13

6,554

708

8.17

6

2,500

420

0.65

5.35

12

1,350

41,000

1.2

3.49

14

3,150

23,900

15.0

NSI

CMK03-05

35.1

CMK03-06

NSI

Table 3 : Significant assay results from Celtic drillholes CMK03-01 to CMK03-06
NSI = no significant intersections

The work identified three major intrusive centres at Malaumanda:
 Yape – the largest of the Karawari Batholith intrusives.
 Milikap – smaller diorite-granodiorite intrusive, possibly older than the Karawari Batholith, which is
more highly fractured with numerous intensely silicified (quartz + carbonate) dilation zones.
 Lodon – several phases of granodiorite-diorite intrusives.

All of the intrusives are intruded by late porphyritic dykes of andesite to dacite composition. The dykes
range in age from pre- to syn- to post-mineralisation and deformation.
Trenching and sampling in the Koiti Zone indicated widespread Au-Cu-bearing carbonate-quartz veins
associated with the contacts of a complex sequence of andesite and feldspar porphyry dykes. The dykes
are contained within an E-W trending shear / fracture zone that gradually curves to the southwest,
resulting in dilation zones. The veining and mineralisation mainly occur in the dilational part of the shear
zone, over a distance of 450-500m. Drill testing of the zone indicated that the mineralisation is narrow and
highly discontinuous, with gold grades for core samples substantially lower than surface sampling.
At Lodon Tops, a significant fault zone, trending 310°-325° and dipping 65° to 80° to the northeast,was
traced over at least 1.5km, open to the south. The so-called “310 Structure” was interpreted to be a splay
off the Awari Fault, situated 6km to the south of Malaumanda, and consisted of strong shearing, clay
weathering and patchy strong carbonate-chlorite + pyrite alteration. Gold-bearing epithermal carbonatequartz veins associated with the structure are characterised by higher amounts of carbonate, silver and zinc
in comparison to veins in the Milikap and Koiti Zones. Rock chip grab samples returned assays up to
100 ppm Au.
Six drillholes were completed in the Lodon Tops Zone to test the 310 Structure. Results indicate that the
veins within the structure are narrow, discontinuous and gold grades decreased along strike.
Significant assays returned from the 2003-04 drilling programs are presented in Table 4.
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From

To

Metres

Au (g/t)
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Ag (ppm)

Cu (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

CLT03-01

100.40

101.40

1.00

0.73

7

295

5,150

CLT03-01

108.50

119.30

10.80

4.47

29

623

7,287

CLT03-01

123.00

124.10

1.10

1.21

10

450

11,000

CLT04-02

83.50

88.15

4.65

0.63

5

128

995

CLT04-02

94.00

95.00

1.00

0.92

12

435

1,260

CLT04-03

175.20

176.30

1.10

1.39

16

1,740

1,030

CLT04-03

199.10

202.10

3.00

0.60

11

203

1,618

CLT04-04

115.10

117.97

2.87

2.25

15

465

4,273

CLT04-05

53.00

55.00

2.00

0.54

5

68

2,042

CLT04-05

81.00

82.00

1.00

1.64

11

956

5,600

CLT04-06

4.00

4.70

0.70

1.48

7

655

2,650

CLT04-06

67.00

67.90

0.90

2.46

13

512

3,090

CLT04-06

86.00

86.50

0.50

6.20

28

481

2,760

CLT04-06

109.50

110.50

1.00

0.74

17

1,180

3,390

KZ03-01

120.00

123.20

3.20

3.74

4

4,289

2,456

KZ03-01

149.00

151.50

2.50

0.73

1

136

146

KZ03-02

41.00

41.75

0.75

4.59

1

195

78

KZ03-03

77.50

79.10

1.60

1.04

3

1,431

234

KZ03-04

43.00

45.00

2.00

0.52

1

257

4,050

KZ03-04

96.10

97.00

0.90

0.57

1

280

2,950

KZ03-05

NSI

Table 4 : Significant assay results from Celtic drillholes CLT03-01 to CLT04-06 and KZ03-01 to KZ03-05
NSI = no significant intersections; CLT = Lodon Tops Zone; KZ = Koiti Zone

As with previous drilling, drillhole assays were generally lower and narrower than the overlying trench
results (Figure 9 & Figure 10, taken from Sturt Resources’ Information Memorandum).
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Figure 9 : Koiti Zone trench and drillhole results (Sturt Resources IM)

Figure 10 : Lodon Tops trench and drillhole results (Sturt Resources IM)
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Celtic pulled out of the project in July 2005, leaving MDC to complete the Annual Report for 2005. No
reason was given for Celtic’s withdrawal.

3.5.8.

2008 – TASMAN GOLDFIELDS, EL1235
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During 2008, Tasman Goldfields Limited (Tasman) became involved in EL1235, in joint venture with MDC,
and acquired EL1444, surrounding EL1235, in their own right. Tasman completed an assessment of
previous exploration data and summarised the seven prospect areas in the Malaumanda area (Table 5,
Figure 11) (Hedger, 2008).

Prospect

Mineralisation type

Host lithologies

Orientation

Milikap

Au-Cu Qtz-sulphide with a
moderate Au-basemetal
Qtz-Carbinate overprint

Milikap Granodiorite (part of the
Karawari Batholith) and andesite
dykes

Steeply dipping N-S
trending lodes

Koiti

Breccia hosted Au-Cu Qtzsulphide

Milikap Granodiorite, feldspar
porphyry dykes and andesite
dykes

NE to E-W (in N) shears
with 45°-55° NW dip

SW Creek

Breccia hosted Au-Cu Qtzsulphide

Black shales at the contact with
the Milikap Granodiorite.
Andesite and feldspar porphyry
dykes present.

ENE lodes dipping 60°-70°
to N

East Lodon Tops

Breccia hosted Au-Cu Qtzsulphide

Lodon Intrusive (at the contact
between c.g. diorite and f.g.
granodiorite

NW (290°-320°) paralleling
contact, shears dipping
50°-70° to NE or SW

310 Structure

Breccia hosted Au-Cu Qtzsulphide with a strong Aubasemetal Qtz-Carbonate
overprint

Lodon Intrusive, m.g.
granodiorite intruded by an
andesitic dyke

Veins in large NW 310°
structure cut by a series of
small EW trending veins

Yape

Cu-Au Porphyry

A large zone of propylitic altered
(4-5% pyrite) granodiorite cut by
feldspar porphyry dykes

Magnetics indicate ENE
trending structures cut by
NW trending structures
and dykes

South Yape

Cu-Au Porphyry

Propylitic/potassic altered and
sheared contact between f.g.
granodiorite and m.g./c.g. diorite

Magnetics indicate ENE
trending structures cut by
WNW faults

Table 5 : Prospects identified by Tasman Goldfields

Tasman’s review of the geology, geophysics and previous exploration highlighted twelve target areas (5
large regional targets and 7 smaller local targets) that warranted follow-up exploration (Figure 12) (Hedger,
2008). A total of 107 drainage samples were collected throughout EL1235 (100g -80# stream sediment and
50g panned concentrate) and analysed for Au by fire assay and a suite of 34 elements by ICP-AES.
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Figure 11 : Prospects identified by Tasman Goldfields (from Hedger, 2008, Figure 4)

Figure 12 : Target areas selected by Tasman for follow-up exploration (from Hedger, 2008, Figure 5)
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Interpretation of the assay results indicated eight Au/Cu anomalous zones within EL1235 (Figure 13) and
significant N-Co-Cr values from the Umala River drainage in the south of the area. These anomalies are
summarised in Table 6.

Figure 13 : Au-Cu drainage anomalies interpreted from Tasman’s sampling (from Hedger, 2008, Figure 9)

Anomaly

Target

Description

East Umala

Au-basemetal qtz-carbonate
or Cu-Au-Mo porphyry

Strong PC dispersion trail (Au-Pb-As-Zn-Mo). Weak SS geochemistry

East Yape

Au-basemetal qtz-carbonate
or Cu-Au-Mo porphyry

Within sediments near edge of granodiorite. Anomalous PC (Au-Zn-Ag-Cu)
and SS (Au) values. Drainages to east not sampled. Large zone of magnetics
destruction with patchy K radiometrics.

West Wyabi

Au-basemetal qtz-carbonate

Strong Au-Zn in both SS and PC samples. Patchy Cu-Ag-Pb. Large magnetic
feature.

West Umala

Buried porphyry Cu-Au

Large area in SW corner of EL1235. Anomalous SS values (Zn-Mn-As-Pb) but
not Au.

West Wagu

Cu-Au porphyry

Anomalous SS (Mn-Ag-As), weak Pb-Zn

South Wasus

Buried porphyry Cu-Au

Strong SS (Zn-K-Mn) but weak Cu-Zn. Anomalous Cu in float samples from N
of the area

310 South

Au-Cu quartz-sulphide

Strong PC-Cu and SS-Cu, weak SS-Au-Ag. Possible southern extension of the
310 Structure

Ayelwaku

Au-Cu quartz-sulphide (+Mo)
or Cu-Au porphyry

Based on rock chip and float samples with high Cu (up to 5.94%), Mo (up to
0.466%) and Ag (up to 40ppm). High V assays in both SS and PC samples,
possibly analogous to Porgera Au-Zn overprint.

Table 6 : Anomalous zones from Tasman’s drainage sampling program (from Hedger, 2008)
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Tasman followed-up some of their target areas (Figure 12) with soil sampling (479 samples from 5 areas).
Patchy Cu and Au values were returned for samples over Target Area 6, near Celtic’s South Yape prospect,
corresponding with high K radiometrics. Target Areas 8, 10 and 12 did not return significant Au, As, Cu, Pb
or Zn values. Anomalous Cu values were recorded for samples taken over a magnetic feature in Target
Area 11 (near Lodon village), interpreted to be a skarn at the northern end of a buried reduced granite.
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Selective rock chip and float samples, collected during the drainage and soil sampling programs, targeted
obviously mineralised and altered rocks. Of particular note were highly significant Mo values, up to
0.466% Mo from a quartz vein in siliceous diorite carrying 5.94% Cu, 49ppm Ag and 0.11ppm Au.
Although further work was recommended, to follow-up defined anomalies, Tasman withdrew form the
project during October 2009.

3.5.9.

2006-2011 – MINING SECTOR SUPPORT PROGRAM, EU-FUNDED, REGIONAL

The European Union funded a regional exploration program from 2006 to 2011 that included geological
mapping, stream sediment sampling and airborne geophysics surveys over the Central Highlands of PNG.
The stream sediment sampling program involved collection of 5,083 -80# samples and analysed for a suite
of 48 elements, including Au, Ag, As, Cu, Fe, Mo, Ni, Pb and Zn. Sampling coverage is quite good within the
region of the Malaumanda project. Anomalous Au, Cu, Mo, Pb and Zn samples consistently occur in and
around EL1989 and around Cone Mountain, to the north of Malaumanda and not within the Sturt
tenements (Figure 14 to Figure 18). One sample from near the eastern edge of EL1989, in a tributary of the
Menagus River, returned a gold assay of 23 ppm Au (Figure 14) and is probably the same stream that
defines Tasman’s West Wyabi anomaly.
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Figure 14 : Au values from the EU-funded MSSP
(EL1989 & EL1915 in red, Sturt ELAs in blue)
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Figure 15 : Cu values from the EU-funded MSSP

Figure 16 : Mo values from the EU-funded MSSP
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Figure 17 : Pb values from the EU-funded MSSP

Figure 18 : Zn values from the EU-funded MSSP
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Fugro Airborne Surveys Ltd were contracted to complete airborne magnetic and gamma-ray spectrometry
surveys over two blocks covering the PNG Highlands (62,000 km 2) and the Papuan Peninsula (29,000 km2)
respectively. Data acquisition and processing was completed between 2006 and 2009. Survey
specifications were:
 Magnetic data recording interval

0.1 seconds

 Radiometric data recording interval

1 second

 Sensor mean terrain clearance

100 metres

 Flight line spacing

400 / 500 metres

 Tie line spacing

4,000 / 5,000 metres

 Flight line orientation

N-S

 Tie line orientation

E-W

Processing of the airomagnetic data show a general WNW trend to the magnetic features with crosscutting
NE-trending structures (Figure 19), which have been interpreted to be transfer structures that represent
deep crustal fractures projecting from basement through the overlying package of thrust cover rocks
(Corbett, 2003).

Figure 19 : Regional airborne magnetics (RTP) from EU-funded MSSP
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2012 - STURT RESOURCES, EL1989

EL1989 was granted to TNG (PNG) Ltd4 (a PNG-registered subsidiary of Sturt Resources) and MDC on
10 May 2012. Sturt has undertaken compilation of past exploration data and employed local prospectors
to search for mineralisation. No data for this work have been made available.
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Southern Geoscience Consultants were commissioned to process regional airborne magnetics and
radiometrics data (400m line spacing) flown by Fugro Airborne Surveys for by the PNG Government in
2009. Interpretation of the processed data, in conjunction with mapped geological units and the
distribution of known mineralisation, determined three types of target areas (Isles, 2012):
 Direct magnetic and/or radiometric features that are discrete and isolated (as distinct from lithological
or stratigraphic features;
 Subtle and subjective “flat zones” of diminished magnetic intensity that may reflect magnetic mineral
destructive alteration;
 Structural configurations that would be conducive to fluid flow and entrapment.

Thirty-one targets were identified, including seven targets previously defined by Celtic Minerals (Figure 20,
Figure 21). A summary of the targets is presented in Appendix 3.

Figure 20 : Regional magnetics (RTP) and exploration targets in EL1989

4

TNG (PNG) Ltd changed its name to Sturt Resources (PNG) Limited on 16 January 2012.
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Figure 21 : Targets identified from magnetics interpretation, Malaumanda region

Several groups of artisanal miners produce gold from alluvial deposits and mineralised outcrops throughout
the Malaumanda area and some coarse gold nuggets have been produced by manually sifting through
active gravels in many of the small streams (Photo 1) or from float samples of quartz-pyrite veins with free
gold (Photo 2).

Photo 1 : Gold nuggets collected by artisanal miners from streams in the Malaumanda area
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Photo 2 : Quartz-pyrite vein float samples and associated free gold from Wakonon Creek, Yape prospect

Float samples shown in Photo 2 were collected in 2012 from Wakonon Creek within the Yape prospect
area, approximately 2.8km east of Malaumanda airstrip. Several fault structures with quartz-pyrite veins
and sericite-clay alteration were noted in outcrops in this creek during the site visit.

3.6. PROSPECTIVITY & TARGETS
The Malaumanda project holds potential for four main styles of mineralisation:
 Low sulphidation epithermal quartz-sulphide gold + copper, primarily within fault controlled lodes and
associated breccias. Supergene enrichment of these deposits can produce very high gold grades in the
weathered zone.
 Carbonate-basemetal-gold mineralisation associated with Mn-rich carbonate veins, commonly
overprinting to the quartz-sulphide style at higher elevations. This style is recognisable at surface by
the presence of Mn-wad with elevated Au-Ag assays.
 Porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum mineralisation associated with magnetite-destructive alteration.
This style generally occurs at much deeper crustal levels than the other two styles.
 Nickel-cobalt-chromium in ultramafic rocks in ELA1915. This potential has been largely untested due
to the concentration on gold and copper targets.

Many of the features at Malaumanda show similarities to gold deposits within the Morobe Goldfield,
around Wau-Bulolo in Morobe Province, such as Hamata (Denwer & Mowat, 1998), Kerimenge (Hutton, et
al., 1990) and Hidden Valley (Nelson, et al., 1990). In these deposits, gold is associated with Pliocene
andesitic to dacitic porphyry intrusions that are associated with major structures formed during a phase of
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extensional tectonism. At Hamata and Hidden Valley, Miocene granodiorite is the host rock. These two
deposits are currently operational and are expected to produce +250,000 ounces of gold and 4 million
ounces of silver over a 14 year mine life (Morobe Joint Venture, 2012).
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The presence of high molybdenum values in rock chip samples may be analogous to the Yandera porphyry
Cu-Mo-Au deposit, located within a similar structural setting approximately 235km SE of Malaumanda.
To date, trenching and drilling at Malaumanda have located many structures carrying gold mineralisation.
Although most of them are possibly too narrow to be considered economic targets, the widespread
distribution indicate that the area can be regarded is highly prospective, particularly since many targets
identified from remote sensing have yet to be fully explored on the ground and gold mineralisation
continues to be located by artisanal miners within the area.
Target zones identified by Celtic, Tasman and Sturt appear to be valid and further assessment of these
targets is warranted.

3.7. EXPLORATION EXPENDITURE
Records for exploration expenditure on the Malaumanda Project are incomplete as none of the companies
prior to Celtic Minerals (2003) reported expenditures in their Annual Reports. Celtic reported expenditures
of K3,140,391 in 2003 and K5,098,747 in 2004. The 2005 Annual Report was compiled by MDC, after Celtic
withdrew from the project, and, although no expenditure figures were reported, it is likely to have been
minimal as no major exploration program was undertaken.
Of the other companies that undertook exploration on Malaumanda, Sepik Gold would most likely have
expended the most. Sepik drilled six diamond drillholes for 603.5m as well as extensive trenching and soil
and rock chip sampling. We estimate that these programs would have cost around K1.5-2 million. Tasman
Goldfield’s programs are estimated to have cost K0.3-0.5 million.
Taking into account some duplication between exploration programs by different companies, it is
estimated that the total expenditure on effective exploration programs within the Malaumanda project
would be equivalent to approximately A$4-5 million in today’s dollar terms.
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4. Tamo Project
4.1. LOCATION & ACCESS
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The Tamo project consists of one granted Exploration Licence (EL1453) situated on the border of East Sepik
Province and Madang Province of Papua New Guinea (Table 1, Figure 1). The EL surrounds a small Mining
Lease (ML503), within which a syndicate comprising the local landowners company (Maka Alluvial Gold
Mining Ltd, “MAKA”) and a Korean group (Brothers & Together (PNG) Limited, “B&T”) are operating a small
mechanised alluvial gold mine.
The project is located in the Schrader Range next to Sepik River lowlands (Figure 22). Altitudes range from
~70m ASL along the Clay River in the north to ~1700m ASL along the Schrader Range in the south (Figure
23).
Access to the Tamo project can be via light aircraft from Mt Hagen (100km), Madang (190km) or Wewak
(160km) to Tamo village, or via boat up the Sepik, Keram and Clay Rivers to Tamo village and then by canoe
to the alluvial mining operations at Tuset Camp. A bulldozed track from Tamo to Tuset, used to bring heavy
equipment in to the mining operation, has fallen into disrepair.

Figure 22 : Tamo project location
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Figure 23 : Perspective view of Tamo project area looking SE towards Schrader Range

4.2. GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Tamo project is situated within the New Guinea Thrust Belt. The oldest unit exposed in the upper
reaches of the Clay River consists of Jurassic to Cretaceous intrusives, comprised of gabbro, pyroxenite,
dunite peridotite, serpentinite and hornblendite (Jacques & Robinson, 1980) (Figure 24). These are
interpreted to have intruded into post-Jurassic oceanic crust. Along the Schrader Range, the Early
Cretaceous Kumbruf Volcanics comprise veined and strongly jointed basalt and andesite breccia, lava,
indurated tuffaceous lithic greywacke, siltstone, tuff and agglomerate. On the northeastern slopes of the
Schrader Range, and also encompassing the upper reaches of the Clay River, the late Cretaceous to Eocene
Asai Shale is seen to partly overly the Kumbruf Volcanics. Further to the northeast, covering the Tuset area
and the upper reaches of the Munanga and the Wiaimera River are the Eocene Wulamer Beds. This unit is
comprised of lithic sandstone, siltstone, argillite, slate, shale and conglomerate and overlies the Ashai
Shale. Another notable rock is the Middle Miocene Oipo Intrusives, which have intruded the Kumbruf
Volcanics in the Schrader Range and the Wulamer Beds some 25kms southeast of EL1453. Similar aged
intrusive rocks are known to host gold mineralisation in other parts of Papua New Guinea.
Alluvial gold occurs in the current active river gravels, in elevated terraces of paleochannels and in the lowlying floodplains. Of these, the paleochannels, which occur along the banks and side slopes of the Clay
River, are considered to be the most prospective. They form terraces up to 3m thick over at least 20km of
the Clay River (Sturt Resources Limited, 2012) as well as over 7km along the Tupuku River, where the
current alluvial gold mining operations are taking place.
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Figure 24 : Tamo geology

Placer gold in the old river terraces occur mostly as individual nuggets weighing from 0.1g up to 30g or
more (Kikiha, 2007). One gold nugget found by a local miner in the river gravels upstream from the current
alluvial gold mining operations weighed over 3 ounces (96g) (Photo 3). The gold occurs in various forms
ranging from flattened rice grain like to discoid to round solid and cuboid shapes. The larger nuggets are
well rounded with smooth surfaces while the smaller flat grains of gold are moderately rounded and reveal
some rough surfaces. A number of moderately rounded gold samples exhibit relic quartz, pyrolusite and
limonite, which may indicate an epithermal origin.
The hard rock source(s) for the alluvial gold have yet to be identified.
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Photo 3 : 3oz gold nugget found in river gravels upstream from Tamo alluvial gold plant

4.3. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION
4.3.1.

ALLUVIAL GOLD DEPOSITS

Alluvial gold has been worked by artisanal miners in the Clay River, Tupuku River and tributary streams for
several years. Mechanised mining operations on ML503 commenced in 2009, utilising a front-end loader,
excavators and a trommel / sluice box processing plant (Photo 4). Exploration work by B&T since 2008 has
been directed at evaluation of gravel terraces along the Tupuku River, which runs into the Clay River at
Tuset, approximately 11kms from Tamo Village. B&T claim to have expended a total operating cost of
$1.86M on test pitting, although it is not clear whether this expenditure includes operating costs of the
alluvial gold mining.
Geological reconnaissance work included traversing the upper reaches of the Tupuku River from Tuset to
the Maranafom base camp and further up to Triple Junction. Three main depositional terrains of alluvial
gold have been identified along the river from Tuset to Maranafom Camp and further upstream (Figure 25):
 Placer - Gold deposited within active river gravels.
 Paleochannels - Gold deposited in elevated old river terraces.
 Flood Plains - Gold deposited in the low-lying flat plains.
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Figure 25 : Depositional environs of alluvial deposits at Tamo (from Sturt Resources, 2012)

Past and present small scale operations by the locals using suction dredges have recovered much gold from
placer deposits in active gravel beds in Tupuku River and its tributaries upstream from Tuset (Sturt
Resources Limited, 2012). Gold recovery has been particularly good at trap sites along the river.
Some pilot test mining of the placer deposits within active river gravels was conducted using an 8 inch
dredge (Sturt Resources Limited, 2012). Daily recovered gold grades ranged from 6.19g Au / m3 to
0.10g Au /m3, with an average daily recovery of 0.97 g Au / m3. During a 32-day trial mining, 7 days yielded
average grades >1.30g Au / m3, the remaining 25 daysproduced <0.98g Au / m3.
The elevated river terrace sediments show the most promising gold grades that can easily be mined (Sturt
Resources Limited, 2012). The deposits extends from the Triple Junction down to Jonomo Creek junction,
an approximate distance of 7 kilometres, and ranges from 1 to 3 metres in thickness. Test sampling using a
2.5” Highbanker dredge, show a maximum gold recovery of 20.05 g Au / m3 and a low of 0.15g Au / m3,
with an average daily recovery of 3.82g Au / m3 (Kikiha, 2007). About 50% of the results were >2g Au / m3
and the rest were <1.85g Au / m3.
The flood plains deposits extend from Jonomo Creek to Tamo and beyond. Boulders are absent and minor
silt and mud is present. Finer gold deposited in amongst poorly sorted to bedded sediments were targeted
from two trial pits. The pits reached maximum depths of 1.5m and 1.8m, coincident with the water table.
Gold values recovered from the pits exercise were insignificant. However, neither pit reached bedrock,
where higher gold concentrations could be expected.
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Photo 4 : Alluvial processing plant on ML503 Tamo

4.3.2.

HARD ROCK DEPOSITS

According to a brief field report (Kikiha, 2007), the area had never been under exploration licence prior to
EL1453. EL tenement maps from the PNG MRA dated August 2009 show EL1646, belonging to Galilee
Mining & Exploration Limited, adjoins EL1453 to the west, south and east. Rio Tinto Exploration (PNG) Ltd
currently holds EL1934 to the north and west of EL1453. Reports on these exploration tenements are not
available.
The PNG Geological Survey completed regional geological mapping in the Schrader Range during 1978 and
reported on the potential of intrusive rocks in the Tuset area. Exploration since then has concentrated on
the Yuat River region, west of the Clay River, and the Simbai River alluvial gold deposit, east of EL1453.
Geological reconnaissance work by Sturt Resources has included traversing the upper reaches of the Clay
River from Tuset to the Maranafom base camp and further up to the Triple Junction, including two other
tributary creeks (Sturt Resources Limited, 2012). The rock float types observed included medium to coarse
grained gabbros, medium to coarse grained feldspar porphyry, pyroxenite, basalt, hornblende +/- feldspar
diorite, lava, quartz rich (diatreme) breccia, volcanic andesite and tuff, and indurated shale / phyllite.
Epidote-chlorite-magnetite +/- carbonate (propylitic) alteration was noted in some of the diorite/andesites
and minor pyite and galena was identified. Sericite-clay +/- quartz +/- carbonate (phyllic) alteration was
also noted in narrow bands. There appears to be little evidence of gold mineralisation in the immediate
Maranafom area despite the extensive dispersal of alluvial gold. Quartz veining in float was common but
rarely contained visible signs of mineralisation. There is a general absence of sulphides in the quartz veins
and also in the alteration mineral assemblages.
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Higher altitudes in the area may be prospective for low sulphidation epithermal vein systems. Two
structural targets have already been identified: Kjulang, immediately west of Maranfom, near Rain
Mountain, and Kruang, east of the Upper Clay River (Sturt Resources Limited, 2012).
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The EU-funded Mining Sector Support Program (MSSP) during 2006-2009 covered the Tamo project area
with airborne magnetics / radiometrics and stream sediment sampling (Figure 26). As expected, given the
widespread occurences of alluvial gold in the area, several highly anomalous gold values were returned for
stream sediment samples collected from the area of EL1453.
The magnetics data shows a prominent NW-trending magnetic body in the northern part of EL1453. Mafic
intrusive rocks have been mapped along the Clay River and are the probable source of the magnetic
anomaly. The magnetics indicate that the intrusives are much more widespread than the geological
mapping has suggested.
Magnetic anomalies to the north of EL1453 may also be due to mafic intrusions beneath thin alluvium
cover. Stream sediment anomalies for Cr-Co-Ni were detected in the vicinity of the magnetic highs.

Figure 26 : Tamo - EU magnetics (RTP) and stream sediment sampling (Au)
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4.4. PROSPECTIVITY & TARGETS
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Paleochannels exist all along the Clay River and Tupuku River, but are better exposed upstream of the flood
plains. Discontinuous gravel deposits have developed on the levees of old river terraces upstream of
Jonomo Creek. The terrace deposits consist of 1 to 3 metres thick, very poorly sorted gravel, comprised of
boulders, cobbles, pebbles, coarse sand and minor silt. This gravel sits on bedrock and is overlain by 0.5 to
1 metre of soil. At a number of different locations along the river, small excavations have been made by
the locals to recover gold primarily by simple panning.
The flood plain deposits begin downstream of Jonomo Creek and basically coincide with the change in
topographic relief from a steep to a flat or near-flat area. This area shows some level of sediment / gravel
layering and sorting. Flood plains are more widespread and extend deeper than paleochannels. A number
of smaller flood plain sediment deposits (approx 100m x 300m area) exist between Tuset and Jonomo
Creek that are estimated to be 4 to 6m thick (Sturt Resources Limited, 2012).
On the basis of the relative size of the alluvial terraces, Sturt claim potential in the Clay River, where
extensive gold-bearing terraces remain untested, could be triple that of Tupuku River. However, a lot more
sampling needs to be done to define viable alluvial resources.
The hard rock potential in EL1453 is largely unknown and exploration is at a very early stage. The amount
of gold being mined from the Tupuku River gravels is a positive sign that gold mineralisation could be found
in the headwaters.

4.5. EXPLORATION EXPENDITURE
Information on exploration expenditure for EL1453 / ML503 was not available. B&T claim to have spent
around $8M on operations since 2007, including around $1M on equipment currently on site. Although
much of this expenditure is likely to have been in operating the gold processing plant at Tuset, the
information gained from this work would have helped in the understanding of the distribution of gold
within the river gravels and perched terraces. We estimate that the expenditure on exploration programs
within EL1453 / ML503 would be of the order of K400,000 – K800,000 ($200,000 – $400,000).
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5. Risks
5.1. EXPLORATION RISKS
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Exploration and mining is inherently a relatively high risk business when compared to many industrial and
commercial enterprises. There is no assurance that recoverable mineral resources will be found, even with
the best exploration operations, and even advanced projects can be drastically downgraded if further
exploration fails to verify the mineralisation and grade distribution. Converting an exploration target into
an economically viable mining operation relies on a combination of an in-depth understanding of the
processes controlling the mineralisation within the specific geological environment and application of the
optimal exploration techniques applicable to the style of mineral deposit being sought. Even if a mineral
resource is identified, other factors, such as technical difficulties, geological conditions, lack of financial
support, location and access restrictions, environmental restrictions, or changes in government policies,
can preclude the successful exploitation of the resource.
Previous exploration in the Malaumanda project has established the presence of mineralisation and
identified specific targets warranting further exploration. To outline mineral resources and, ultimately
mineral reserves, will require considerable additional exploration work, which may or may not be
successful.
Three of the exploration tenements are currently under application: ELA1916 and ELA2071 at Malaumanda,
and EL1453 at Tamo, which is under renewal. There is no guarantee that the PNG MRA will grant these
tenements.

5.2. COUNTRY RISKS
The project operations are subject to risks associated with operating in Papua New Guinea, including
various degrees of political interference, law and order (especially in the major towns and cities), civil
unrest and labour unrest, illegal mining, fluctuating currency exchange rates, changes in taxation policies,
employment restrictions, lack of support facilities and government regulations that favour awarding
contracts to local contractors or purchasing supplies from particular suppliers.
The political situation in PNG is often volatile as elected representatives commonly change allegiances to
suit their own means. This can lead to shifting political attitudes that may adversely affect operations or
profitability of a mining development.
PNG’s mountainous terrain can also present problems for access to project areas, especially for remote
projects that rely on aircraft (helicopters, small fixed wing aircraft) for access. As well, weather conditions
in the mountains can change rapidly and create dangerous conditions for flying. Access to the Malaumanda
project is particularly susceptible to delays and risks due to cloud cover, which can occur at any time of the
year. The Tamo project, being on the edge of the Sepik River lowlands, is not as susceptible to weather
conditions or reliance on aircraft.
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5.3. SECURITY RISKS
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Mining companies have, for the most part, not been affected by the numerous political upheavals in PNG
since Independence in 1975. The Panguna Copper Mine closure in 1989 is the notable exception. On the
whole, the PNG Government and the Mineral Resources Authority have ensured security of tenure for
mining projects and have honoured mining agreements, in spite of numerous attempts by outsiders to
interfere with due process. However, the investment community consistently ranks PNG as having high
political risks for mining investment (Mineweb, 2012).
Civil unrest, crime and illegal mining are the main security risks in PNG. Almost all mining operations
require substantial security forces to protect employees and infrastructure from disaffected landowners
and criminals trying to take advantage of any disputes.
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6. Valuation
6.1. EFFECTIVE DATE OF VALUATION
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The date of this report is 8 April 2013. Apart from the granting of EL1915, the author is not aware of any
material changes that could affect the value of the properties since the date of the site visits.

6.2. STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
This report has been prepared in keeping with the Code for the Assessment and Valuation of Mineral and
Petroleum Assets and Securities for Independent Expert Reports - The VALMIN Code 2005 Edition, which
has been adopted by the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, The Australian Institute of
Geoscientists and the Mineral Industry Consultants Association. As far as practical, resources and reserves
quoted in this report conform to the 2012 edition of the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration
Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (“the JORC Code, 2012”). Where tonnage and grade
estimates of mineralisation are referred to that either pre-date or, for other reasons in Geos Mining’s
opinion, do not comply with the JORC code, this is clearly stated.

6.3. VALUATION – GENERAL PRINCIPLES
The fair market value of a property as stated in the VALMIN Code (Definition 43) is the amount of money
(or cash equivalent of some other consideration) that an asset should change hands on the valuation date
in an open and unrestricted market between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length
transaction, with each party acting knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.

6.4. VALUATION METHODOLOGIES
There is no single method of valuation that is appropriate for all situations. Rather, there are a variety of
valuation methods, all of which have some merit and are more or less applicable depending on the
circumstances. The Australian Securities and Investment Commission in its Practice Note 43 on Valuation
Methodology list the following as appropriate items to be considered:
 Discounted cash flow Net Present Value (DCF-NPV).
 Amount an alternative acquirer might be willing to offer.
 The most recent quoted price of listed securities.
 The current market price of the asset, securities or company.

6.5. NET PRESENT VALUE
If a project is in operation, under development, or at an advanced feasibility study stage (which includes
detailed pre-feasibility studies) and reserves, mining and processing recoveries, and capital and operating
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costs are well defined, it is generally accepted that the Net Present Value of the project cash flows is a
primary component of any valuation study and is generally the most relevant and appropriate valuation
tool.
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If a project is at the feasibility or pre-feasibility study stage, additional weight has to be given to the risks,
due to uncertainties in capital and operating costs, operational performance and potentially a lower degree
of confidence in the reserves. In an ongoing operation many of these items are relatively well defined.
This method was not used for the Sturt projects due to the early stage of exploration of the projects. Even
the more mature projects do not contain resources that can be classified under the JORC (2012) code.
Hence, the Net Present Value method is not an appropriate valuation method for these projects.

6.6. RELATED OR COMPARABLE TRANSACTIONS
Of relevance to the valuation of projects and tenements is the price paid in recent comparable transactions.
The difficulty in utilising this method is in determining to what extent the property or transaction is indeed
comparable, unless the transactions involve the specific parties, projects or tenements under review.
There can also be substantial change in value with time.
Internet searches for mineral property transactions within PNG resulted in seven deals dating from 2008
(Table 7). The three deals that are the most comparable to the Sturt projects are the 2010 Pacific Niugini –
ElDore farm-in, the 2011 Sierra Mining – Barrick farm-in and the 2011 PGPH – CWG acquisition, on the basis
that they involve similar styles of deposit (epithermal Au / porphyry Cu-Au) on projects that are at an early
stage of exploration. Although information on these properties is limited, it is considered that the
Malaumanda project is at a slightly more advanced stage due to the amount of drilling completed.

6.7. PAST EXPENDITURE
Past expenditure, or the amount spent on exploration of a tenement, is commonly used as a guide in
determining the value of exploration tenements and is frequently the basis of joint venture agreements.
The assumption is that well directed exploration has added value to the property. This is not always the
case and exploration can also downgrade a property. Therefore, a Prospectivity Enhancement Multiplier
(“PEM”), which commonly ranges from 0.5-3.0, is applied to the effective expenditure (Table 8). The
selection of the appropriate multiplier is a matter of experience and judgement but is obviously highly
subjective. To eliminate some of the subjectivity with respect to this method, Geos Mining commonly
utilises PEM ranges listed in Table 8 to establish exploration project values based on the prior exploration
expenditure.
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Commodity

Stage of
development

Location

Deal Structure

Valuation

Newcrest
and Harmony

Au, Ag, Cu

Primary,
Advanced and
Production

Hidden Valley,
Wafi-Golpu and
Morobe

Joint Venture - Two stage.
50% interest by contributing
maximum $1.05B

$2.1B

1/01/2008

Pacific
Niugini and
EIDore

Porphry CuAu

Early
Exploration

Mt Hagen

Farmin ($2M over 4yrs $500K
per yr) to gain interest (60%)

Approx
$3.3M

6/10/2010

Sierra Mining
and Barrick

Au-Cu

Early
exploration

East Sepik &
Milne Bay

Farm-in on 2 ELs, $4M
expenditure over 5 years for
80%

$5M

11/01/2011

Paradise
Gold Play
Holdings and
Central West
Gold

Epithermal
Au

Early
exploration

Enga Province

Acquisition of EL for total of
$3.05M

$3.05M

23/05/2011

Niuminco
and Mincor

Porphry CuAu and
Epithermal
Cu-Au

Early and
Advanced
Exploration

Morobe
Goldfields,
Frieda River,
Bolobip and
Kubuna

Joint Venture (Complicated)
$15M for 51% in Morobe
Goldfields
$5M for 72% in exploration
licences

Approx
$30M and
$6M
exploration

24/05/2011

Goldminex
and Vale

Porphry CuAu

Advanced
Exploration

Owen Stanley
Ranges

Farmin funding($20M over 4yrs
$5M in 1st yr) to gain interest
(51%)

$40M

18/07/2011

Newcrest
and Frontier

Porphry Au

Early to
Advanced
Exploration

Mt Andewa

Expenditure $15.25M over
4years for 60% interest

$25.4M

6/03/2012
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Companies

Date

Table 7 : Recent mineral property transactions in PNG

PEM

Applicability

0.5 – 0.9

Previous exploration indicates the area has limited potential and its prospectivity may have
been downgraded by the prior exploration.

1.0 – 1.4

The existing (historical and/or current) data consists of pre-drilling exploration and the
results are sufficiently encouraging to warrant further exploration.

1.5 – 1.9

The prospect contains one or more defined significant targets warranting additional
exploration.

2.0 – 2.4

The prospect has one or more targets with significant drill hole intersections.

2.5 – 2.9

Exploration is well advanced and infill drilling is required to define or up-grade a resource
such that a resource can be estimated.

3.0

Resources have been defined but a pre-feasibility study has not been recently completed.
Table 8 : Prospectivity Enhancement Multipliers
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Some valuation practitioners also take into account the proposed exploration expenditure for the next
phase of exploration in developing an overall project valuation using this method. In Geos Mining’s view,
there are a variety of potential outcomes from the next phase of exploration that are not known at the
time of valuation. These include enhancing, diminishing or entirely negating further prospectivity of the
project concerned. Consequently, we do not believe it is appropriate to include the proposed budget
amount when undertaking valuations using this method.

6.8. ALTERNATIVE OFFERS AND JOINT VENTURE TERMS
If discussions have been held with other parties and offers have been made on the project or tenements
under review, then these values are certainly relevant and worthy of consideration, and can be used in
establishing a value of the project. Similarly, joint venture terms, where one party pays to acquire an
interest in a project and/or spends exploration funds in order to earn an interest, provide an indication of
the project’s value.

6.9. MARKET PRICE OF COMPANY
If the vendor company has the project as its sole or primary asset, the market value of that company can be
used as a guide to the value that the market places on the asset. In Sturt’s case, it is an unlisted company
and so this method cannot be applied.

6.10. SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Special circumstances of relevance to mining projects or properties can have a significant impact (both
positive and negative) on value and modify valuations which might otherwise apply. Examples could
include:
 Environmental risks - which can result in a project being subject to extensive opposition, delays and
possibly refusal of development approvals.
 Indigenous peoples / land rights issues - projects in areas subject to claims from indigenous peoples
can experience prolonged delays, extended negotiations or veto.
 Country issues - the location of a project can significantly impact on the cost of development and
operating costs and has a major impact on perceived risk and sovereign risk.
 Technical issues peculiar to an area or deposit, such as geotechnical or hydrological conditions, or
metallurgical difficulties, could affect a project’s economics.

6.11. VALUATION METHODS USED TO VALUE STURT’S PNG PROJECTS
In undertaking this valuation of the tenement groups the following has been considered:
 Resource potential, i.e. any identified and unidentified resource potential
 Calculation of previous expenditure
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6.12. RESOURCE POTENTIAL
Drilling results from prospects in EL1989 indicate significant gold mineralisation near the surface. However,
deeper drillholes suggest that most of this mineralisation could be due to supergene enrichment in
weathered rocks and therefore have limited tonnage potential. Therefore, at this stage in the exploration,
we are unable to assign resource figures to this mineralisation, upon which to assign a value to the
prospects.
Similarly, the Tamo project has not had sufficient exploration to define alluvial gold resources, although test
work to date is encouraging.

6.13. PAST EXPENDITURE
The total expenditure on exploration tenements and government programs covering the Malaumanda
project area has possibly been in excess of $10 million. However, some of this work has failed to define
targets for further exploration within the current project area.
In utilising the Past Expenditure method we have taken the expenditure quoted by Celtic Minerals in their
Annual Reports and made an estimate of additional expenditure by other companies that has advanced the
understanding or prospectivity of the projects. Expenditure on programs that have not contributed to the
advancement of the projects has been ignored.
The areas of the Malaumanda project tenements have been subjected to extensive prior exploration by
numerous companies; work that has generated a large amount of exploration data. However, the bulk of
the valuable data has been generated by Sepik Gold and Celtic Minerals on exploration in the area covered
by EL1989 around Malaumanda.
We estimated that the total effective exploration expenditure on the Malaumanda project area (areas
covered by EL1898 and EL1915) has been around $4 million - $5 million. Since this exploration has defined
significant targets warranting additional exploration, a PEM of 1.5 – 1.9 can be applied to give a range of
values of $6M - $9.5M. We have not included the areas covered by the two outstanding ELAs in this
assessment because security of tenure cannot be assumed until the ELs are granted.
Expenditure on the Tamo project is largely unknown and most of it has been on establishing the alluvial
mining operation at Tuset. We estimate that the dredge sampling on the river gravels and test pit work on
the terraces would have cost around $200,000 - $400,000, being mostly labour, equipment hire, logistics
and analytical costs. Since the test work has defined significant alluvial targets, a PEM of 1.5 – 1.9 can be
applied to give a range of values of $300,000 to $760,000.

6.14. COMPARABLE TRANSACTIONS
Three mineral property transactions announced during 2011 (Pacific Niugini – ElDore, Sierra Mining –
Barrick and PGPG – Central West Gold) can be compared to the Sturt deal on the basis of location (PNG
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Highlands), style of target deposit (porphyry Cu-Au and epithermal Au) and stage of development (early
exploration) (Table 7). These properties were valued at $3M - $5M. The Malaumanda property covers a
similar sized area to the other properties but is probably a bit more advanced than these three due to the
amount of drilling and identification of numerous exploration targets. On the basis of comparable
transactions, we value the total Malaumanda project at $4M - $6M.

6.15. VALUATIONS OF THE STURT PNG PROJECTS
Valuations of the Sturt PNG projects are presented in Table 9.

Project

Malaumanda

Tamo

Method

Range of

Mean Valuation

valuations

@ 100% of project

Sturt’s beneficial
interest

Past Expenditure

$6.0 M - $9.5 M

$7.7 M

Comparable Transactions

$4.0 M - $6.0 M

$5.0 M

Average of methods

$5.0 M - $7.75 M

$6.37 M

$5.1 M

Past Expenditure

$0.3 M - $0.76 M

$0.53 M

$0.37 M

$5.3 M - $8.5 M

$6.9 M

$5.47 M

TOTAL
Table 9 : Valuations of Sturt’s PNG Projects

For the purpose of the valuations, we have not taken into account that the Pilbara-Sturt transaction
involves the transfer of Sturt’s remaining cash. Furthermore, the Brothers & Together (PNG) alluvial gold
mining operation has several items of heavy equipment (one front-end loader, two excavators and an
alluvial processing plant) that will be acquired by Sturt as part of their Tamo deal. The value of this
equipment may be of the order of $1 M.
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The PNG exploration and mining projects controlled by Sturt Resources contain significant zones of gold
and gold-copper mineralisation at Malaumanda and alluvial gold deposits at Tamo. However, mineral
resources have yet to be defined at either project. There is reasonable likelihood that further work
programs could convert these zones of exploration potential into mineral resources.
The valuations of the projects range from $5.3 M to $8.5 M, with an accepted valuation of $6.9 M. Sturt’s
beneficial interests in the projects total $5.47 M.
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Appendix 1 – Glossary of Technical Terms
Aeromagnetic survey

An airborne geophysical survey to detect variations in the Earth’s magnetic field due to the presence
(or absence) of magnetic rocks or minerals.

Ag

Chemical symbol for silver

Alluvium

A general term for unconsolidated material deposited during comparatively recent geological time by
running water or wind.

Alteration

A chemical change to original rock minerals.

Alteration halo

A zone of a similar style of alteration around mineralisation

Andesitic

An intermediate variety of igneous rock.

Anomalous

Having statistically significantly higher or lower values than the norm.

Argillic

Refers to alteration of original rock to clay minerals.

As

Chemical symbol for arsenic.

Assay

A chemical method to determine the metal content of a sample.

Au

Chemical symbol for gold.

Batholith

A large igneous intrusion, usually >100sq km in area.

Bornite

A copper ore mineral composed of copper, iron and sulphur.

Breccia

A rock type composed mainly of broken angular fragments.

Chalcocite

A copper ore mineral composed of copper and sulphur.

Chalcopyrite

A copper ore mineral composed of copper, iron and sulphur.

Channel sample

A technique of sampling rock outcrops for quantitative assaying whereby a representative sample is
collected over a specific length.

Crust

Outermost layer of the earth.

Crustal plate

Large, rigid segment of the earth’s crust.

Cu

Chemical symbol for copper.

Deformation

Process by which rocks are folded and faulted.

Diamond drilling

A drilling technique using diamond tipped drill bits to extract cylindrical rock core for analysis.

Diatreme

A vertical, pipe or funnel shaped body of intrusive breccia.

Diorite

A dark coloured variety of intermediate intrusive rock.

Dyke

A narrow, generally tabular, igneous intrusion that cuts across geological strata.

EM

Electromagnetics, an electrical geophysical surveying method

Epithermal

Refers to geologic processes taking place at low temperature and pressure near the Earth’s surface.

Fe

Chemical symbol for iron.

Feldspar

Variety of common rock forming minerals containing silica, aluminium and variable amounts of
calcium, potassium and sodium.

Felsic

An intermediate or silicic igneous rock containing abundant feldspar +/- quartz.
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Ferro-magnesian

Pertaining to minerals that have high contents of iron and magnesium.

Gabbro

A coarse grained intrusive rock having high contents of ferro-magnesian minerals.

Geochemical sample

A sample of rock, soil or sediments collected for analysis to determine metal or mineral content.

Geophysical survey

Methods to measure the physical properties of the earth, such as electrical, magnetic or density.

Grade

Quantity of gold or other metal per unit weight of the host rock or sample.

Granite

A variety of coarse grained intrusive rock with high contents of feldspar and quartz

Granodiorite

A variety of coarse grained intrusive rock with high contents of feldspar and quartz and lesser ferromagnesian minerals.

g/t

Grams per tonne.

Hematite

Iron oxide mineral with general formula of Fe2O3

Highbanker

A combination suction dredge / sluice box used for gold prospecting.

Hydrothermal

Refers to geologic processes related to hot fluids.

Igneous

Rock types formed from the cooling and solidification of molten magma.

Intermediate

A type of igneous rock containing 45-55% silica (SiO2) and less than 10% free quartz.

Intrusive

An igneous rock solidified from magma beneath the earth’s surface.

Intrusive complex

An area containing a number of intrusive bodies.

IP

Induced Polarisation, an electrical geophysical surveying technique.

Lava

A volcanic rock solidified from magma extruded onto the earth’s surface.

Limestone

A sedimentary rock composed mainly of calcium carbonate.

Limonite

A variety of hydrated iron oxide formed during weathering.

Ma

Symbol for millions of years before the present time.

Mafic

Referring to igneous rocks composed dominantly of ferro-magnesan minerals and minor feldspar.

Magma

Molten rock composed of mineral crystals and dissolved gases.

Magnetic

Refers to rocks or minerals with magnetic properties.

Magnetite

A magnetic iron oxide mineral.

Mesothermal

Refers to geologic processes taking place at moderate temperatures and depths, commonly 350m1500m below surface.

Metamorphism

Processes by which rock forming minerals are changed by heat and/or pressure.

Mineral Resource

A concentration or occurrence in the Earth’s crust of material of intrinsic value in such form, quality
and quantity that there are reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction.

Mineralisation

Concentration of metals or other minerals of value within a body of rock.

Miocene

A geological time period ranging from 23.3 to 5.2 million years ago.

MMI

Mobile Metal Ion geochemistry technique designed to detect hidden mineralisation through selective
analysis of metal ions that travel upward from mineralization to unconsolidated surface materials
such soil.

Mo

The chemical symbol for molybdenum.

Molybdenite

The main molybdenum ore mineral, composed of molybdenum and sulphur.
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Ni

Chemical symbol for nickel.

Outcrop

Exposure of bedrock at the surface projecting through soil cover.

Pb

Chemical symbol for lead.

Phenocryst

A relatively large mineral crystal set in a finer grained groundmass.

Pliocene

A geological time period ranging from 5.2 to 2.6 million years ago

Porphyry

Refers to the texture of igneous rocks containing visible crystals in a fine-grained groundmass.

Porphyry copper

Refers to a large, generally low grade copper deposit related to intrusive rocks.

Prospect

An area within a mining tenement that has indications of the occurrence of mineralisation, upon
which exploration efforts are concentrated.

Pyrite

A common iron mineral composed of iron and sulphur.

ppm

Parts per million.

Propylitic

A type of rock alteration commonly associated with mineral deposits.

Pyrite

A common iron mineral composed of iron and sulphur.

Pyroclastic

A type of fragmental volcanic rock formed by violent volcanic eruptions.

Quartz

A common rock forming mineral composed of silica and oxygen.

Quaternary

A geological time period ranging from 2.6 million years ago to present.

Resistivity

A geophysical surveying technique to compare bulk rock electrical properties.

Rock chip

A technique of sampling rock outcrops for quantitative assaying.

RTP

Rotated to pole – a method of processing magnetics data to show the response that would be
generated if the bodies were located at the magnetics pole.

Shear

A narrow, linear zone of rock deformation or faulting.

Silicified

Alteration of a rock to silica.

Skarn

A rock type formed by alteration of limestone by heat from an intrusive body.

Sphalerite

A zinc ore mineral composed of zinc, iron and sulphur

Stock

A relatively small intrusive body with generally circular or elliptical outline.

Stockwork

A closely spaced network of intersecting veins.

Subduction zone

The edge of an oceanic crustal plate where the denser oceanic crust is forced below lighter
continental crust.

Sulphide

A type of mineral composed of a metal or metals combined with sulphur.

Tectonic

A term relating to major structures of the earth.

Tenement

Area of land defined by a Government authority over which the holder has the sole rights to mineral
exploration or mining activities.

Ultramafic

Referring to igneous rocks composed dominantly of ferro-magnesan minerals.

Vein

A narrow, tabular or sheet-like body of rock or minerals.

Weathering

Set of processes at or near the surface whereby bedrock is broken up or decayed by physical or
chemical processes.

Zn

Chemical symbol for zinc
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Appendix 2 –Malaumanda Historic Exploration
EL

Company

Year

Work Completed

PA31

CRA

1967

PA135

CEC

1973

Drillholes

Metres

Reference

Comment

-80# Stream sediment sampling

Atkinson (1967)

Porphyry Cu target, geochemistry reflects bedrock
variations

Airborne magnetics.

Bennett (1973)

Weak Au mineralisation

Mag anomalies followed up with geological mapping &
rock, soil & stream sed sampling + ground mag, IP, EM
PA794

Indaba

1988

Soil sampling (panned), stream sediment sampling,
trenching (channel sampling),

Sporadic Ni laterites, too small
Hydrothermally altered zone>9km with soil Au>
0.01g/t, epithermal zone with open qz veining
associated with good Au values ( best 4m @
7.4g/t), maps showing summary of results. Au, Ag
and base metal sulphides in heavily weathered
surface material.

Tischler et al (1989)

Very poor reproduction of summary maps.
Relinquished tenement for unknown reason.

Lawrence & Dewar
(1991)

Previously PA794. Summarises encouraging Indaba
results from a final unseen report. *

mapping

1989
PA966

Wiluna

Mapping, rock chip, soil sampling and trench channel
sampling

1991

2

Tischler (1988)

Only recommendations made for further work.
EL1053

Romar

1994

Rock float sampling, stream sediment, outcrop rock
chip, panned stream sediments.

Mapmakers/Resources
Developing Facility

Best results: Au 54.8ppm & Ag 527ppm, Cu
9800ppm. Visible Au in stream sediment samples.
Intrusive porphyries appear to be associated with
the mineralisation (Au, sulphides) as well as veins.
Assay results included.

EL1235

Sepik Gold

1995

Data collation and review

Mapmakers/Resources
Developing Facility
(1995)

Field work cancelled due to political unrest. EL
cancelled?

1996

2 day reconnaissance field visit, historic data review,
resampling of Indaba trenches

Gates (1996)

Porphyry and epithermal style Au mineralisation
identified. Au in rock sample 285g/t and bulk
saprolite sample 135g/t. Comparisons show
general agreement but also nugget effect. 80mesh occasionally rich in fine Au.
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EL

Company

Sepik Gold &
Malaumanda
Development
Corp Ltd

Pilbara Minerals Ltd Malaumanda & Tamo Projects, PNG

Year

Work Completed

1996

Soil sampling and trench sampling, rock sampling

1999

Mapping 1:2000 scale,

Drillholes

6

Metres

603.5m

Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation

Reference

Comment

Gates (1996)

Au mineralised zone of 4km x 16km and alluvial Au
area of 6km x 8km defined. Best rock Au 16.5g/t,
and 1% Cu & Zn.

Koesi (1999)

Only drilling and trench channel sampling results
reported. Qz-sulphide + Au mineralisation appears
associated with andesitic dykes intruding
granodiorite, in proximity to the contact margins.
Milikap prospect. Alteration is strong sericiticpyrite & silicification overprinting weak
widespread propylitic alteration (associated with
the sulphide + Au).

Milikap prospect: channel trench sampling, grid soil
sampling, rock chip sampling, diamond drilling

Fault boundaries identified, possibly related to
mineralisation, which is shear related (siliceous qzbase metal sulphide veins hosted in granodiorite).
Spatially related to narrow porphyritic andesite
dykes. Widespread intensive weathering has
dispersed the Au.
EL1235

Celtic

2003

Airborne magnetic/radiometric survey over Milikap,
Lodon & Yape areas,

6 total

Landsat imagery analysis,

1 SW
Creek)

Mapping at 1:200 & 1:100 scales, soil sampling
(geochemistry), rock sampling (grab, chip, channel and
float), 1486 samples assayed for Au+ ICP.
Milikap Main: ground magnetic & IP survey, trench
sampling, diamond drilling.
Milikap North: ground magnetic & IP surveys, trenching

(5 Milikap,

601.1m

Celtic Minerals (2003)

Best result from drilling 3m @ 21.62g/t Au in
CMK03-1(Main Milikap). Milikap area has
silicified/qz-carbonate zones controlled by N-S 12m wide dilation features. High values indicate
Mn- related supergene enrichment as limited
drilling results are generally lower grade. Milikap
North has discontinuous high Au associated with
silicified/qz-carbonate zones related to a dyke
swarm. Yape area is a porphyry-Cu target. Detailed
results in appendices.

Southwest Creek: ground magnetic & IP surveys,
diamond drilling
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Company

Year

Work Completed

Drillholes

Metres

Reference

Comment

Celtic

2004

Intensive sampling of previously identified anomalies
Milikap North: Follow up trenching, diamond drilling

11 total

1677.95m

Celtic Minerals (2004)

Four prospects identified + Main Milikap

Lodon Tops area: mapping sampling, trench sampling,
stream sediment & soil sampling.

North, 6
Lodon
Tops)

Over view by Corbett commissioned

(5 Milikap

Milikap North mineralisation linked to E-W
trending shear/shear-fracture zone becoming
dilational as it swings SW. Drilling of the dilational
zone indicates narrow <2m wide discontinuous
mineralisation. Drill samples have significantly
less Au than surface samples.
Lodon Tops: epithermal Au-carbonate-qz veins
o
associated with a 310 trending fault zone. Drilling
indicates narrow veins with a nugget effect giving
localised results similar to the enriched surface
samples taken (eg 110g/t).
Other anomalies followed up have inconclusive
results that require further work – Southwest
Creek & Yape.
Results presented in appendices.

Celtic

2005

Tasman

2008

Summary report of work carried out so far only –
no new data. 85% Interest surrendered.
Stream sediment sampling (107 x -80# and pan
concentrate)
Soil sampling (479 samples)
Rock chip/float (49 samples)

Hedger,
Geo Logical (2008)

7 prospects defined and summarised and 12
target areas identified and followed up with the
stream sediment & soil sampling and
opportunistic rock sampling. Most smaller targets
eliminated. Mo analysis shows potential for
economic concentration. Lodon Tops area still
considered to have bonanza potential.
Proposes change of focus in exploration paradigm.
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Appendix 3 – Exploration Targets
From Isles (2012)
TARGET NAME &
TYPE

Tenement

CENTRAL

Main Malaumunda prospect area

These have been derived from Celtic Mineral’s detailed 100m spaced airborne
magnetics survey focused on the known mineralised area. The analysis is sound
and the targets all rate highly. See SRK report CE104, August 2003

High

EL1989

Immediately east of Yape gold-mineralised area.

Ovoid mag depletion zone at junction of major structures

High

Distinct local mag lows along trend and with same orientation as Lodon
mineralisation

High

Mag destruction zone on contact of Karawari Batholith, and at junction of NNE
fracture zone.

High

At northern, faulted margin of the Karawari Batholith (Tmr). Composite feature
includes mag alteration, potassium anomalism, and the ‘Yokopos’ Cu, Zn prospect

High

Local, discrete K enrichment, in EW structural zone

low

Local mag feature (likely U) in flat mag zone marginal to Tmr. Weak suggestion of
NE fracture

Low

Porphyry Cu-Au
Lodon Ext 1 & 2

Approx centre 744,000mE, 9,456,000mN
EL1989

Porphyry Cu-Au
SE Lodon

EL1989

ELA2017

Vein-style structural

Approx 7.5 km NE of Koiti prospect
Approx centre 734,500mE, 9465,000mN

ELA2017

Vein-style structural
C-40

7.5km SE of Lodin mineralised zone.
Approx 749,000mE, 9,443,000mN

Porphyry Cu-Au
C-9

2-3 km south and SE of Lodon gold mineralised zone
Approx 745,000mE, 9,447,000mN

Intrusive contact/
skarn style
C-10

Priority

EL1989

1, 3, 5 ,6, 7, 8 & 9
Yape Mag

Features

Approx 15km radius of existing Malaumunda gold
prospects

TARGETS
SRK Targets

Location

10 km north of Koiti prospect
Approx centre 738,000mE, 9468,000mN

ELA2017

3km north of Yape prospect
Approx centre 744,000mE, 9,462,000mN
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TARGET NAME &
TYPE

Tenement

Location

Features

Priority

C-41

ELA2017

11km NE of Yape prospect

Structural target. Confluence of major WNW and EW fault zones with an
identifiable NE ‘arc-normal’ structural trend. Vague mag low, vague k enrichment

Moderate

Structural Target. Tmr margin with associated mag alteration zone (?hornfelsing)
intersected by NE structural trend. No radiometric expression.

Low

Locally complex zone within Tmr, mag high zone in northern part, mag low zone in
southern part. Strong EW fracturing. Low rads suggest mafic subsection of Tmr

Low

Locally complex zone within Tmr, central mag high zone flanked by mag low.
Weak EW and NE fracturing. Low rads suggest mafic subsection of Tmr.

Low

Enhanced K in structural zone at southern margin of Tmr. Major EW fault,
identifiable NNE fault/contact and weak mag low zone

High

Discordant mag feature in NW trending structural corridor. Central zone of
enhanced K.

Moderate

Local, strong Th (K) high in NW structural zone. Coincides with topo high. No clear
mag expression

Moderate

Local, strong Th high at junction of major NW fault zone and EW fault zone.
Associated mag low.

Moderate

Vein-style structural
C42

Approx centre 753,000mE, 9,465,000mN
ELA2017

Vein-style structural
C-11

Approx centre 749,500mE, 9,460,000mN
ELA2017

Porphyry Cu-Au
C-12

ELA2017

12km eastof Lodon prospect
Approx centre 756,000mE, 9,451,000mN

ELA2017

Intrusive contact/
skarn style
C-20

7km NE of Lodon prospect
Approx centre 750,000mE, 9,454,500mN

Porphyry Cu-Au
C-16

5km east of Yape prospect

8 km south of Lodon prospect
Approx centre 742,000mE, 9,443,000mN

ELA2017

13 kn SW of Millikap prospect

Porphyry Cu-Au

Approx centre 726,500mE, 9,450,000mN

NORTHERN TARGETS

Central and northern part of ELA1916

N-7

ELA1916

Vein-style structural
N-8
Vein-style structural

Southern part of ELA1916
Approx centre 730,000mE, 9,473,000mN

ELA1916

Southern part of ELA1916
Approx centre 740,000mE, 9,471,000mN
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TARGET NAME &
TYPE

Tenement

Location

Features

Priority

N-6

ELA1916

Approx centre 736,000mE, 9480,000mN

Complex zone of mag variation related to EW fracture. Includes local small mag
‘dipole’ and Th anomalies, but overall low in radioelements.

High

ELA1916

‘Cone Mtn’ on old 1:250,000 scale geology map

Exposed granitic intrusion with associated Cu mineralisation. Local k enhancement
and coincident mag anomaly

High

Porphyry Cu-Au
N-5
Porphyry Cu-Au
N-3

Approx centre 722,500mE, 9489,500mN
ELA1916

Approx centre 735,000mE, 9495,500mN

Local mag feature in WNW structural zone. Coincident topo high, weak rad
(mainly Th) expression,mapped (?interpreted) as small intrusion in new geology.

High

ELA1916

Far north of ELA1916

Discordant structural feature in NW trending belt. Belt inferred to be segmented
ultramfic thrust sheet. Mag low and subtle expression in rads could represent a
small intrusion.

Moderate

Locally strong, discrete K-high with small coincident topo high. No direct mag
expression, but in zone of string NW and EW fractures.

moderate

Mag and rad complex in NW structural corridor. Mag ‘flat zone’ with 2 ‘satellite’ K
highs at margin

High

Clear ‘circular’ dispruption in linear ultramfic belt. No distinct radiometrics
response or coincident topo feature

Moderate

Group of small granitoids intruding a segmented thrust sheet of mafic igneous
rocks. EW to WNW structures

Moderate

Porphyry Cu-Au
N-43
Porphyry Cu-Au

Approx centre 729,000mE, 9510,000mN

NEAR WEST TARGETS

25 to 30 km west of the Malaumunda mineralised area
in ELAs 1915 and 2701

W-26

EL2017

Vein-style structural
W-19
Vein-style structural

30km WNW of Malaumunda in ELA2017
Approx centre 711,500mE, 9463,000mN

ELA2017 /
ELA1915

30km WSW of Malaumunda
Straddles ELA2017 / ELA1915 boundary
Approx centre 715,500mE, 9450,500mN

W-21

ELA1915

30km SW of Malaumunda in ELA1915

Porphyry Cu-Au

Approx centre 721,000mE, 9434,000mN

FAR WEST TARGETS

Far western part of ELA1915

FW-27

ELA1915

60km west of Malaumunda in ELA1915
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Porphyry Cu-Au

FW-28
Porphyry Cu-Au

Location

Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation

Features

Priority

Granitoid intrusion into segmented ultramafic sheet, controlled by EW fractures.
Clear mag expression, weak rads

Moderate

Approx centre 679,500mE, 9453,000mN

ELA1915

70km west of Malaumunda in ELA1915
Approx centre 671,000mE, 9456,500mN
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Appendix 4 – Malaumanda drillholes
Hole_ID
MK1

East
737340

North
9456270

RL
726

Dip
-50

Azimuth
175

Length
120.70

Company
Sepik

Prospect
Milikap

Started
1/01/1998

Completed
31/12/1999

MK2

737339

9456273

726

MK3

737343

9456272

726

-50

275

121.70

Sepik

Milikap

1/01/1998

31/12/1999

-50

125

138.80

Sepik

Milikap

1/01/1998

31/12/1999

MK4

737322

9456689

690

-85

100

30.20

Sepik

Milikap

1/01/1998

31/12/1999

MK5

737318

9456690

690

-80

280

92.10

Sepik

Milikap

1/01/1998

31/12/1999

MK6

737404

9456887

674

-65

300

100.00

Sepik

Milikap

1/01/1998

31/12/1999

CMK03-01

737407

9456882

690

-52

270

91.80

Celtic

Milikap

15/06/2003

22/06/2003

CMK03-02

737273

9456684

719

-55

90

91.90

Celtic

Milikap

23/06/2003

30/06/2003

CMK03-03

737324

9456508

755

-51

90

79.70

Celtic

Milikap

1/07/2003

4/07/2003

CMK03-04

737668

9456926

682

-52

90

50.80

Celtic

Milikap

5/07/2003

10/07/2003

CMK03-05

737883

9456707

681

-49

90

88.60

Celtic

Milikap

11/07/2003

11/07/2003

CMK03-06

736671

9456627

718

-50

29

198.30

Celtic

SW Creek

17/07/2003

1/08/2003

KZ03-01

738456

9458156

795

-51

160

206.40

Celtic

Milikap North

20/08/2003

3/09/2003

KZ03-02

738263

9457966

715

-49.5

150

84.50

Celtic

Milikap North

9/09/2003

21/09/2003

KZ03-03

738341

9458028

750

-49.5

150

132.70

Celtic

Milikap North

21/09/2003

1/10/2003

KZ03-04

738341

9458028

750

-70

150

149.80

Celtic

Milikap North

1/10/2003

12/10/2003

KZ03-05

738538

9458129

799

-55

153

128.20

Celtic

Milikap North

14/10/2003

21/10/2003

CLT03-01

743824

9450118

1800

-60

199

153.90

Celtic

Lodon Tops

6/12/2003

15/12/2003

CLT04-02

743702

9450140

1747

-60

200

148.60

Celtic

Lodon Tops

2/02/2004

16/02/2004

CLT04-03

743650

9450239

1728

-60

190

235.70

Celtic

Lodon Tops

18/02/2004

4/03/2004

CLT04-04

743923

9450012

1829

-55

230

137.50

Celtic

Lodon Tops

6/03/2004

24/03/2004

CLT04-05

743999

9449797

1859

-60

306

103.00

Celtic

Lodon Tops

25/03/2004

31/03/2004

CLT04-06

743994

9449845

1847

-55

255

197.65

Celtic

Lodon Tops

31/03/2004

15/04/2004

Note: Collar co-ordinates have been converted from AMG66 Zone 54 to MGA94 Zone 54. Azimuths are relative to the MGA94 grid.
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Hole

From

To

Metres

Au

Ag

Cu

Zn

MK2

60.40

62.40

2.00

1.31

1

351

253

MK3

27.70

29.48

1.78

12.00

*

9

71

MK4

5.10

7.10

2.00

19.72

*

790

682

MK4

7.10

16.10

9.00

0.56

5

278

1,395

MK5

32.10

46.10

14.00

4.28

15

9,950

4,153

MK5

72.30

80.30

8.00

1.00

3

1,563

16,573

MK6

34.40

50.50

16.10

7.22

4

1,290

294

MK6

64.60

68.40

3.80

0.94

1

462

645

CMK03-01

25.30

26.30

1.00

3.35

1

1,040

728

CMK03-01

33.50

38.00

4.50

15.03

13

6,554

708

CMK03-02

53.70

54.50

0.80

8.17

6

2,500

420

CMK03-03

58.00

58.65

0.65

5.35

12

1,350

41,000

CMK03-05

35.10

36.30

1.20

3.49

14

3,150

23,900

CLT03-01

100.40

101.40

1.00

0.73

7

295

5,150

CLT03-01

108.50

119.30

10.80

4.47

29

623

7,287

CLT03-01

123.00

124.10

1.10

1.21

10

450

11,000

CLT04-02

83.50

88.15

4.65

0.63

5

128

995

CLT04-02

94.00

95.00

1.00

0.92

12

435

1,260

CLT04-03

175.20

176.30

1.10

1.39

16

1,740

1,030

CLT04-03

199.10

202.10

3.00

0.60

11

203

1,618

CLT04-04

115.10

117.97

2.87

2.25

15

465

4,273

CLT04-05

53.00

55.00

2.00

0.54

5

68

2,042

CLT04-05

81.00

82.00

1.00

1.64

11

956

5,600

CLT04-06

4.00

4.70

0.70

1.48

7

655

2,650

CLT04-06

67.00

67.90

0.90

2.46

13

512

3,090

CLT04-06

86.00

86.50

0.50

6.20

28

481

2,760

CLT04-06

109.50

110.50

1.00

0.74

17

1,180

3,390

KZ03-01

120.00

123.20

3.20

3.74

4

4,289

2,456

KZ03-01

149.00

151.50

2.50

0.73

1

136

146

KZ03-02

41.00

41.75

0.75

4.59

1

195

78

KZ03-03

77.50

79.10

1.60

1.04

3

1,431

234

KZ03-04

43.00

45.00

2.00

0.52

1

257

4,050

KZ03-04

96.10

97.00

0.90

0.57

1

280

2,950

All values in ppm.
* = assays not recorded
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Appendix 6 - JORC 2012 Table
SECTION 1 - SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND DATA
Criteria
Sampling
techniques

Drilling
techniques
Drill sample
recovery

Commentary
 Sampling techniques include soils, rock chips, channels, stream sediments and panned concentrates.
 Sepik Gold’s rock chip samples contained a minimum 0.5-1kg. The reports do not mention whether the samples targeted mineralisation.
 Sepik Gold’s channel samples were taken approximately 20cm above the trench floor over intervals of 2m or 5m, depending on the geology. Average weight
of the samples was 1kg.
 Sepik Gold’s soil samples were collected at 25m spacings on grid lines spaced at 200m. The reports do not mention the methods or depths of sampling.
 Sepik Gold’s samples were sent to Analabs in Lae for analysis but the analysis techniques were not mentioned in the reports.
 Celtic Minerals MMI soil samples were collected at a constant depth of 10-20cm below surface. The samples consisted of 3-4 measuring cups by volume (size
of cups not specified).
 Celtic Minerals reports did not mention the methodology for collection of rock chip and channel samples.
 Celtic Minerals samples were sent to Amdel Laboratories in Adelaide and Analabs in Townsville for analysis by fire assay for gold and by ICP for a suite of 2030 elements.
 Tasman Goldfields’ drainage samples consisted of 100g of -80# (<0.18mm) for stream sediments and 50g of panned concentrates Samples were analysed by
Intertek in Jakarta for gold by fire assay and by ICP for a suite of 34 elements.
 Tasman Goldfields’ soil samples consisted of 2kg of soil taken from below the humus and pallid clay layer. Samples were analysed by Intertek in Jakarta for
gold by fire assay and by ICP for a suite of 34 elements.
 Tasman Goldfields’ reports do not specifiy methodology for collection of rock chip samples.
 B&T (PNG) conducted a sampling program of elevated river terraces at Tamo using a 2.5” Highbanker dredge. No other details are reported for the sampling
techniques used.
 Sepik Gold completed 6 diamond drillholes (totalling 603.5m) using an RB34 drill rig. Core sizes were HQ and NQ. Core orientation is not mentioned in the
report.
 Celtic Minerals completed 17 diamond drillholes (totalling 2,279.05m). Core sizes were HW and HQ. Core orientation is not mentioned in the reports.
 Sepik Gold core recovery was recorded as summaries for each drill shift. Recoveries were generally >90% for holes MK1, MK2 and MK3, apart from highly
weathered saprolite zones at shallow depths. Core recoveries for holes MK4, MK5 and MK6 were reported as “moderate to poor” due to deep weathering
and highly altered saprolite.
 Drilling techniques using high mud content and short runs were used in an attempt to maximise core recovery.
 Sepik Gold did not report any relationship between core recovery and grades, apart from hole MK6, which had poor recovery through a zone of alteration and
mineralised veins carrying free gold.
 Core recovery data for the Celtic drillholes were recorded for each sample interval. Core recovery was generally greater than 90%.
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 There was no obvious relationship or bias between sample assays and core recoveries.
Logging

Sub-sampling
techniques and
sample
preparation

Quality of
assay data and
laboratory
tests
Verification of
sampling and
assaying

Location of
data points

 Sepik Gold drillholes were logged geologically on hand written log sheets. The logging consists of qualitative descriptions of the lithologies, veining,
mineralisation and structures for the entire length of each hole.
 Photos of the Sepik Gold drill core are not available.
 Celtic Minerals drillholes were logged in a qualitative method on the basis of major lithological units and sub-units based on significant structures, alteration,
veining or minerlaisation.
 Photos of the Celtic Minerals drill core are not available.
 Sepik Gold drillholes were sampled over intervals ranging from 0.7m to 5m, depending on geology and visible mineralisation. Core was split, with half going
to Analabs in Lae for analysis and the other half kept at Milikap Base Camp.
 Sample preparation and analysis techniques for the Sepik Gold drill core were not mentioned in the reports. No quality control information is available for
these samples.
 Celtic Minerals drillholes were sampled over intervals ranging from 0.28m to 2.1m, with an average of 0.92m. Drill core sampling methods were not reported.
 Sample preparation and analysis techniques for the Celtic Minerals drill core were not mentioned in the reports. No quality control information is available
for these samples.
 Tasman Goldfields samples underwent sample preparation at Interlek in Lae and analysis at Intertek in Jakarta. Low level fire assays, with an ICP-AEO finish,
were used for gold assays to give a detection limit of 1ppb. A suite of 34 elements were analysed by four-acid digest followed by low level ICP-AES analysis.
 No information is available for the Sepik Gold assaying and laboratory procedures.
 Scans of Amdel Laboratories assay certificates were provided as an Appendix in the 2003 Annual Report. Assay method codes were FA1 for gold and IC3 for
the suite of 25 elements.
 Quality control procedures for the Celtic Minerals assays were not reported.
 Quality control procedures for the Tasman Goldfields samples were not reported.
 Sepik Gold’s reports do not mention verification of significant intersections.
 Sepik Gold did not undertake twinning of their drillholes.
 Geological logs and assay data for the Sepik Gold drillholes were recorded by hand on logging sheets. Digital copies of assay laboratory results were not
available for checking.
 Celtic Minerals reports do not mention verification of significant intersections.
 Celtic Minerals did not twin any of the Sepik gold drillholes.
 Celtic Minerals drillhole assays were available as an Excel spreadsheet and scans of the Amdel Final Analysis reports.
 Survey control for the Sepik Gold programs was by tape and compass traversing on a local grid. Such procedures can be inaccurate, especially in thickly
forested rugged terrains.
 Celtic Minerals used a combination of hand-held GPS and tape and compass traverses tied into GPS stations on helipads for survey control. UTM co-ordinates
were used for the Main Milikap grid only.
 No information was reported on the survey control for the Tasman Goldfields soil sampling.
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 Survey control for the Tamo alluvial terraces sampling was not reported.
Data spacing
and
distribution
Orientation of
data in relation
to geological
structure
Sample
security
Audits or
reviews






Sepik Gold soil sampling at 25m spacings on 200m spaced grid lines. Adequate for broad distribution of mineralisation.
Sepik Gold trench sampling over 2m-5m intervals depending on geology. Adequate for the style of mineralisation.
Celtic Minerals collected MMI soil samples at 25m spacings (not slope corrected) along grid lines at 200m spacings.
Tasman Goldfields collected soil samples along 250m spaced grids. Sample spacings were not reported, but from plots of the results they appear to be 50m.

 Most trenches oriented across the general trend of minerlaisation and structures. However, some trench samples were collected along mineralised zones.
 Sepik Gold drillholes were designed to drill across mineralised structures.
 Celtic Minerals drillholes were designed to drill across mineralised structures and it is considered that there is no sampling bias due to the drillhole
orientations.
 No mention is made of measures to ensure sample security for any of the companies to have worked on the project area.

 Sepik Gold cleared and re-sampled some of the Indaba trenches and confirmed the Indaba results.
 Celtic Minerals did not report any audits or verification of earlier results.
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SECTION 2 - REPORTING OF EXPLORATION RESULTS
Criteria
Mineral
tenement and
land tenure
status

Commentary








Exploration
done by other
parties






Geology

Drill hole
Information
Data
aggregation
methods

Exploration Licence (EL) 1989 is held by the traditional landowners through the Malaumanda Development Corporation Limited (MDC). Sturt signed a Joint
Venture Agreement with MDC on 1 June 2012, whereby Sturt will receive an up-front interest of 60% for a cash payment of $200,000 and the issue to MDC of
1,000,000 shares, with the right to earn up to an 80% interest by sole funding to Bankable Feasibility Study (BFS) stage. MDC will retain a 20% contributing
interest at BFS. A variation to this JVA, agreed to by both parties on 17 January 2013, has resulted in Sturt being granted the upfront 60% equity in EL1989,
with the payment of cash and transfer of shares being postponed until a later date.
EL1915 was granted to New Global Mining (PNG) Limited on 20 December 2012 for a term of two years.
EL Application 1916 was submitted on 8 November 2010. It was lodged in the name of New Global Mining (PNG) Ltd.
EL Application 2071 was submitted on 22 September 2011. A customary landowner company will be given a 10% interest in this tenement (out of Salumei
Korosmeri Minerals’ 20%) upon granting of the EL.
ML503 is a mining lease, for the sole purpose of mining alluvial materials, held by the local landowners company, Maka Alluvial Gold Mining Ltd (MAGM)
(51%), and Brothers & Together (PNG) Ltd (B&T) (49%). Sturt signed an Agreement with B&T on 16 February 2012, whereby it can earn an initial 51% in
B&T’s interests in ML503 and the surrounding EL1453 by issuing 13.5M shares to B&T on or before 30 April 2013. Sturt can earn up to 70% of B&T’s interest
by spending a further $5.1M over two years from the date that the 51% interest is earned.
There are no known impediments preventing Sturt from obtaining or operating exploration licences in the area.
Previous exploration on the Malaumanda project area was conducted by CRA Exploration, Carpentaria Exploration, Indaba, Wiluna, Romar Investments, Sepik
Gold, Celtic Minerals and Tasman Goldfields. Most of the detailed exploration on Malaumanda was conducted by Sepik Gold, Celtic Minerals and Tasman
Goldfields.
The European Union funded a regional exploration program from 2006 to 2011 that included geological mapping, stream sediment sampling and airborne
geophysics surveys over the Central Highlands of PNG.
Summaries of previous exploration programs are listed in Appendix 2.

 Mineralisation at Malaumanda is associated with structures and veining within felsic intrusions and surrounding sediments. Three deposit types have been
identified at Malaumanda: porphyry copper-gold, low sulphidation epithermal gold-copper and carbonate-base metal-gold.
 Gold mineralisation at Tamo is hosted by paleochannels (elevated old river terraces), current river sediments and floodplains (low energy outwash plains).
The hard-rock sources of the alluvial gold have not been located.
 Drillhole collar data are presented in Appendix 4.
 Significant drillhole intercepts are presented in Appendix 5.
 No top cuts applied to assay data.
 Metal assays are reported separately. No metal equivalent values have been calculated.
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Criteria
Relationship
between
mineralisation
widths and
intercept
lengths
Diagrams
Balanced
reporting
Other
substantive
exploration
data
Further work

Pilbara Minerals Ltd Malaumanda & Tamo Projects, PNG

Independent Geologist’s Report and Valuation

Commentary
 Angles between mineralised veins and core axis were generally greater than 45°.
 Significant assays have been reported as down-hole length; true width not known.

 Locations of trenches and drillholes are presented in Figures 8, 9 and 10.
 Appendix 5 lists all drillhole intersections where the gold grade multiplied by the width of intersection is greater than 1, plus some intersections that contain
copper or zinc values greater than 1,000 ppm.
 All other drillhole intersections are less than these values.
 Other significant exploration information, such as geophysics anomalies, stream sediment and soil anomalies and geological information, are described in the
sections on previous exploration results.

 Future work programs to define drilling targets could involve:
o Geological mapping
o Soil sampling
o Trenching and rock chip sampling
o Ground geophysics
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Appendix 7 – Summary of Information
The information used for this report comes primarily from previous explorers’ annual technical reports and
publicly available data.
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The Malaumanda project consists of two granted Exploration Licences (totalling 2,251 km2) and two
Exploration Licence Applications (totalling 2,356 km2) located in the Highlands region of Papua New Guinea.
The project is situated within the New Guinea Thrust Belt, a regional geological domain that hosts several
significant gold and gold-copper deposits.
The region has previously been explored by several companies, utilising stream sediments, soil, rock chip
and channel sampling, airborne and ground geophysics (IP, magnetics) and diamond drilling (23 drillholes
totalling 2,882.55m) to a maximum depth of 235.7m. Drill core sizes were reported as HW, HQ and NQ and
core recovery was generally >90%. Drillholes were designed to drill across the controlling structures. Assay
intersections are reported as downhole widths with no corrections to true width.
Locations of trenches and sampling sites have been primarily based on tape and compass traverses on a
local grid. Only minor survey control utilised hand-held GPS units.
Some details of the sampling procedures have not been reported by the previous explorers. All sample
assays were undertaken by NATA certified laboratories (Analabs in Lae and Townsville, Amdel in Adelaide
and Intertek in Jakarta). Quality control procedures were not reported.
Exploration results have defined several zones of gold and gold-copper mineralisation, mostly hosted by
structures within Miocene aged intrusions. Drilling of these zones has intersected some narrow high-grade
gold intervals and broader lower-grade gold-copper intervals. The density of drilling is not sufficient to
define Mineral Resources at this stage.
The Tamo project consists of one granted Exploration Licence (366 km2, under renewal application) and
one granted Mining Lease for alluvial mining (370 ha).
Very little modern exploration has been reported for the area covered by the EL. Alluvial gold is currently
being mined from terraces along the Tupuku River and individual gold nuggets up to 90 grams have been
recovered from these deposits. More extensive terraces occur along the Clay River, outside of the ML. The
hard rock sources of the alluvial gold have not been identified.
Results to date justify continuing exploration on the tenements.
Valuation methods used in the report have relied upon a combination of past expenditure and comparable
transactions.
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Our reference
Direct line
Email
Partner responsible

Gadens Lawyers
Sydney Pty Limited
ABN 69 100 963 308

9 April 2013
77 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia

The Directors
Pilbara Minerals Limited
Level 5, 2 Blight Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Australia

DX 364 Sydney
T +61 2 9931 4999
F +61 2 9931 4888
www.gadens.com.au

Dear Sirs
Report on PNG Tenements under the Mining Act (Report)

This Report has been prepared for inclusion in the Notice of Meeting (Notice) dated on 9 April 2013 to be
issued by Pilbara Minerals Limited (Pilbara). The Notice relates to various shareholder approvals
required for, amongst other things, the proposed acquisition by Pilbara of all of the issued capital of Sturt
Resources Ltd (Sturt).
1.

Scope of Report

1.1

This Report relates to the tenements, situated in Papua New Guinea, in which Sturt, through its
subsidiaries, has, or has a right to acquire, an interest (PNG Tenements). Details relating to the
PNG Tenements are set out in the Schedule of PNG Tenements as annexed to this Report. The
PNG Tenements have all been granted, or are subject to an application to be granted, under the
Mining Act 1992 of Papua New Guinea (Mining Act).

1.2

This Report relates only to the laws of Papua New Guinea and Australia in force on the date of
this Report.

1.3

Terms defined in this Report have the same meaning as set out in the Notice, unless the context
indicates otherwise.

2.

Opinion on PNG Tenements

2.1

For the purposes of this Report, we have carried out, on 28 February 2013, searches of the
Register of Tenements maintained by the Registrar of Tenements under the Mining Act (Register
of Tenements) in respect of ML 503, ELA 2071, EL 1989, EL 1915, ELA 1916 and EL 1453.

2.2

On this basis, and subject to the assumptions and qualifications set out in this Report, it appears
that the current status and ownership of the PNG Tenements are as set out in the Schedule of
PNG Tenements including the notes to that Schedule.

2.3

The entries in the Register of Tenements in respect of each PNG Tenement (except in respect to
EL 1989) show the participating interests held as between the registered holders of the PNG
Tenement or applicants for the PNG Tenement. The Schedule of PNG Tenements shows the
legal, registered interest in the PNG Tenement and does not contain a statement as to the
ownership or controlling interest of Sturt or its subsidiaries that arise out of various agreements
entered into between those entities and the registered holders of the PNG Tenements. Sturt’s
contractual interests in the PNG Tenements, held through its subsidiaries, are set out in section 7
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of the Notice. The Joint Venture Agreements are not registered on the titles of the PNG
Tenements. No legal or equitable interest in a tenement is created by an instrument until the
instrument is approved and registered in accordance with the provisions of the Mining Act.
2.4

Different rights and obligations are imposed on the various categories of tenement under the
Mining Act. The PNG Tenements set out in the Schedule of PNG Tenements relate to
applications for exploration licences (ELA), exploration licences (EL) and a mining lease (ML).

3.

Assumptions
In preparing this Report, we have assumed the following:

4.

(a)

The entries in respect of the PNG Tenements in the Register of Tenements, maintained by
the Registrar of Tenements under the Mining Act, are correct, complete and up to date.

(b)

The entries in the Register of Tenements were validly entered and accurately reflect the
status of each PNG Tenement.

(c)

At the date of this Report, there are no other documents or instruments which, if reviewed
by us, would alter our view of the PNG Tenements as set out in the Schedule of PNG
Tenements including the notes to that Schedule.

(d)

The PNG Tenements and any extension of the term of the PNG Tenements (other than
applications for PNG Tenements) have been validly granted.

(e)

The execution and delivery of, and the performance of any obligations under agreements
entered into between Sturt and/or any of the registered licence holders are not illegal,
invalid or unenforceable, satisfy all requirements under the laws of the governing
jurisdiction and do not affect the validity or enforceability of the rights granted under the
PNG Tenements.

(f)

All reports, certificates, letters and opinions given by external advisers of Pilbara or Sturt
in relation to the documents examined by us are accurate.

(g)

Insofar as any obligation under any document examined by us is to be performed in any
jurisdiction outside Australia or Papua New Guinea, its performance will not be illegal or
ineffective by virtue of the law of that jurisdiction.

(h)

All statements and warranties of fact in any document on which this Report relies, and the
instructions which we have received as to all matters of fact, are and continue to be
correct and complete and were not false or misleading in the form or context they were
represented to us, and no relevant matter was withheld from us (whether deliberately or
inadvertently).

Qualifications
This Report is subject to the following qualifications:
(a)

We neither express nor imply any opinion as to, and have not made any investigation of,
the laws of any jurisdiction other than Australia and Papua New Guinea.

(b)

The Register of Tenements does not provide details of instruments which may have been
lodged for approval and registration but are not yet entered in the Register of Tenements.
Once registered, any such instrument may affect the title of persons holding interests
shown in the Register of Tenements.
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(c)

The Mining Act establishes a system under which reliance can be placed on the Register
of Tenements because an instrument under which a legal or equitable interest in a
tenement is or may be created is of no force until approved by the Minister for Mining
and entered in the Register of Tenements. However, it does not create a system of
absolute title by registration. We therefore express no opinion as to the enforceability of
the Joint Venture Agreements between the parties to them.

(d)

A registered tenement is liable to cancellation if the tenement holder is in breach of the
conditions of the tenement or the Mining Act or is in default in payment of moneys under
the Mining Act. The Register of Tenements does not provide a record of any noncompliance.

(e)

We express no opinion as to whether renewals of the PNG Tenements, where renewals
have been or are about to be applied for under the Mining Act, will ultimately be granted
in whole or in part.

(f)

A tenement holder cannot enter or occupy land the subject of the tenement until an
agreement or determination has been made in relation to landowner compensation, any
such agreement is registered, and compensation is paid.

(g)

The good standing of the PNG Tenements and the holder's interest in the PNG Tenements
are subject to the holders continuing to comply with the respective terms and conditions
of the PNG Tenements under the Mining Act and any regulation made under the Mining
Act. We express no opinion as to the registered holders compliance with the conditions
imposed on the PNG Tenement or the Mining Act generally.

(h)

The Mining Act and its predecessor declares that minerals at or below the surface of the
land are the property of the State. It has been argued in a number of Supreme Court
proceedings that the legislation purports compulsorily to acquire property without
complying with the Constitution of Papua New Guinea and is, therefore, invalid. The
proceedings have all been disposed of without determination of these arguments.

(i)

The courts of Papua New Guinea are obliged by Section 158(2) of the Constitution of
Papua New Guinea to give paramount consideration to the dispensation of justice in
interpreting the law. Authoritative decisions of courts of Papua New Guinea have
interpreted this section as giving rise to an alternative substantive principle of
jurisprudence, which may impact upon the enforcement of rights under the PNG
Tenements.

(j)

We provide no opinion as to, and have not made any investigation of, the presence or
effect of any litigation or disputes against Sturt in any jurisdiction other than the relevant
Australian and Papua New Guinean jurisdictions.

(k)

We express no opinion as to the enforceability or the rights of Sturt, the PNG Subsidiaries
or the registered holders of the PNG Tenements under the Joint Venture Agreements. The
enforceability of any Agreement may be subject (without limitation) to the following:
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equitable remedies, such as injunctions and specific performance, are
discretionary and may not be granted by a court in Australia or Papua New
Guinea in respect of a monetary obligation where damages would be an adequate
remedy;

(ii)

lapse of time and statutes of limitation;
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(l)

(iii)

laws relating to bankruptcy, liquidation, insolvency, receivership, administration,
official management, reorganisation, moratoria, court schemes or similar laws
affecting the enforcement of a party’s rights generally;

(iv)

defences such as set off, laches, abatement or counterclaim and the doctrines of
estoppel, waiver, forbearance or election;

(v)

the possible requirement to provide security as to costs, security for the usual
undertakings as to damages or indemnities for malicious or wrongful action;

(vi)

a document may not be admitted in court proceedings unless applicable stamp
duty has been paid;

(vii)

a contract or agreement may be set aside by a court of Australia or Papua New
Guinea on application by a party if that party entered into the contract or
agreement as a result of fraud, duress or unreasonable or unconscionable conduct
on the part of another party or of a third person of which another party has actual
or constructive knowledge; and

(viii)

an Australian or Papua New Guinean court will not enforce a provision in a
contract which is a penalty, that is, payment to be made on breach of a contract
where the payment is not a proper and genuine pre-estimate of a loss that the
party entitled to the payment may suffer.

An Australian or Papua New Guinean court may determine in its discretion the extent of
enforceability of any provision of the Joint Venture Agreements which provides for or, as
the case may be, requires:
(i)

severability of one provision from another;

(ii)

a discretion, if such discretion is exercised unreasonably;

(iii)

an indemnity for legal costs incurred by an unsuccessful litigant;

(iv)

written amendments and waivers (to the exclusion of oral or other amendments or
waivers);

(v)

an indemnity in respect of breach of law, fraud or other matter which on the basis
of public policy would render the indemnity unenforceable;

(vi)

a company to procure another company to do or refrain from doing any act,
matter or thing, if:
(A)

it would be a breach of the duties of the directors of the second
mentioned company to resolve or otherwise determine that the second
mentioned company to do or refrain from doing that act, matter or thing;
or

(B)

the second mentioned company to do or refrain from doing that act,
matter or thing,

and our opinion on any such provision is limited accordingly.
(m)
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or that any order made by the court would not be effective, and a court may stay actions
on the grounds of oppression or vexation.
(n)

A contract or agreement may be set aside by an Australian or Papua New Guinean court
on application by a party if that party entered into the contract or agreement as a result of
fraud, duress or unreasonable or unconscionable conduct on the part of another party or of
a third person of which another party has actual or constructive knowledge.

(o)

We express no opinion on whether any transaction contemplated by the parties would be
permitted under the terms of the Mining Act, including without limitation, section 31 of
the Mining Act that creates specific rules for dealing with exploration licences in the first
two years from issue.

(p)

An Australian or Papua New Guinean court may determine in its discretion the extent of
enforceability of any provision of the Joint Venture Agreements which provides for an
indemnity in respect of breach of law, fraud or other matter which on the basis of public
policy would render the indemnity unenforceable.

(q)

A provision in any of the Joint Venture Agreements which requires a person to procure
that a company do or refrain from doing any act may not be enforceable if it would be:

(r)

(i)

a breach of duties of the directors of the company to cause the company to do or
not do that act; or

(ii)

illegal for the company to do or not do that act.

We understand and are advised that ML 503 falls into a sub-category of mining lease
granted under the Mining Act which is for the sole purpose of mining alluvial minerals.
This type of tenement may only be held by:
(i)

a citizen;

(ii)

a company of which at least 51% of the issued ordinary shares are beneficially
owned by citizens; or

(iii)

an unincorporated joint venture in which at least 51% of the interest is
beneficially owned by the citizens.

Accordingly, no more than a 49% beneficial interest may be acquired in ML 503 by a
non-citizen of Papua New Guinea.
5.

Using this Report
We intend that this Report be read in conjunction with the Notice. A summary of laws affecting
the PNG Tenements is set out in the Notice under the section entitled “PNG Legal and Regulatory
Framework”, and regard should be had to that section when reading this Report.
Descriptions of the Joint Venture Agreements are set out in the Notice under the section entitled
“Joint Venture Agreements”.

6.

Consent
Gadens Lawyers has given, and has not before the issue of the Notice withdrawn, its consent to
the issue of the Notice with this Report included in the form and context in which it appears.
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Yours sincerely

Kym Livesley
Partner
Corporate Advisory
GADENS LAWYERS
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Schedule of PNG Tenements and applications for PNG Tenements
Tenement

Name

Registered
Holder 1

Registered
Holder 2

Grant Date /
Application Date
/ Renewal Date

Term and
Expiry Date

Area /
Subblocks 5

Status

Brothers &
Together
(PNG) Limited
(100%)

N/A

4/5/2007

2 years

107 sub
blocks

Expired 1

4/5/2009

3/5/2011

Maka Alluvial
Gold Mining
Limited (51%)

Brothers &
Together
(PNG)
Limited
(49%)

25/03/2009

20 years

3.7 km2

Current

Malaumanda
Development
Corporation
Limited

TNG
Limited 4

10/5/2012

66 (225
km2)

Current

New Global
Mining (PNG)
Limited
(100%)

N/A

593 sub
blocks
(2,018.7
2 km2)

Current

Tamo Gold Project
EL1453

Tamo

ML503 2

Tamo

24/03/2029

Malaumanda Gold Project
EL1989 3

EL1915

Malaumanda

Anamanda

2 years
09/05/2014

20/12/2012

2 years
19/12/2014

ELA1916

Waswa

New Global
Mining (PNG)
Limited
(100%)

N/A

8/11/2010

N/A

322 sub
blocks

Application

ELA2071

Amboin

Salumei
Korosmeri
Minerals
Limited (20%)

Sturt
Resources
(PNG)
Limited
(80%)

22/09/2011

N/A

367 sub
blocks

Application

Notes to the Schedule:
1.

We are unable to verify independently from the extract obtained from the Register of Tenements alone
whether a renewal has been lodged with the MRA in respect of EL 1453. We have however, received a
copy of an Application for renewal of EL1453, dated 3 May 2011. Under the Mining Act, where prior to
the expiry of a tenement, the holder has applied for an extension of the term, the tenement shall continue in
force over that portion of the land covered by the application until the determination of the application.

2.

The interests of Sturt in EL 1453 and ML 503 are held by Star No. 15 Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Madang Mining Pty Ltd which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Sturt. Sturt has no legal interest in EL
1453 or ML 503 under the Mining Act and asserts a contractual interest only in these PNG Tenements
through the terms of the joint venture agreement entered into between Sturt and Brothers & Together
(PNG) Limited dated 16 February 2012 as varied by a Deed of Variation dated 16 July 2012 and a Deed of
Assumption and Assignment dated 16 January 2013. In accordance with the Mining Act, a non-citizen of
Papua New Guinea may not hold a beneficial interest of greater than 49% in ML 503 as it is a mining lease
for the sole purposes of mining alluvial minerals. We note that none of the agreements in respect of EL
1453 and ML 503 are registered under the Mining Act.
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3.

The interest of Sturt in EL 1989 is held by Sturt Resources (PNG) Limited (see note 4), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Sturt and Malaumanda Development Corporation Limited. The register entry for EL 1989
does not specify the registered percentage interests of each of the licence holders. We understand that there
are various joint venture agreements entered into between the registered holders. None of the agreements
in respect of EL 1989 are registered under the Mining Act.

4.

“TNG Limited” is listed as the second registered holder. This may be an error with the Register of
Tenements and should read TNG (PNG) Limited which is the former name of Sturt Resources (PNG)
Limited. Sturt is seeking a correction of the Registrar of Tenements, as a condition precedent to the Deed
of Implementation, unless the obligation is waived by Pilbara.

5.

Each sub-block is approximately 3.41 km2.
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ACN 112 425 788

FORM OF PROXY

I/We
(Full name in block letters)

of
(Address)

being a member of Pilbara Minerals Limited, hereby appoint:
Name

Address
or, failing that person:
Name

Address
or, failing that person, the Chairman of the meeting as my/our proxy/proxies to vote for me/us on my/our behalf
at the General Meeting of the Company to be held at The Sofitel Hotel, 61 – 101 Phillip Street, Sydney on
Friday, 17 May 2013 commencing at 11:30am (AEST) and at any adjournment thereof.
If you do not wish at all to direct your proxy how to vote, please place a mark in this box.

By marking this box, you acknowledge that, if the Chairman is your proxy, the Chairman may exercise your
proxy even if he has an interest in the outcome of the resolution and votes cast by him, other than as proxy
holder, will be disregarded because of that interest.
If you do not mark this box, and you have not directed your proxy how to vote, the Chairman will not cast your
votes on the resolution and your votes will not be counted in calculating the required majority if a poll is called
on the resolution.
If the Chairman of the meeting is voting as your proxy, he intends to vote any undirected proxies held on the
item of business in favour of the resolution on that item of business.

Signature of shareholder (companies to execute under seal or director’s
signature if applicable)
Dated this

day of

2013

If you desire to direct your proxy/proxies how to vote, please insert an X in the appropriate box.
If you do not direct your proxy/proxies, the proxy holder may vote as they think fit or may abstain from voting.
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For

Against Abstain

Resolution 1 – Approval of Change of Scale of Activities







Resolution 2 – Approval of Proposed Issue of Shares







Resolution 3 – Approval of issue of Shortfall







To be effective, the proxy form and the power of attorney or other authority (if any) under which each proxy form
is signed (or a copy of that power or authority certified in a manner acceptable to the Directors) must be received
at least 48 hours prior to the meeting (i.e. not later than 11:30am (AEST) on 15 May 2013), or to any adjourned
meeting, at the Company’s office being:
By hand:

Level 5, 2 Bligh Street, Sydney

By facsimile:

(02) 9427 5928 – please fax both pages of the Proxy Form

By mail:

PO Box 324, Crows Nest, NSW 1585

Additional proxy forms will be supplied on request. A body corporate may appoint a representative to attend,
vote at and otherwise act for it at the meeting in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001.

SIGNING INSTRUCTIONS
You must sign this form, in the spaces provided, as follows:
Individual: Where the holding is in one name, the holder must sign.
Joint Holding: Where the holding is in more than one name, all of the shareholders must sign.
Power of Attorney: If you are signing under a power of attorney, you must lodge an original or certified
photocopy of the appropriate power of attorney with your completed proxy form.
Companies: Where the company has a Sole Director who is also the Sole Company Secretary, this form
must be signed by that person.
If the company (pursuant to Section 204A of the Corporations Act 2001) does not have a Company Secretary,
a Sole Director can also sign alone. Otherwise this form must be signed by a Director jointly with either
another Director or a Company Secretary. Please indicate the office held by signing in the appropriate place.

